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ABSTRACT
- The DIALIB Project was a 3-year experiment, that

investitiated the potential of the .public library as a "linking agent"
between the public and.-the many machine- readable da'ta bases currently
accessible via the telephone using online terminals. The study
investigaed the following questions: (1) Is online search of use to
the patrons of a.publielibrary? (2), What impact doesSfich a system..
.have'on both ,the library and the patron? A3) What conditions are
required for Successfia use of 'online reference search in the public

.library(4) what are the financial and marketing agpectA of such
service? )he four participating COoperative'Information NetwOrks
libraries performed 2,173 searches during the project. The principal
user groups were.graduate students, educatorS,,teclnical
prOfessionals, and librarians. In planning for'Onkine'search in the
public library, nine key requirements were identified. It was
dei'ermined that a*market,exists for public library searches of 4
existing data basei among emplbyees and operators of small
,busineSses, college students, and loCaigovernment officials. The
traditionally trained public librarian noes have skills that are
'applicable to the skills required for online.Searching. Contrary to
expectations, no problems .were experienced in the mechanics of
billing and fee collectiofi, and comments from patrons were favorable
to pdying.for the' service. (Author /JAB)
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REWORD,.

LMSC-D560986.

. , ! ' . . .
This report presents the results of the)DIALIB project; a study supported by the

National Science Foundation,* to investigate online bibliographic search in a public*

library setting. We hdve attempted to capture not Only the formal evaluative material,

but also the very informalcomments expressed by participants.

r

The report is given in two volumes:

Final Report. This Volume, describes -the prOject, and summarizes the evaluation

material giVenin the Annex,
I

Annex: Evaluation Report. This volume presents the detailed projectevaluation
prepared by Applied Communication Research: It proVides extensive statistical tables,

e,
and detailed analyses of the results obtained. 1

--4..9,
..e..5;. . .

Copies of the two yolu4nes are available from Lockheed'Informatioh Systems while the

suvply lasts, and
.
thereafter from the' National Technical Information Service (NTIS).

. : ,

*.Grant DS174-43972, User Support Program, Division of 8 cience Information, NSF.

. .

Note: Any opinions, findings, conclusions or recOinmend tions expressed in this
pullicationorethose of the author and do f\of nece sarily reflect the views. .
of the National Science Foundation.
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e EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
P.,

Ad.

. s, . .
This executive summa follows the same general structtre as the eport; the reader

-, !

can refer to the appropriate section for further information on any of the topics.
0

I. -DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY

The DfA.LIB Project was a 3ryear experiment that investigated the potentialsOf the

public library as a "Linking agent" between the public and the many ma.eliine)readable
.-

data bases currently accessible via the telephone line using online termiknali.( Free

service was offered for the first year, one-half the cost of the search service charges
were passed on to the patron for the second year, "and the full cost of search 'service

c

was charged in the third year. Foni.public.librarie-s.in Northern California,'nembers

of, the Cooperative rrnation Network (CIN); were the major-participants in the

study; additionarlibr ries in other parts of the country wer :ntroduced for a, 6-month

. per-Od in thebmiddle of the 'second year to obtain subjective evaluations. ,Two of the
. N...

.

original CIN libraries carried thiough for the third year. The substantive valuation

data were obtained from the GIN libraries; the other, libraries provided subjective

comments and evaluations.

The study investigated the Wowing questions:

Is online search of use to-the patrons of.a public library?
.

.

, What, impadt does such a system haqe-on both the library and the patron?
What conditions are required,for successful use of online reference search

in the public' library?
What are the financial and marketing aspect of such a.service?t

The investigation)was conducted by Lockheed InformatiZon Systems, and Lockheed also

provided the DIALOG onlihe information retrieval service., Evaluation was performed
, ,

1
0

1.0
LOCKHEED PALO ALTO RESEARCH LABORATORY
ROCK/4111D MISSILES & %PACT comPANy. INC
A SUSSIDIARY OF to:OCR/411D AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
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by Appled Communication Research (ACR), a nonprofit behavioral research firm in
Palo 'Alto, California. The project was reviewed by an oversight committee of five
experts in various specialties of public librarianship, marketing, and informdtion

tScience. ..=

e

. ..

During the DIALIB experiment, ACR gathered data on user characteristics and

attitudes, cost of search, offline and online search time, data.bases used, etc. In
_..

_ addition, through interviews with the participants and statements subinitted by the

pakiciparits, some of the intangible aspects of the experiment were documented.

.

2. ONLINE REVERENCE RETRIEVAL

.0

The Lockheed,DIALOG_Information Retrieval Service was used'in the study. The

libraries accessed the systelnusing a typewriter-like terminal that is acoutiCalLy
coupled to the telephone line. (An ordinary handset'is placed in a receptacle of the

"404.terminal:) Approximatel, 18 data bases in ethication, science, technology; social
science, and busiles were .avail,ble at the start of the Project. This grew to 36 data
bases by the end of the second year, and to more thano60 by the end of the third year.

- ,

3. EVALUATION,SUkMARY
f

Are the results generalizable to other public libraries? .."*t

1/.

A great similarity of time and Jost elements was found between pairs of libraLes
during the pay period, despite differences in library popillations, organizational struc-
ture, etc. The time and cost data should. therefore applicable to other public
libraries. There are differences iri subjedstive judgments on various aspects of online

search in the public library, as indicated in the comments given in,Appendix B, but we

feel that ribrarians will be able to find comments and information pertinent to their
particular lib

L

'tuation,-

xivl 1

a
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. . .`. -

How many.,searcheswere performed?
-.

\ ,
The four CIN libraries performed 1, 236 searches the first year.of-free service,
and 611 searches 'during the second year when one-half the usual DIALOG costs were
passed on to the patron. In the third year, when full DIALOG,costs w ere charged, 326

searches were performed by the remaining two libraries/

+.4

`Who were the u sers of the service?

Thp' °principal user groups were graduate students, educators, technic al professionals, ,

and illrarians.. Most online searches were requested either as part of the patronth

_

job or forresearch papers.

Were the users .Satisfied?

About 70% of the patrons during both the free and pay periods indicated that the results

of their search were of significant value to Mani.
Vv.

, ' :

What is the c,ostiof a search?
.

.
1.. .. :0.; . ;4

et ' U k e
, . ..... . . 't I,

timeAn, average search c' Ogts about aq in staff time Xabont one hour of offline ,preparation

and online search), and about$20 in online search charge (about $11. for online time
. ,, .

and 9 for printout). This doles not include the terrhinal cost of $115 a month.' About
..-

60% of the searches had a search service cost Of leas than-$26.

lb

'fb should the user be,Presene at the search?'

u ttt;
.

The user was invited to bepresent while the search wsaig conducted more frequently in

the pay period (5O') than in the free period (15%) $ This supports previousfindings
that experienced searcheretend to allow the user to participate in the.search morethari
do less experienced searchers. In addition, fears that patron Presence_ slows down the

search'proved..to be unjustified,, 211Ldularly in.the pay period.
,

111m.

C.

t

)
, t1

, 1
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What does it take to make online service "come.alive" in a public library?

Personnel and funding determine whether online search comes .alive; theattftudes and

support of the library director and the head reference librarian are crucial to the suc-
cess.Of the venture. Unless both aie firmly committed to work for and support online
searching, the probability of success is at best Marginal. The personalities and com-
mitment of individual librarians are also a key factor.

A source of ftincl'ing must be found to cover the staff costs, search service costs,

terminal rental, and communication costs. These funds may beprovided through the
library budget, through utet fees, or a combination of both.

What ba ckground should the public library have for online search service to be
successful?'

.- . , ,It is imPortalt that the library ha. some experience in dealing with in-depth reference 4., , ...k.
. . . . .

.questions, and have identified th aeiget group of users of this service.
,, -

, . , .
What impact has the DIALIB-experim ent had' in the field?

.1...,.

.,. . ...
A

Great interest was shown in tiii,many ilatibrs and presentations given during Je 3-pear,
,,

period, and dyer 600 copies of `the two-Year Interim Report were distributed.

, , , -- i.
,

.

.

(We have not investigated whettber any public libraries havebegun offering.online .
.

reference as a result oftlIALIB; we encourage any such libraries to contact us so that
.

we can incorporate this inforMation into future editions of this final report.)
..

Y

Did' all the DIgLIp libraries continue to offer online service?

Twb of the four CIN libraries tave.retained online search service, San Jose Public

Library and San Mateo County Library. Of the other libraries that participated for
0

1-3
LOCKHEED PALO ALTO RESEARCH LABORATORY
lOCA111101 PA,ISSILIS t SAACI COMPANY, INC

,SURS1-DIARY Of tOCKNIIID AIRCRAFT CORPORATION



. ,
6 ramps, Minneapolis (INF0111/1), Tulsa City-County (INFO II), and Cleveland (Facts
fora Fee) have retained online search. The Long IslAd Library Resources Council

'LMSC-D560986

offers online search only for very.spedial requests, while Houston no longer offers
the service.

What would you do differently if you were repeating this'experiment?

e should have planned how to deal with levels of demand. In particular,
during the 1 year of unrestricted free searching, the demand for the. service was too
great for convenient library operation. Each of the CIN libraries should have set a
limit on the-number of searches that could be, handled online, and established policies

.

concerning use of online services. This would have avoided the overload condition
during the first year, and would have made the librarians more amenable to publiciz-

P

ing the service during the subsequent pay periods.
Alt

We found. that branch librarians' are.reluctant to solicit requests-for onlifie search
when a 'central library, is performing the actual search. Since much of this reluctance
is due to lack of acquaint* ance with enli4 SearCh, and a lack of feeling of participation,
we should haVe gained at least one person in each branch po.act as the
of online search in the braah.

*

4. PLANNING FOR ONLINE SEARCH

"local agent"
. .

Nine key requiremHtsfor online search in the..gublic library were identified:

(1) Ne to establish the scope and limits of service
'(2) Need to carefully consider fhe impact-of the service on staff time
(3) Importance of-staff attitudes toward the role of reference services,

toward. fee-basedisearch (where applicable)
(4) Importance Of obtaining suitable funding for both the search

supporting staff
(5) Need for promotional planning

(6) Need for ongdingstaff training

xvii

14
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(7) -need for a "critical-mass" of searches to maintain staff prpficiency
(8) Need to.maintairr adequate support documentation

(9), Need for developig management and evaluation policies for the onlikne

service

I

Although all the public libi-ardis in the DIALIB study used the fee - for service approach,

online search and feefor .service are not inexorably linked. However, if free service
,.

is to be offered, it is crucial that policies be.set up that assure the ability of the
library to deliver effective service to its chosen clientele.' This was not done during
the DIALIB study free Pexiod, and the CIN librarians were overwhelmed by the de-

mand for online searches.

5. CONCLUSIONS

.Marketing

The DIALIB experiment has shown that there is a market for isting data bases. It

is made up of employees of small businesses; of students from colleges and universi-

ties who dcr not otherwise have convenient ,access to online searching; of individuals
. . , .

who are starting a.business, doing personal research or investigation; and-tof local

government officials. Other users of the sersiice came from government agencies of

all sizes and descriptions, and sma11.high-technology firms.

s.' Online search and the public library.*

The traditionally train ed public librarian does have a variety of skills that are

directly applicable to the kinds of skills requiredor online searching. Mahy librarian s
involved in DIALIB,, who had no preVious training in online search, became skilled

,3 . k
4,Searchers. .Howev9r), the majority of public.librarians spend very Tittle time in
le hy, in'-depth, personaliz tecrsearche's for a PatrOrc,";and the availability df online. .t,
search in the public library r ,Philo,sophioal questions of how much.service is,to

'I . .

. . be pro' ded for whom, when; where, and at whatlevel.. -

15
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. Fee for service the Rut lic librar

An, important res t of the DVALIB experiment was that, contrary to,expectations, no
problenis were e perienced in the mechanics of.billing and fee collection; as that
comments by tht patrons w, re favorable to paying a. fee fbr the search service. The
only problem associated charging for this specialized reference service wasFifth

dealing with t philosophical cdncept'of fee for service. Once this was accepted by
the administr tion, the actual mechanics of collection and patron acceptance offered
no difficultie . Furthermore, there has been no tendency to extend the concept to
traditional rvices within the participating libraries. We should note, though, that

./*

since a stu y of non-uers was not made, we do not know whether fees deterred some
individuals ifrom using the service.

In this fin'l report we have tried to indiCate the time and oost elements, and the many
organizat onarand staff aspects involved in online search in the public library.. WeP
hope that such factual information will be usefutto those on,both sides of the fee-for-

.

serv'ice uestjon.

4'

4..
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. Section 1 ti

&RLPTION OF THE STUDY,

'\ LMSC- D560986

It tsnow possible to Perform online c purer searches of large bibliOgraphic data , ,
* .bases ranging from onequarter of 'a rai on to over a million citations each. These .

. - -

data bases span the spectliim from scienc and technology to social sciences and
business. Several retrieval services subli.asthe Lockheed DIALOG (:). system and the
System Development Corporation's ORBIT -System offer such. st*vice at rates ranging'
from' $35 to $150 hour, depending on the data base used In addition, the user must., 4

pay the Communication cost (the cost of a direct telephone call to ealifornia pr
appr7ximately $8 an-hour via a local Tymshare br Telenet port) and terminal rental

cost (appro4 1,5mately $0a month, including maintenance).

° A'deca.de ago-, sitcp. online access to lare,bibliographic data bases was restricte dto
large governmental orginizations that had the financial assets needed to prepare large
data bises and to access them in an efficient manner:, As a result of reduced computer

. and communications costs, this access has been extends to industrial users, and
universities at a reasonable cost thr ugh more than 15 services in the United States
(Ref.. 1). As'yet, however, no e nsive use of these services is made, by the general
public-. What is required, as s,ho soheihatically in -Fig. 1-1, is a ',linking agept" to
bring together the-data base resources and the general user public.

1.1 THE DIALIB STUDY

t.
. .-.. .4 :

In late 1973, Lockheed Information Systems snb-nlitteda proposal to ,the National , k

Science Foundation to conduct a kitudy to examine means by, which the piiblic library.
could act as a lizildifg agent tolthe general public in providirir online information

,retrieval services. .

In 1974, the-User Support Program of the Office of Science Information Service,*
.

_National Science Foundation, established a grant to enable Lockheed Informatioil

-*Now the Division of Science Information.

1-1
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iSystems to workizith the Cooperative Information Netv,:prk (CIN), an information

cooperative in' Northern California, to establish online search services Using the
DIALOG System (see Appendix E) in four COoperative Information Network public

libraries. The projeCt is, referred to as the DIALIBI)roject. Communication

Research, Inc.. (ACR), a nonprofit behavioral research firm in Palo Alto, California,
was selectedto perform afi independent project evaluation.

'4

The .NSF ghnt`suMmary was as follows:
0

The purpose'of this project is to conduct an operational experiment to test
the feasibility-, economic viability, and utility to users of using the existing
library systems to provide public access to pomputerized (onlin) scientific ''). °
and technical Oformation services (query, search, and retrieval) hereto-
fore bnavailable and inaccessible to eitlier the general public or the scien-
tist /engineer

..

in smaller organizations; and to deterniine the impact of such
services on both libivaries and service users. The project entails a two- t ,-,.. year program. to be.carried out in several librarie of'the Cooperative k

Information Network of San Mateo and Santa Clara ounti s in California.
The online retrieval capability, which will be provi y the Lockheed' ,
DIALOG system, offers access to a wide range of engineering, science,, . )
psychology, agriculture, and educational technology data bases; 'including

.-

NTIS, CAIN', ERIC, INSPEC ,, COMPENDEX, and VANDEX.. Statistical b113.ta ,r,
are to be collected and analyzed with respect to (1) utility and utilization( .

k-/of public libraries as technical information dissemination centers, and
F (2) marketing variables and marketing methods for motivating new users .

1of services providing online access to sciOtifie.,and technical inforina 'on.
Basic study areas include the investigation,ancranalysis of the finanoi ,

administrative; user, technical, and marketing aspects Of .computerized .,
online information services in relation?th Other library services.

Thus, Some of the objectives of the study were the following:

(1) Determine how useful an online retrieval service is in meeting the,needs
of the general pubfic.

(2)

S

Develop a user profile that will assist library administrators in identifying
the principal users of the system, the ability atrons to pay for system
use, and the type of inforalation patrons require. '\

(3) Examine the effect of the online service on the library reference service
. and isolate causes for acceptance or rejection of the service..

c4) DeterMine the actual costs of providing such a service and outline the
factors contribufing to these costs.

(5) Identify the specific characteristia of different libraries which would have
, an-effect on the operation

1-3
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.1b. September 1976, the National Science Foundation extended the timePeriod one
additional year so that we could obtain evaluation data on the impact ofClfarging / -.
patrons for the full cost of search, as well as to develop a more complete conceptual

1.145C-D569986,

; framework for the study.
.1

It mustbe kept in mind that the experiment involved pUblic libraries operating under
{s-

different administrative policies and not under strict experimental control. thus,
\stttiWhen we to communicate the r oef the study, we are like the Mind :nen intithe

fable, ea.ch touching a different part of the elephant, and tr3sing to communicate the
nature of the creature to others.

l2c DESIGN OF THE STUDY

,. . ,
The study was originally designed as a 2-yeaiAtudY in which the first year of online

-.... .

service was to be provided steno cost to the libraries, and the second year was to be
stat wie-half the usual charge for search time. The four QIN-member public libraries

were to termine how the funds for the second-year operation were to be raised.
Becatise severe budget cuts experienced bytheselibrarie,4, they all chose to pass
the online searcif service cost's on to the patron, while they paid fot library personnel
and.communication costs. (The terminal rental, about $125 per month, was paid by the
grant.) During the third year of the study, the full cost of online4search service was .

also passed on to the patron.

. The libraries each determined how the online
system. Since each os the librarieS,was in a

. -

was organized somewhat differently from the
t serving the public. There was, therefore,
from library to library; and this .variation is
InterimRePort (Ref. 2).

r
I ,

service was to be integrated' into their ,

different county /city ;jurisdiction., and
4

others, different.approachei were taken
variation found in the evaluation data
discussed in Volume II of the Two-Year

1-4
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4
1.2.1 Project Cocrdinatiop 0 0

-,

In the early es of the project,, monthly reviv meetings werehela to iron out
difficulties to 4.eiriew the ACR evaluation requirements, hutlby the:second:/ear

..,very few etings were -required. The libraries alfo submitted monthly reports to.
. . .- . Lockated, indicating problems, experience with the sy'stem, and suggestions, and

.
cthese reports were then circulated to all the participating libtariesi. ',

,,, of
. ..;,...

0D

I'.

, 3.. 2. 2 Publicity
°

r
teiD

Public libraries have always had the problem of publicizing their service to attract
the attention of potential patrons. With the inception of online retrieval service, and
particularly with fed-based.spai*ele, this becomes an even greater problem.,

). 5

O

Early in the project it was realized that a publicity' expert was re red to coordinate
. ..and develop publicity for the online service, and the GIN Online Committee recommended,.Mrs. Evelyn Helmer, Public Information, San Mateo - County Library. -.Her tour-

,.
,. .stage publicity plan is given in Appendik D. TIvairtbrarie,s ckure to use minimal publicity

..,'
0,during the second find third years because the ,y felt that they could not devote staff to a

)large demand.
t

4

-1/
1.2.3 Librarian Training

No

Librarians from each of the participating libraries were given the standard Lockheed
(0)2-day training course, and tliey'spent about 1 month familiarrzing theinselves with

the system before deffing with patron searches.. As time went by,:s'killed searcher's
- ,.left and others were trained to take their place, Usually by' sending them to the.

Lockheed training pr grain. In addition,' librarians attended sp ecial.data. base
presentations; such as those> given by Predicasts'or by Biosciences, Information
Service (BIOSIS) in n arby cities. - --

) ', 4
ti

Searchers received the DIALOG_,CtirOnolog, a monthly publication describing the
4latest features of the system, offering hints on system use, and inAeating character-.
istics of the latest data bases available. They, also received "DIALIB NOltesi " an

U
=1' a

1-5
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-

informal series of notes at discussed their common takes in searching, new

data bases, and interestling,starch techniques: nuting the' second year,' searches

werc reviewed and the resultS:df this review were discused in these DIALIg'notes.

It must be kept in mind that DIALOG was in a peridd Of rapid expansion 41.ur. ing this
\

2-yaar period, during which time the,n9Ther of data bases increased frgm about

18 to over 35. In the third year, the, number of data bases increased to over 60. Thus,

in some of the remarks of the remark of ti'participating librarians given in.. 1

Appendix B, one will find statements about the lack of time they had to keep up with this

rapid growth:.

1.3 ROLE OF THE STUD)c-PARTICIPANTS

The following org zations part' ipated in the study. Their specific responsibilities
ciwith regard to the:study are in 'bated.

Joint Board of the Cooperative Information Network (CIN). CIN is an organization

consisting of representativeS of public and pritratc libraries in an Mateo and

Santa Clara Counties, in California, wiiich-has_been in existenc&for nearly 5 years. _ -

Its purpose is to deal with mutual problems, share information resources, -arid

coordinate, 'Joint activities of the member libraries. The role of the Joint Board

of CIN in the present study was to.review overall pi-ogress of the Stay, and make,

policy decisions as required.

CIN Online Retrieval Committee. This committee was appointed by the C IN Board
. -

to act as. liaison with Lockheed Information Systems. -The Online Co

consisted of Mrs. Patricia Bergping, Burlingame Public Library, and Mr. Donald
...,4 .. -

Fuller, Santa Clara (City) Public Library. ..
:..
- . a

4.

;..-, .

Lockheed Information Systems. Under Dr. Roger K. Siimmit, Project Director,

and Mr. Oscar Fir,Rchein, Principal Investigator, Lockheed provided the overall

management, technical guidance, and e.°ordination. In addition, Lockheed was _

responsible for providing the DIALOG online,retrieval service, and training of
- , . - .

library personnel. Lockheed prepared *periodic. reports or the National Science
Foundation, conducted review' meetingS, and reviewed searches perfOrmed by the

libraries.
1-6
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Applied Communication Research. 'Project evalu4ion/was initially the responsibil-
ity of Dr. Alice Ahlgren of Applied Communication Research, Inc., a Palo Mtg.

nonprofit behavioral research firm. She wa responsible for. preparation of the
-"evaluation tools, coordination with the libraries concerning'their use, and analysis

and reporting on the results. During the third year, Ms., Carol Van J-epmond as-
sumed these duties under the supervision of Dr. Colin Mick.

Oversight Committee. To.review the progress of the experiment, an Oversight
Committee- consisting of impartial experts in the fieldOf experirhental design.,
public library administration, and user studies was foamed. The committee
consisted of Professor A. Rubenstein (Northwestern University), Mrs. Virginia
Ross Geller (Geller and Ross), Professor Charles' Bourne (University of California,
Berkeley), Mr. Forrest barhart.(METRO), and Mr. Douglas Ferguson (Stanford
Libraries). Comments of Seve 1 members of the Committee are given in
Appendix G.

\...

CIN Libraries. * In June 1974, the CIN Board selected four libraries for the eXperi-

ment, with each library representing a somewhat different type of library service:
a large city (San Jose Public Library); p. county library in a suburban area (Santa'

Clara, CountyLibrary at Cupertinol; a county library headquarters with very little
walk-in traffic (San Mateo County Library, Belmont); and a Smaller city library

with much walk-in business (Redwood,City Publit-Library).- The libraries provided.t
the services of the reference librarians, paid for communications costs, arid Pro-
vided space for the terminals. In addition, the librarians gav46alks and presenta,-
tiOris.to various eivic and governmental organizations to publicize the service.
Figures 1-2' and 1-3 show the terminal locations in the four CIN libraries., All but
the San Mateo County installation arein patron areas..

Non-CIN Libraries. * After the first year, the NSF, suggested that the experiment -.

be expanded to include those libraries able to-deal with .nonsubsidized . search. The
intent was to obtain experience in passing,tfie full cost of the search on to the publte
library. New libraries would be given free demonstration time and a free terminal
for a 6-month period, but would be billed at fall cost of .a DIALOG search. The

*Descriptions of the libraries are given in Appendix A,. Library Profiles.

f.
.
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libraries could,then pass this cost on to the patron; if there was no internal budget
to support this service. this would provide data on the acceptance of afull-charge.

system, by the public. Fotit public libraiies agreed,,to participate ifilie project:... .
Minneapolis Public Library (INFORM); Cleveland Public Library (FACTS FOR A

FEE); Rouston Public Library; and the Long Island Library ResourCes Council. A

4.

complete deScriptiliti of these libraries and their participatidn was given in
Appendix A of Annex 1, TWo Year Interim Report, Ref. 2. In addition, the Tulsa
City-County Library (INFO DS was provided witji training and demonstration time
during the thi.4,year. The comments of the non-CIN librarians are given in

"AppendixB present report:1:-;

1.4 PROJECPCHRONOLOGY

The highlight events of the project Fp given below. Details were given in the

Quarterly Reports indicate'd. A:1ist.'40Oject meetings and papers presented is
given in Appendix r. .

June August 1974 (First Quarterly Report)

Participating librarieS selected by CIN. Board.

Legal agreements prepared and signed between the libraries and Lockheed.

Oversight Committee selected, and hadfirst meeting at Lockheed Palo-Alto
Research Laboratory.

Opening' ceremoaie's at the San Jose Public Libraik, with attendant publfcity._

Meeting' with heads of participating libraries 'regarding pricing policy for
second .tear.

6 Installation of terminals, training of-library personnel, and initial operation.

'September. ---iSiovembA 197'4 (Second Cinarterly'Report) -,

1 q.

User evaluation begu n by ACR wiAli distribution of guestionaires and forms.

Problems arise because high patron use of the system overloaded the refer-
ence.staff

Publicity plan, Stage 1 (distribution of bookmarks, posters.; and brochures),

and Stage 2 (promotional mailings to lOcal business) carried'out. Many news-
paper stories appear in -local.press. ,

29 :1-1-0
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December 1974 March 1975 (Third Quarterly Report)

_

LiyiSdtD569986

Intensive preparation for the fee portioniof the study. Participating libraries
decide that restricted budget makes it impossible to budget ally library funds'
for project, and that all such costs will be passed on to the p.airOn.' Members
of Oversight Committee express disappointment thOt not even ton funds are
forthcoming from libraries.
'Because lthe high level of search activity, participating libraries request .

financial support for search personnel. ,NSF approves a $10 per terminal hour
subsidy for this purpose (demonstration title is not included).

"Standard search" pr9posed by Lockheed because Of concern expressed by
:. .

librarianS concerning cost of search to patron.
Crisis at San -Jose Public Library because of an overload condition created
biSan Jose State University students., A request was made from the library
a the City Council that it be allowed to withdraw from the project; request is

denied because of use to community. San Jose Library School proviiles a.

graduate student to deal with overload, and situation is resolved.
Legal form for fee period is developed by libraries.
Oversight Committee meets and discusses the San Jose situation, the need
for development of a- pricing policy, and the need for more interuettion.. 1

. 4in the evaluation data.

Publicity efforts are cut back because qf,!Iiigh system use.
!3-1)

.

'June 1975 August 1975 (Fourth Quarterly Report)

Initiation of fee for service. No fee colleCfion diffiCulties Ore experienced.
Number of searches drops to 10% of previous free service searches.
ACR completes analysis of first_year of free.operatiOn.

Cooper-DeWath time study to determine gistribution4bfaine and online.time is carried out-for ACR.
o An additional day p airing is provided to librarians.

Project is expanded to four non-

using nonsubsidized search.
4

librkties in other parts of the country

30
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September 1975 December 1975 (Fifth Quarterly Report)

Oversight Committee meets and recommends that two terminals be subsidized

for a third year of full-cost search operation, as requested by CINiibraries.
However; the Committee 'expresses concern that continued external funding

-
will' delay a full assessment of nonsubsidized online searMin the public

library.
Search activity increases from 115 last quarter to 187 searches this, quarter
(September, October, November).
Newspaper advertisements produce little public' response.
An intensive mailing is sent to a community having a targe number of
professionals.

January March 1976 (Sixth Quarterly Report)
./1----:. I

The number of searches shoWs a sharp increase for this quarter,' from a
total of 187 in the previous quarter to 254. -

.

Dr. Ahlgren of ACR visits the non-CIN libraries and reported on their

characteristics. , r

Thp seal-oh-volume for the. unsubsidized libraries proved to be extremely. low.

The response to the CIN mailing to a community with a large number of
., .professionals proves to be quite low. .

A detailed review of searches 'is made by Lockheed duriL this quarter to
.

determine common search errors. . .

t.Tune 1976 V

,

Oversight. Committee meets to review draft of Two-YearReport; recommends

that thizd, year of the study be devoted to providinea conceptual framework
and to the eralUeation of full -cost of online search to patron. .

4

Redwood City Public Library decides to,discontinue participation due to

budget limitations. (See statement of Lisa Naef, Appendix B.)

.31
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National Science Fouhdatioziktpproves a time extension for a third year of

,,the study in accordancewithithe Oversight Committee recommendations.
Two-Year interim Report is issued.
After several months of. participation in the third year, the Santa Clara

County Library (Cupertino) decides to discontinue participation (see rea ns

given in, the statement of Barbara Campbell, Santa Clara County Librarian,
Appendix B).

; Tulsa City-County Library ds given deMonstration time and training.

June 1977

s

At the conclusion of ifie DIALIB study, San Jose and San Mateo County

libraries decide to retain online sarch using a fee-for-service approach.
The Minneapo. lis (INFORM), Cleveland (Facts for a Fee), and Tulsa City.-

C ountypF0 II) .public libraries Aso continued their fee-based approadh

to online service. .1,

4

e.

i
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Section 2

6NLINE REFERENCE RETRIEVAL

This section provides some background on online reference retrieval. The fee
structure 'used in the DIALIB study, and the effect Of fees on search volume are
also- indicated

2 . 1 DIALOG ®RETRIEVA STEM'

e,

The Lockheed DIALOG Ihformation Retrieval Service was used in the study. Approxi-
mately 18 data bases were available at the start of the Project, By the end of second
year, over 36 data bases in science and technology, business social science, and
psychology were available,' as shown, in Fig. 2-1. (Note .that the cost of eachklata base
is also indicated.). By the end of theckhird year, over 60 data bases Were available.
An annotated search, indiCating the seqUence of operations used, is given in Fig. 2-2,1
and the DIALOG system is described in Appendix F. Although the DIALOG service was
used, the results of the study should be applicp.ble for public libraries using an online
search service4hat is accessible via telephone lines using standard terminals, and
offering a variety of data bases of general public interest.

TO perform a search, the user-`'dials the telephone number Of the search service and
obtains a high-pitched tOndAndicating that the computer is available. The telephone
handset is then inserted into the acoustic coupler which is pill of the terminal,. A
message requesting the user password is printed out on the terminal. Afteethe'pass-
word is accepted; the user specifies the desired data base and then enters search
terms via the keyboard. Search terms can be nangal 1Titiage (English) or numerIcal-
'codes,(such.as product, event, Or concept class Codes) for some of the data bases.
The user is 'aided in selection: of search terms by being able to have terms displayed
that are-alphabetically close to an entered term. (For some data bases, terms that

V." 3
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LOCKHEED INFORMAJION SYSTEMS

D.I.ALOG INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SERVICE/

Idwide Access to Worldwide Knowledge
- OVER 12 MILLION CONTINUOUSLY AVAILABLE REFERENCES FROM WORLD'S PRI NC rvAt DAM BASES

SCIENCE

BIOSIS PREVIEWS (S65/hr)- Worldwide coverage of the life
sciences (199 to Present).

CA COND TES (S45/ht) -"Bibliographic data and keywords
for chemis chemicol engineering from Chemical Abstracts
Service (CAST (1 2 to present).

CA SUBJECT it4D ALERt (S60/hr) - Subject index headings
and CAS Registry N ers for CAS documents (1973 to present).

CA CHEMICAL NAME DICTIONARY (S60/hr)-CAS Registry
Numbers, CA Index Names, arld molecular for'mulas for

CAIN (S25/151) -.Worldwide coverage of agriculture from the
Notional Agricultural Library (1970 to present).

COMPREHENSIVE DISSERTATION ABSTRACTS ($55/hr)- Doc- -

toral dissertations from accredited universities (mostly U.S,.)
(1861 to present).

SCISE-ARCH® ($70/hr)- Index to the literature of science and
technology from the Institute for ScientifiC Informotion (1974
to present).

TECHNOLOGY /EN GINEERI NG

CLAIMS`'/CHEM (S150 /hr) - U.S. chemical and chemically
related patents plus some foreign equivolents (1950 to present).

CLAIMS`"' /GEM (S90 /hr) - U.S. general, electrica1,4and
mechanical patents (1975 to present).

COMPENDEX (S65/hr)- Worldwide coverage of engineering
literature from Engineering. Index, Inc. (1972 10 present).

INSPEC-,PHYSICS ($45/hr) - Worldwide coverage of physic; from
the Institution of Electrical Engineers ((EE) (1969 to present)t

INSPEC-ELEC/COMP (S45/hr)- Electrical engineering, computer
science, and control engineering from IEE (1969 to present).

ISMEC (S45 /hr) - Coverage of mechanical engineering and engi-
neering management (1973 to present).

METADEXh($80/hr) -Coverage of metallurgical literature includ-
ing Metals Abstracts Index and Alloys. index (1966 to present).

METEOROLOGICAL ABSTRACTS (S50jhr) Worldwide meteoro-
logical andigeoostrophysicol litereture (1972 to present).1

NM-J$35 /hi.) Complete Government Reports Announcements
doto base Covering governmeilt reseorch from over 240 agencies
(1964 to present).

OCEANIC ABSTRACTS5'($55/hr) - Coverage of worldwide
ogFaphy ond marine-reloted literature (1964 to present).

WORLD ALUMINUM ABSTRACTS ($50/hr) -Coveroge of techni-
col literature ronging from ore processing to end Use (1968 to
present).

`.

SOCIAL SCIENCES

AiM/ARM (S25/ - Abstracts of Instructional and %seam,.
' materials (1967 to. resent),

ERIC (S25/hr)- C plete data base of educational matcria from

the Educational R ources Information Cedar (1966 cresent).

EXCEPTIONAL HILD EDUCATION.ABSTR.ACTS (S2/-1)- Literati
ture of education of handicapped and gifte childrer 'a

present).

LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGE,BEHAV1OR ABSTRACTC 'SC.Chr)
Coveroge,of speech and language patiology (1965 to pie-enr).

PSYCHOLCIFICAL ABSTRACTS (S50 /hr)- Literature n , s -.
and other behavioral sciences (1967 to present).

SOCIAL ISEARCH1) ($70/hr) Multidiscipl nor,.
the social ciences (1972 to present).

SOCI
social

fGICAL ABSTRACTS (S55/hr)- In-depth cover..f,e of
and reloted areas (1963 to present).

BUSINESS/ECONOMICS

ABI /INFORM (S65 /hr) - Coverage of business, finance, on e-
loped fields (1971 to present).

CHEMICAL INDUSTRY NOTES (S90 /hr) - Coverage of the . vni- -
IcalArcess industries from Predicasts, Inc., and CAS (1973 ,

pre t) . .
.

FOUNDATION DIRECTORY (860/hr)- Descriptiois of aver ..30
foundations from the Foundation Center (maintained on cum.
basis),

FOUNDATION GRANTS INDEX (S60/hr)- Cumulation of 9.4,5
records from U.S. philanthropic foundations (1973 to prese-

PTS DOMESTIC STATISTICS (S90/hr) - Time serieand force ,i cn
U!S. economics, demographics, finonce, and prOduction ra ,
present).

PTS EIS PLANTS ($90, hr) Data ancrclassificarion ofinao.r.ial
plants in the U.S, (maintained on current basis).

PTS FES INDEXES (S90jhr) Oltions to articles relevant to bisi-
ness reseorch (1972 to present).

- PTS INTERNATIONALSJAAISTIC%90/hr) Time series enc.

2 present).
forecasts on dalagraphics, finonce, ond
production (197

PTS MARKET ABSTRACTS (S90/hr) Worldwide coveroge of Chem-
ical Market Abstrocts and Equipment Market Abstracts (1972 to
present).

, PTS WEEKLY (190/hr) - Current and extensive coverage pf
chemical ohd equipment market information, related to Market

\ Abstracts File (972 to-present).

Indicates data bases available at inception of study, June 1974.

Fig. 2-1 DIALOG Data Bases.(by End of Second Year)'
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PERFORMING A DiA,L0 SEARCH

LMSC- D560986

The patron is iriterestedin references to harmful food additives, and the librarian°
therefore chooses the iTattional Agricultural Library 'Data Base that has a Food and
Nutrition file. The set or references pertinent to the term "food additives" is fist - -
selected. (T .ere are 217 such citations.) Then sets pertinent. to the terms "harnifA"
"dangerous," and "deleterious" are selected. (Sets 2, 3, and 4, respectively.)
Finally the librarian combines the sets by ANDing Set 1 with the set formed by ORing
pets 2, 3, and 4. The resulting Set 5 has 13 citations" and to see which of the mem-
bers of this set are relevant to the request, thelibrarian requests that titlesof the
firit three citations ii'eAtypetr out. Because the third citation seems to bead most in-
terest to the,gatron, the librarian requests the More complete citation for this title.
Further information could have been obtained by requesting the abstract for that title.

When many 'eitations are to be printed, the librarian will request that the vcitations,be.
printed offline and be mailed to the library. Note that the entire cost of ihis terminal

- session was only $1.08.

7 BEGIN 10
29auo77 11:02:lo USer9701

$0.00 0.003 Hrs File10
1 F11e10:AGRICOLA 70 -77 /JULY

'Set Items Uescription (+4oRt*wANDi-.41011

7 SELECI F(X)1) ADDITIVES
1 247 r(xM) ADDITI .5

7.SELEC1 HARMFUL
2 345 PAPPrUL

7 SFLFCT pANGEROU5
3 200 JANGFRoUS

7 5fLEC1 DELETERIOUS *"
4 28 OELE1FRIOUS

7 COMBINE I AND (2 OR 3 OR 4)
5 13 LAND (2 OR 3 OR 4)

7 TYPE 5/6/1,-3
1 -

1148126
HD9000.1.F64, 11)1(0.- 16-9440303

Openly confrontido public anxieties over

2
1101207

470 5C12 ID NO.- 76-9431323
Color additives: botched experiment leads to h nning of red dye no.

4

rood safety

3;,-

10.6-852

TP455.F65 1974 F&N AV ID NO.- 15-9428341
' Food additives: beneficial or deleterious (Audiotape)

7 TfPE 02/3

31066,352K tr."""
1P455.F65 19744,RN AV_ ID 40.7 75- 942b341,
Food additives: beneficial or deleterious (Audiotape)
AAAS Symposium on rood Additives, San Francisco,, *1974 session 1i

' American Assoclatfpnefor the Advancement of Science
Washington , 2 audiefapes in cassette. 4s. 60 min.' 1974 -
CESCRIPTORS- Food Adoitivas, rlavor, Research, Fortification

4'
7 LOGOFF

29auoy/ 11:04t49 User9701
$1.08 0.043 Hts F11e10 4 Descriptors

LOO)FF 11:04:53
Z

2-2 TypicalDIALOG Search
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are conceptually close to an entered term can be displayed.) The system then indicates

the number of document citations if the database that contain the specified term(s),

and supplie,s an identification number for this set of citations. Sets can then be com-

bined using the AND, OR, NOT operators. Because of the command language used,
-

and becauseknowledge of the data bases is required, a search intermediary who has

been trained to use the system usually performs the actual search.
N 1

. ^

2.2 SEARCH TEES

. , ,

As indicated previous y, the participating libraries chose to r4ss the cost of searching
on to the patron during the second year pay period. We will not discuss the pros and

.cons of fee for service in the public library; the interested reader' is referred to Ref. 3,
. - . . 1

and thecomments of.the librarians in 'Appendix B. For an analysis of the cost of online
searching, see Section 3 of the Annex volume, andRef. 4.

.
-..

2.2.1 Fee Structui-e - -

)-
Thp,re is no fixed monthly cost associated with subscribing to the DIALOG system.

Instead, search cost is computed on the b sig of " connect time, ",thethe actual cloCk
- . . 4,

This
7i i

time that the user is Connected fo the syste
.1.. This connect time cost varies from data

.. -
base to data baset..as was indicated in Fig. 1-2.

7.

Because they were concerned abou,t the cost of search to the patron, the participating
librarians requested that an alt inative fee structure be provided for the exper4.iment...

, , .a structure that did not crepen on connect time. Therefore, two different fee structures
4..,,., :.,..., , . . ;.. ..=4were offered to the participants, a "custom search" .. that had nolimitations ,.and which

, ,,

4 was based on one-half the usual nnect time .costs, and a special "standard search" .q
at.

at ,a flat fee of $5 per search that as limited to'a single data base andto 20 offline
prints. Figure 2-3.shows a flyerlhat explainea*these two typei-of search to the public,

e

1
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COMPUTERIZED INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

DOES YOUR REFERENCE QUESTION REQUIRE MORE

THAN A STANDARD, MANUAL LIBRARY SEARCH

s J6

LMSa-D560986

Perhaps a computerized search will find what you-are looking for in the-field

of education, agriculture, psychology, science, engineering, or business.

For your convenience, the following plat's areavailahle:

1. Standa rd Search

Asearch will be conducted in one data base. .There is a limit of

ten sets:and:20 printed citations. It is satgetted-that it be used

to search a limited subject or to search a subject on a preliminary

basis,illier,to.tetting up a custom search '-

Cost: $5;00

2. Custom Search

This search can be as extensive as necessary to fully examine the

material available on the subject.

Cost: A $5.00 dep9sit is 'required for all c om searches, and the

balance is payable on completion of the search, at'the time the off-

liie prints are picked up.
0

' .

This system will compile a sizable
bibliography for you if the subject
is currently of great interest or
if it has been heavily researched.

Alt 14. much,
JUST RIGHT

,

If your particular subject is
'rare'dr unexplored,.the computer
may seek in vain. Perhaps

will not call up a single citation.

Not enough

Pteaat kemembek, we aeaneh and 6ind nothing....theke atitt a change.

16 you .ehoae a' custom .seanch,.it might' be coatty.. So pteaae, on youn.

bud '4 hake; and our peade olf mind, diada44 your ptaft Nth the tiguaian

aeaach initiated. Then pe'hapa, we'll aU communicate happily

liokevet a ten.

Sei aampte on other aide.

Brought to you by: Cooperative InformationNetwork
,Lockheed Information Systems and the National Science Foundation

Fig. 2-3 Flyer aplaining Fee Search to Patron
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Contrary to our

LMSC-D560986

ectations, the standard search was used only a small fraction of
the time.* Two possible factors that led to this light use were (1) the ability offled

a custom search in the low cost data bases such as ERIC at less than $5,
and (2) the restriction-to a single data base was found to be too confining. sp

2.2.2 Mechanics of Fee Collection

Fears orere expressed that the libraries_would encounter much difficulty in fee

collection, both because of refusal of a patron to pay the balance of the fee due to

dissatisfaction with the results, as well as by patrons who fail to pick up their results
.

their results and to pay the balance due. For this reason, a contract-like form was
prepared and used, as shown in Fig. 2r4. In addition, a procedure was established

so that a disgruntled patron could obtain a refund if the search was forwarded to
Lockheed for analysis, and it was found-that the search had indeed been incorrectly

.performed. (The library would refund the money to the patron and Lockheed would
*credit the library's account for that amount.)

In actuality, there were no requests for_refunds and no defaults by the patron. It
. surprised the librarians to have some of the patrons indicate that they thought that

the search would cost even more. (See Appendix /3 for some librarian comments

colcerning fees and the Collection.) None Of,the libraries used bank credit card
oplration, but several established accounts for several repeat users.

I

IMPACT 01 FEE ON SEA VOLUME

The impact of fee for service on search volume is shown in Fig. 2-5. Note that the
search voluine rose during the free period from 55 searches in September. 1974 to
approximately 300 in May 1975, for the four CIN libraries. In June, 1975, when fee.

*Only 14% of the searches wefe standard searches.

2-6
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SAN JOSE,PUBUIC LIBRARY

DIALOG SEARCH AGREEMENT

DIALOG makes it possible to search A large number of documents, periodical
articles, and,reaearchreports and compile a biblieagraphy on a concise subject.

"DIALOG is not designed to provide answers to specific questions. The results
of a search are largely dependent on the conciseness of the 'definition of -

subject matter desired and the keywords.or phrases chosen by the patron to,

describe, it.

rwo types of DIALOG searches are available:

STANDARD SEARCH

,Coet: prepaid;

Conditions: Search will be conducted in one data Base.
A limit of ten sets can be formed.----"'
A limit of twenty citations can be printed on-line.
Additional off-line citations can be,printed'at
five cents per citation.

CUSTOM SEARCH

Cost: 55,00 deposit must be paiil.,on all custom searches.
The balance is ,payable on-completion of the search
or'at the time the off-line prises are picked up.

The charge will be fiftyspercent'of DIALOG'S
commercial rate

1 Conditions: Search can Be extensive as necessary to fully search
/the subject.

--,-*""

I have conferred with a librarian and discussed search terms and strategy. I .

understand that a cost will be incurred whether the search is successful or
not'and agree to compensate the Library for such costs. I have read the
"DIALOG Se4rch Agreement" and request,that the San Jose PubliC Library perform

a search.

Date: Signature
41

Standard Search

Off-line Prints 0

Custom ,pn-Line Cost

Custom Search Total

Custom Search Deposit

Staff and Connect Time n/c

Balance Due

AMOUNT DATE RECEIPT #

Search Number Librarian

(Please make check payable to the San Nose Public Library) . /

,

Fig. 2-4 Typical Fee for Search Agreement
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Fig. 2-5 Total 'Monthly Searchds Performed by CIN Libraries
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for service-- was initiated, the search volume dropped precipitously to 29 searches,
but rose during the year until 77 searches were performed in May 1976. It should be°
noted that there was considerable variation among the libraries. As indicated in
Section 3, San Jose displayed a fairly stable search volume across all 3 years, while
San Mateo experienced a significant drop.in search volume with the imposition of

zsearch charges, The online search activity for the entire 3-year period for San Jose
an San Mate4edunty is given in Fig. 2-6. Note the variation in demand from month

a situation that leads to staffing problems.

I

0

3
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SAN JOSE PUBLIC LIBRARY*
o- 40 SAN MATEO' COUNTY LIBRARY
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,Fig. 2-6 Online Search.l'inie for San Jose Public and San Mateo County Libtaries
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Section 3
.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

One, of the principal purposes of the evaluation conducted by Applied Communication

Research was to provide public library administrator's with data whiCh would allow

them to make decisions about the utility of providing an online search service through

the public library and to determine what the cost of such a service would be. To"
accomplish this purpose, case studies were completed for each of the four CIN

libraries for the first 2 years. These studies were continued into the third year for

the two remaining CIN libraries. (The non -GIN libraries participated for 6-Tonth

periods to supply subjective evaluations; these libraries are discussed in the Evalua-

tion Annex of the Two-Year Interim Report, Ref. 2, and comments from these libraries

appear in Appendix B of the pregent report.)

Data far the case studies were collected through fOur major instruments: Computer
command summary, sheets; searchrequest forms completed by both the patron at the

.
time of the search request and by the librarian upon'complOion of the 'search; follow-

up questionnaires completed by patrons aftersreceipt of the results of the search; and

'Interviews with wor librarians, head reference librarians, and library
administrators.

The evaluation.was aimed along three major dimensions: descriptive analysis of a

actual searches; analysis of usage patterns and.user characteristics; and analysis Ofts

library impact. Search statistics included information on search costs, staff time
ti

devoted to online searching, location of source documents; and time to completes
Search. Usage patterns and user characteristics included information on user occu-
pations, reasons for search, level of education, -type of question,. value of search to

patron). number of useful citations, and source through which patron Feard about the
-' availability of the online service. Library impact analysis included an assessment of

LOCKHEED PALO, ALTO RESEARCH LABORATORY
LOCKHEED MISSILES .6 SPACE COMPAILY, 144C.
A SUSSIDIARY OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT C9RPORATION.
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the impact of an online service on the reference service, the reference librarian, .

library policy, and the community served by the library. Changes whieh occurred
within each evaluation dimension between the free and pay periods were also identified
and ditusSed.

The folic:Ming evaluation material only highlights some of the data collected during the
course of theevaluation. For more complete information, the reader is referred to \
the Evaluation Annex voluine, and for a very complete discussion of the methodology

of reference Service evaluation, Ref. 5 should be consulted.

3.1 CHANGES IN THE ENVIRONMEfNT
r

It is important to point out that the'DIALIB experiment was carried out in a changing
environment influenced by societal conditions, changes in online search sei4ices, and
changes in awareness of the,profession concerning online search.

awSocietal conditions.l The-3 years were a time of inflation during which local
government was unlezkrreat.pressure to keep the cost of government under
control. Public libraries had their budgets4her cut ormaintained at a
constant level, and the itsing cost of books and serials, coupled with rising
lalior Costs, made life difficult for library administrators. This economic
factoP is one reason for the enormous growth of library networks.
Changes in online searoh services. There has been a large growth in the

anumber of data bases offered by the search services in the past 3 years.
This growth resultA*1n4a greater subject breadth in online retrieval, and
hasten a move to more humanities antisocial sciences offerings: There
have been .cost reductions brought about by decreased communications costs,
as well as competition between services. The system reliability for bot:h. .

communications and search service'has improved, and training courses and
"TM*,

materials offered by both the search services and the data base purveyors
have also improved considerably during this time.

3-2
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Awareness of-the profetsion. When the project began, there was little in the
way of books, journals, and.papers concerning onlinesearch. This has now
changed, and there are now two devoted to online search. In addition,
the Special Libraries,Association and the Am.eran Library Association
offered seminars and discussion sessions on.the technical aspects of online
search, as well as on the philosophical questions (such as fee for service)
that often arise in connection with online search.

_
Within public libraries, there was increased use of networking and increasing

automation of routine library functions. There was increased staff awareness of
online searching. There was also increased demand for 'developing new means for
meeting the information needs of the public.

,

In short, the environment within which the DIALIB project took place was far fr
static.

e

3.2 RESULTS OF THE STUDY

When'the experiment is viewed across all 3 years, a number of trends appear:

I

e

The personalitieg and commitment of. individual librarians continued to be
.

. E..a. key factor in the success of online search` in the public library.
..

Staff time continued to be perceived as the major problem by the partibipating
libraries throughout the study. t

Searchers tended to use only a narrow subset of the available data bases to"
k ...answer 'client questions.

.e : ..
.

Search costs did not appear to be a problem to the patrons. Although there
\vas.n. significant drop in the number of searches conducted when the initial

. . .-.
charge period begain (in Year 2), the movement from half- to full-pay mode ,

(at.the beginning of Year 3) did not significantly impact the search volume.
c, There were significant shifts in the kinds of people whq used the service

..across the 3 Years of the experiment. ., 1 v )

.
-----:ry
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I

The value of a search to the patron remained high in going from free, to

one-half fee, to full fee. . . .. . . c-.

The patron was present more often in the second and third years (50% of.the
.

Searches), compared to the first year (15%). i-

As the libraries became more experienced in online searching, .their time
performance appeared to become more uniform.

These trends are discussed in more detail belaw.

3.2.1 Importance Of Individual Librarians

The major trend across the 3 years of the project is the impact of individual personal-
.

ities upon the success of the search service in public libraries; During the course Of
the project, we observed the impact of personalities at all participating libraries and
at some non-CIN libraries as well. Although . it is difficult to support with datai we

feel the personalities and commitment of individual librailians are the key factor to the

success of online-tearching in the public library. In essence, wh ineeded is an
entrepreneur .soniebody, within the library staff who becomes a s rong advocate of the

service and As willint to promote it both within the library, and to the usee-community.
, ,,,

1. - , . ;.N.. .

_ . , . .

Three specific.Aoies determine the suceesSiof ,online searching ip public libraries:.
:9 .

..

the searcher, the head reference librarian, and the library director.

The searcher is. responsible for the actual interface between the:client' and the search. .

service. Two basic types of skills are required query negotiation and online search-

ing. Query negotiation is common to all reference work and online search:skills are,
,

to a certain extent, extensions of traditional library search skills. Some people are
much 'bore adept at online searching than are others but in general it is a. skill which
can be learned, We feel the skills and personality required for-the searcher can be
fund in most reference departments; all that is required is training in the use of the
online, search service and in the use pf specific data bases..t

3-11,
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Although the qualities req ired for online ,searchin- retnot particularly difficult to
fill, the qualities requir of the head reference lib rian and the library director
are rare and diffibult to find. These roles, require a strong personal commitment to

the service and a sense'of entrepreneurship. Without the strong support and commit-,
ment of both the head wfeence librarian and the library director, the poteritial for the

w".

success of online searching be the public library is at best marginal'

a-

4

3.2.2 Staff Time

All four CIN libraries perceived staff -time as their major problems Particularly
during the free perio,d,, all, the libraries found themsetves' hard7pressed to handle the
demand for,staff time generated by requests for online starch. In the transition from
free to pay service, the librarians decreaSed their average online search time from
23 minutes to 16 minutes. (This was partly due to increased familiarity with the
DIALOG system, but a major factor was also the desire to keep the cost of the search
to the patron as low as ssible.) However, this time saving was offset by increased

.. -
offline search preparation time which increased sharply between Years *id 2,, and
dropped slightly in the third year.

The distribution of average offline preparation time for the 3 years of DIALIB
showri in Fig. 3-1. The most dramatic change is in the searches not requiring prep-
aration time: almost 50%, of the searches used no offline preparation time in the first
year, while less than 20%o of the searches required no preparation time In'the third
year. On the other hand, while about 20% of the searches required 15 to 25 minutes
of offline preparation time in the first year; more than 40% of the searches requiied
15.to'25 minutes of preparation time in the third year,If full-fee service.

. ,. , . -14k4

An interesting compariion of the .average staff time forma search for the four CIN
libraries is shown in4Fi4g. 3 -2. These data were obtained in, the first and secOndYears

,of DIALIB. Note how, the imposition of fee for service had little effect on the SansJose
and Santa Clara County libraries, but caused an increase of about 1/3 in going from

3-5
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1

-
free to fee service at the San Mateo County Library, apd a doubling of preparation
time for.R.edvirood City.

3.2.3 Data Base Use a
_ . '. ,. .. . ,--s, -.

. ..... . .
During the course of the interviews, most librarians noted that they had little demand

bpi k, a, A 45 , .,..,-,for most of the available'data bases. Their comM,6tits indicate that, for the most.part,.,..
.-- .

-;:4 _data base use accurately reflects the interests.,p,:the clients, and is not influenced by
'',.. ,

data base cost.
.

Looking across all 3 y ars of the proje,Ct, there was a significant movement toward

the use of only a few data bases. The use of both ERIC and Psychological-Abstracts'

increased steadily across all 3 years of the piOject, as shown in 3-3;
" I. ,

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3
no.

ERIC 344 .(15.5)
psyChological Abstract 357 (16.0)

:31.5

.
No. % No. %

232 (24.7) - 146 ,(31.6)
180 (19.2) 95 (20.6):

43.9 52.2 ,

e-
rn the-third year of the project,' these two data bases were used for more than 50% of
the searching. Data bases which showed decreasing.use included NTIS, Social Sciencer g
Citations, Engineering Index, INSPEC, and:Chemical Abstracts.

.)
Interviews with the librarians "revealed that they were aware-that they were usj.ng only
a few of the available data bases. All librr ais indicated that they felt most com-
fortable with the frequently used data bases and they acknowledged that significantly

k more preparation time was needed 'to search the infrequently used data bases.
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There are several possible causes for this increasing reliance on only a few data
-bases:

9.) These are the data bp.ses the librarians felt most comfortable with, and
therefore tended to use to answer most questions.

) The search topics dealt with areas that were covered only by these data

(3)

bases.
-I .4)

The search' topid,s reflect the faCt tliat the se;vice attracted only a par-
ticular type of cOnt Whbse seaf8hiequestS',dealt with the areas. covered
by these data base.0.54,

or-
`It should be noted that although this reliance on only aqew data bases parallel the
results obtained iii the ACR study of METRO-Colum-14Teachers,College,, it is quite
different from the experience reported to ACR by Minneapolis (INFORM) and Tulsa
(INFO II) .

3.2.4 Search Costs,

It is diffidult to compare search costs to the patron from the second to the. third year
since durirxg.the second year patrons paid only 50% of the search costs and also had
the option of obtaining a "standard search" for $5. (The standard search was of ories
data base, with a maximum Of 20 citations.)- . However, by ignoring standard searches,
and doubling the patron cost far the second year, we were able to make this comparison.*

e We found that the user search costs dropped slightly dufiliFtte third year Below are
listed the various search cost levels, percent of 'searches performed at each level dur-
ing Year 2, prdjecled Year search distributions; and actual third year distributions.

.1'

X ,
-, ' z

i V;

*Projected costs were obtained by assuming that thetlisttibution of actual seam'',,,_
would'remain the same, although in the third Year patrons would be charged.the. fill
cost of the searches. Thus, given that 25.9% of all searches in the second year cost
0 to $4.99,, the actual cost 9f these searches ranged from 0 to $10. We assumed an ,
even distribution so 13% of the searches should cost $0 to $4.99 and 13% shouldcost,,,,*

r$5 to $9.99. The precision of the cost reporting plevented projections beyond the. '" ,-
-$19.99.1 1. _.

s .,,,

. ',
.;

.
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Cost Level

. Percent of Searches .

Year 2
(At 1/2 Fee)

Year 2

LMSC- D560986

(-Projected for Full Fee) Year 3

0-4.99 25.9

5-9.99 35.4

10-14.99 10.5

15 -19.99 8.2

13
"13

17.'7

17.7

3

(10.1

25.2

21.5
12.9

L

h'

The distribution of costs to the patron in the third year isashown in Fig. 3-4. Note

that 61% of the patrons spent less than $15 for their search..
It is .also interesting to.note that the impositiorf of full search charges did not result
in'any decrease in the number of searches performed. Both libraries showed an in-

_

crease in search volume over the previous year. San Jose displayed a fairly stable C
search volume across all 3 years, while San Mateo experienced a significant drop in ,

search volume with the ftnposition of search charges., (Renaember that little or no
publicity, was provided during the second and third years:)

-1 1

?lumber of Searches

ck

Year San Jose . San Mateo
.

1 . 252 ,- 198.

2 226 44 .

3 242 62' -. i

3.2.5 Changes in Client Groups
t (1`

The principal users of the system were graduate students; educators, technical
,professionalSi, anctabrai,ians. [Previous analyses of public library psers, (Ref. 6)
744

., give similar resufta.1 Most online searches were requested as eit14r part of the .
4

1.

pitron's job or for research papers.
1.

3-1'1
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There appeared to be significant 'shifts in user dttographics across the 3 years of the
project. Use by graduate students, education professionals, and business professionals
increased steadily across all 3 years. Coriveraely, use by technical profes'sionals,
scientists, and undergraduate students decreased steadily across all 3 years. Both

trends appear to correlate.with observed changes,in data base use.

ar

While we have 'no data to explain this shift, it could be in part due to the imposition of
.. I

search fees. dertainly charging for the service would tend to make clients carefully

consider the utility of the search and, perhaps, to seek alternate sohitions to their
information problem's. The proximity of San Jose State University to the San Jose
Public Library helps to explain the.large number of graduate students. The drop-in
use by technical profesaiongls and scientists might in part be explained by the with-

drawal of the Redwood City and Cupertino libraries, which were the libraries closest
to scientific and technological users. An alternate explanation is that continued use. by

a particular client, group is directly related to.the degree to which that group is well

servedLiy the library. u4 .

4
3.2.6 Value of Search to Patron

la %

The v sue of the search to the patron for the entire 3-year,period i8 shown in Fig. 3-5.
ffr . . ..

It will be noted' yat there was a slight increase in perceived value in going from free
search to one-half *cost search to full-fee search., Some of the fatto:Nthat may be ,

operating are:

(1) The librarians became more proficient in use of the system
.(2) The shifts in user demographics might be a factor

4 (3), People sometimes express more appreciation of a product when they must
pay for it

. 3.2.7 Increased Patron Presence, Decreased Time Impact

Cooper and DeWath, Evaluation Annex, Appendix 2, noted that the patron was present

for the search much more frequently (50% of the time),during the pay period (Year 2)

3-13 60
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- than 'during the first-yeal free period (15%). They'suggestal that this was perhaps -

due to the increasing confidence of the librarians: :.Another reason, of Course, is that

the patron can assist the searcher in conducting the search, particularly in highly .

technical areas,

Data suggest that the,time impact of the patron's presence on the search'was
cantly less during the p6:y period. During the free period, searches 'conducted with

the pation present required almost 56% mo're connect time than did tiVose conducted ,

"*""144,ithout the patron present.. During the second year pay peiiod;the increase in con-

nett time due fo having the patrodpresent at the search was generally insignificant.
This suggests ttiat having the patron present at-the 'search is no hindrance for the ex-
perienced searcher. The librarians in the DIALIB project who preferred to have the
user present /lilted that the user can often- provide useful information, during, a search.

3.2.8 Increased Inter-pbrarY Conformity '-

is.

As the libraries became more experienced in online °searching, their time perform-

anee appeared to stabilize. Cooper and tieWath* noted significantly fewer differences

between the libraries in Year 2 than in Yeai. 1. Some differences in library style re-
,

mained; however, the search pi-ocesses appeared to become more uniform. The move

from half-pay to full-pay generated N'evvery little ChangeChange in library operations:

*See Appendix of Evaluation Antiex.

N

A
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Section 4,
07

PLANNING FOR ONLINE SEARCH SERVICE IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY

;

One of the major goals of the DIALIB study was to develop guid

useful for public libraries contemplating online search service.
es that would be

his section uses
material given in the Evaluation Annex to formulate/Such gudelines. The key require-
ments for online search service are first enumerated and discuSsed. A check list of
qiestions that must be answered by a publid library contemplating online search set.:
vice concludes the section. A recent publication by the American Libtary Association,

Ref. 7, will also proVkide search service plannefs with useful guidelines.
-

4.1 KEY REQUIREMENTS FOR ONLINE SEARCH .

We have identified 9 key requirements for online search in the: public

1

(1) .rdtablish scope and limits of service. The online,search service must be
'Siiicturedby the goals and objectives of the library and the zieedC2 Pits patrons,

-,te- _,.

andnot by the potential of online searching.,
(2) Staff time. The impact of online search on staff time must be carefully

cqnsidered. .
,Staff attitudes. Attitudes of library personnel toward the role.of reference

/
,services, and toward fee-based service (where applicable)* are crucial to the
success of online service.

(3)

) Ftinding., 'A method of supporting the cast of online search service" must be
developed.

, 1

1(5) Need for promotional planning. Methods of letting the pUblic know about the
1-

existence and Capabilities of the online search service must be developed.

(6) Need for Ongoing staff training. In addition to the initial training, the librarians
must have the time and budget to maintain,and iturove their competence by.

means of practice sessions, to critique searches among the staff, and advanced
training Sessions.

64 \
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k.

(7) Need fora critical mass of searches. The staffing should be such that a librarian
can maintain a'critical mass of-5 to 10 searches per month per data base.

(8) Document support- To provide effectiVe searching, the library must be prepared
to invest in, and maintain, adequate support doctimentation.

(9) Management and evaluation. Some method of evaluating the impact of the service
on the library and on the community must be found.

These topiCs are discussed in more detail below.

4.1.1 Establishing Scope and Llits of Service

The fir key requirement for a public library offering Online'g ear ching is'to define the

scope and lithits of service. Every" library has some set of rules to ::lefine scop.e and
service. Some rules are explicit such as requiring cards to check out books:` Other
rules are implicit, for example, decisions as to ho much time to devote to a partiPular
type of question, such as a phone question. In addition, the library, can also limit ser-

. .

vice without rules by not .king people aware of the,. service.

In offering online searching, the library must invest significant effort.into establishing
the scope and limits of the service. Issues which must be dealt with includes

r

What are the goals and. gt jectives of the service?

WiA-the service be used to support internal operations, to kirovide service,
topatrons, or both?

Wha.t limits should be established in terms of subject areas, Colts, staff

/

c

'time, etc. ?-
Will user fees be used to limit service?
Who will be allowed access to the service?

.When Will theservice be available? ,

a
What kind of service will be provided?

What level of publicity will be used?

4

4 '

4-2
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These are major questions. Determining the scope and limits of the service has
major impact on other decisions which must be made. It is important that the service
should I* structured by the goals and 'objectives of the library and the needs of its-
patrons, not by the potential of online searching.

as

I

a

4

4.1.2 Staff Time Requirementp

°

The, staff time requirements associated with the introduction'and pro!ision of online
s

searching cannot be overemphasized. 'Throughout the DIALIB experiment, staff time

was perceived by the libraries to be the major inhibiting factor. Searches average
.

approkimately 1 hour of staff time (for query negotiation, search preparation, search-

ing, and post-search activities). In addition, time is required for promotion, account-
ing, and training of search personnel.

7
Libraries

t.
W cplanning- introduce online searching must very arefully consider the

IP
impact on.their staff. They must be prepared to add staff to 'supp- ort the new service

or to divert staff from other activities, if and when user demand develops.
, . c

. ..-... o

4.1.3 Staff Attitudes and Support
3

Preconceptions and attitudes of library perSOnnel toward fee-based' service, and the
.

role of referende services, play a great_pait in difermining the directiqn and ultimate
° °

1

'success .of_online,searching.

' , . a

More specifically, we feel that the attitu and support of the head reference librarian
. . .

an library director are crucial to'the success of online searching. Unless both. 7 ,z,.
are firmly committed to work for andvsupport online sealichfrtg, the probability for sue-

s.

I

cess is at best margipal.,
Vo

0

°The attitudes and support of the reference librarians who'will serve as'searchers are
also important. However their reactions toward on searching in the public library

.

s,

t;,

1

4-3 .
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will be determined, to`-a_large extent, by the activities and opinions of the head
-- reference librarian and the library director. -

In developing a plan for online searching, it is vital that emphasis be placed on
establishing and maintaining the support of the libtary staff froth Irie:,adnainistration:-
to the reference service to the circulation department.

4.1.4 Funding
4 4

,

The financial requirements for online searching cah be divided into three categories!

t

(1) Capital (startup) costs include initial training, initial purchase of a eom-,

pater terminal (if the terminal is purchased), purch'ase of documentation,
and initial training costs.

(2) Marginal (or variable).costiare those costs that can be associated with a
specific search. They include retrieval service costs (based on terminal
connect time and printing charges), communication costs, and search-

.

related staff time.

Overhead charges are those charges that are specific to the online search
service but cannot be associated with any specific search. These May in-
elude terminal rental (if the terminal is leased), 'terminal maintenance,*
staff time for trrning, (and also search-related staff time if7not charged as
a marginal cost), maintenance of documentation; and °maintenance of
training. Errors in searching can also be'considered as an overt ead,dost.

(3)

vy

Some pecific cost values will clarifyile subsequent discussion. The ooper.:-DeWath
.

study, summarized in Appendix H, lowslan
C

average cost of a searcli during the pay
Period as $26.44, including offline and online staff time .and search_service bost (con-;.
nett time and printouts )-. If are assume 30 searches per month, we obtain the follow-

1
ing costs: 4

*Terminal maintenance is included in the leasing cost.

4
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,e V

(30 searches /month) ($26.44.per search)
(30 sedrchestmontil) (1/4 hour connect time) ($8 perhodr)

,..., communication
I cost*

1

Terminal cost per month, including maintenance. 9
, Total monthly cost,,

.

I

LMSC-D560986

=. $'800
= $ 60

= $ 125

$1000 (approx)

If we assume an annual budget of $500 for staff training, $500 fOr reference materials,
and $500 for publicity, we see that the annual cost of an online search service per-
forming 30 searches pef month is $13, §00.

A public library has the option of either supporting this cost from the libtary budget
or grants, and offering the service to the public at no"Cost; or service can be offered*
at a fee that partially or completely covers the cost. If the service is supported 12y thecn

library budget, then the library must develop poliCieswhich define an limit- the ser-
vices provided. In the free portion of the DIALIB project, the libraries .did not place
overt limits on the setvice. When they were confronted by rapidly increasing search
requests; they opted for an implicit fotm of, Ontrol cutting off all publicity about the
service. 'The lack of specific policies and rules for the 'online search service had,a
continued impact of the DIALIB project. This is an area which should be of -prime 4
concern regardless of whether the service is "offered on a free or pay basis: the estab-

.

lishment of the scope ati'd limits of.serviCe, as discussed in subsection 4.1.1, is
strongly related to t1 funding question.

4.1.5 Need for Promotional Planning

Promotional planning is an essential part of the development of-the online.search
service. Failtir, promote the service, will-keep it, from'regaing its full potential..
Printed signs, brochures and public announcement can be effective. illowever,, demon-
strations of online searches to potential users has been.foundto be one of the most

*Most major cities' in the° U. S. have Tyrnnet or Telenet communications service to the:search services at $8/hour or less.

° 4-5
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.
effective ways of publicizing the capabilities of online searching. Small; portable
terminals are now available that allow off -site demonstrations to be given to school, .

community, and business groups.
,

4.1.'6 Need for On-Going Staff Training
°

. The library must also invest iriongoing searcher training on data bases. The,search
, .

services generally offer, 1- and 22-day training. sessions in'the use of their system's,
'1 )

, ,
and training in the use of specific, data base? is generally offered by thedga bases.

producers.

.Lack of specific data base training was a .common complaint among librarians across

all libraries and all 3 years of the project. A obtaining specific .data base training,
the library will confront three problems:

4

(1) Availability of training. Etta base providers generally offer training-
.'sessions only a few time's a year in various parts of the`country

(2) Availaility of personnel. Sending librarians to training presents a staff
cost expense to the library

(3) Training costs. Many data, base providers charge, for training sessions
and,, -unless the sessions are available locally, training,may require travel

and per diem costs.

4.1:7, Need for a Critical Mass of Searches
. ,

O

A-critical m s of searches is required to maintain searcher competence. Most
librarian nterviewed agreed that 5 to 10-searches per month were necessary to

maintain searchskills for each data base: Certainly it is possible to conduct searches
on a less frequentpasis; however, the librayians indicated that they felt under these
circumstances they were less efficient:

Search, competencels 'concerned with specific data baSes rather than general skills

requiredqo deal with the search system. 'This suggests that rather than have One or
,

I.

I LOCKHEED PALO ALTO RESEARCH 'LABORATORY
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two searchers handling all'searches, it would be more effectiVkto train a number of
I.searchers ,and have each specialize in only a few data bases. , , 1,

5.,\... :;.,,

Centralized searching for a library network, or a library systeni with branches, is
feasible. Data show little difference in client satisfaction with results when the search
is negotiated at a branch rather than the searching library. The data also show, how-,.
ever, that branch libraries in San Mateo County sent in-few searches. Thus, although
maintenance Of a centralized seirch facility may provide the necessary critical mass,

'careful attention nuiSt'be paid to training and workingi'with branch librarians in order.

to have the branches forWard questions to the search center. * Training Should include

familiarity with the online search service, an awareness of available data bases, and
query negotiation.

4.1.8 Document Support

To provide effectivb searching, the library must be prepared tib invest in and maintain

adequate support ,documentation, such as'Ilesauri. ]iocumentation is squired for the
search services, and for each individual data base. Some of this documentation is

available free ofcharge; however, some must be purehased. Document cost for each
data base used ranges from a low of $10 to-$15 to a high of over $100.

. There is a need for better database documentation, search service documentation,

and summary documentation, and such documentation must beperiodically reyised
and kept up -to -date. In particular; we need:.

. ,

* Brief database guides, as well as detailed data base descriptions .

Guides that show-similar search commands,in each major service
-4) Documentation that compares data base characteristics along common

. dimensions, such a guage, scope, or tyrts of documents inpiuded and
,..,

excluded.
..

o' Tabular and summ' aryedocumentations and compaiisons for at-terminal use

*Appendix F briefly describes the probleni of resource sharing:

4-7
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Some Work has been done in this area (for example, by the National Federation of
Abstracting and,Indexing Services, and by the American Sogiety for Information
Science),. but more is needed.

4:1.9 Management and gvaluation

7

Another area which libraries should explore carefUly is management and evaluation,
particularly in accounting for staff time.. It is essential that accurate data be collected

\, A ' )to alloW the -1j.bOry acaninististoro assess the ampacCof the "arch service on the
public, and on the library. This requires the establishment and mAktenance of de-

.tailed procedures for recording staff time and activities.

If the service is to be offered on a fee basis, then additional procedures are required
to govern the collection bf funds.

If the service is offered via a' network, then it is important. that a single, uniform
system be developed to transmit requests to the searching library and to transmit ,-
search results back to the requesting library or to the patron.

Evaluation is extremely important. This includes evaluation of (1) pact on the
library,, (2) user impact, and (3) the quality of the searches produced. It is'essen-
tial at some procedure be'developed to collect user feedback to assist iu the evalu-

.

on. Unfortunately, procedures for assessing the quality of searches are.still ad hoc.
.in nature, and fesbarch rema,ins 'to be done in this area.

4-.2 A CHECKLIST OF QUESTIONS

11(

From the-preceding discussion of requirements for online search in the public, brary,
We can derive the follOwing checklist pf questions for u.se,as aplanning guide:

'

(1) Should we offer online search service?

What goals will we at by offering thiS service?
A

Do we have experier c4e in indepth reference service?

fr

t
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Do we have'a potential user group?

Is- the staff positive toward offering such service?.

LIVISC-D510986

Are the data bases offered by t e retrieval services pertinent to the needs
of our patrons?
Cart we provide adequate funds fOr staff, search service costs, and terminal

by either library budget or user fees or a combination, of both?

, If user fees. seem necessary for budget support, can the fees be persuasiVely

justified to funders, to the library staff, 'ancl.th libraryiatrons?
, . if,

(2) What level of service should we offer?

Howmany reference librarians* can we devote to this service?

Do we want to actively solicit users?
What should our policy be for requests that come from outside of our service

area, e.g., out 'of district users, request from other liVraries?
Should we offer.all available data bases or concentrate on just a limited

number?
9

(3) What about the- details of setting up the service?

Should we place the terminal in an open area or do we want this to be a "backs

room" operation?
. , How many librarians should we train?

What reference aids ao we want to purchase in support of the service?

What type of publicity should be used?

If a fee-for-service approach is tO be used, what bookkeeping and billing

arrangements are to be used?

(4) How can we control the activity?

Do we want to prevent-indiViduals or companies from frequent use of our

service, and if so, how can this be done'?

t>

What records do we want..to keep on search time and search activity?

Do we wantlo monitor user reaction toAur online service?

4-9
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How can we evaluate the effectiveness of the system?

What evaluation techniquss,can we use' to obtain user reactions?

Can we develop a means of comparing manual and online search activity? ,'

How can we evaluate the impact of 'online search service 'on the library?
How can we evaluate the.impact of online .search.service on the community
.of library users?

sr'

0
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Section 5

CONCLUSIONS

LMSC-D560986'

This section summarizes three general aspects of online search in the publia library,
I

(1) the market for such services, (2) the impact of online search on the library, and
).(3) the question of fee for service in the public library. For further details on thete

topics, see Sectionh5 of the Evaluation Annex.

5.1 THE MARKET.

Online searching has been expanding rapidly from a highly specialized service avail-

able only to, or through, government agencies, to a service that is available to
hundreds of academic librarfies arid indtistrial users. Heretofore, however, it has

.
not been available to the general public. Until the advent of DIALIB, only people**

a

associated with large Organizations.had access_ to the scientific, technical, and

business-oriented data based available through Lockheed, and other vendors.

The DIALIB' experiment has shown'that there is a market for existing data bases. It

Lip madeup of employees of small'businesses; of students from colleges and .imiverst-

v,4) do not othervhse have convenient access to online searching; of individuals

who are starting qp a:business, doing personal research or investigatioh; and of local

goverment, officials. Other users of the service came from governmEint'agencies ofol

all sizes and descriptions, and small high-technology firms. These people appear to
1. 0.4%,

have a need for access to online searching and may have no otherpoint of access.,
,.,4,15They have been vocal in their endorsement of the public library as a linking Agent to

the data bases, and have been willing to pay for the use-of the service.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to estimate 'what usage of the serce would be if the
libraries were able or Willing to engage in a inodest amount 9f:/allireitising. The

5-1
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service was publicized vigorously when thDIALIB experiment began, using lienlon-
,

strations, posters, brochures, newspaper stories, etc. Since the searches were
free during the first year, demand soon began to tax the staff resources of the pal.-
ticipating libraries. The public y led to a demand that appeared to be greater than
they could handle. Additions promotional efforts were halted.- Although the demand

during the second and third years of the experiment was less than the librarieS felt

they could support, they were unwilling to authorize further publicity. As a result,

most users of theservice during,the second and third years heard about it through

. word-Of-mouth.

We feel that the DIALIB project showed that the public library has the poterItial for

serving as a linkage agent between the market and the online search services.* As
indicated in sgction 5.2, provision of online search service through the public library

GP

can be viewed as a natural extension of its current reference services, requiring many

of the same skills currently used. However, the future of online searching in any par-
_

ticulak library will probably rest in large part on the Attitudes of the people providing

the service.

5.2 NLINE ARCH AND THE PUBLIC LIBRARY

e

This s bsection briefly indicates some aspectAf librarian training related to online
tit
search, and discusse role of in-depth search in the,public library. Some changes

to be be expected in a publib. library offering such service are also noted.

5.2.1 Connection 13etween,Manual and Online Search Skills

The traditionally.tfained public librarian does have a variety off' skills that are directly
,,,,. -, .

applicable to the kings of skills required in online searching. These include the ability

to forth adequate search query by consulting with the user and encouraging the

*Other possible linkage agents are college and university libraries, and private
information brOkers. See Evaluation Annex, Section 6. ^NO

.t.
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user to communicate his needs fully. The traditionally trained reference librarian
is already expert with complex manual tools -.- thesauri, indices, etc., and the

skills.deireloped with, these tooltvre transferable to computer data base searching.
.

There is considerable evidence that traditional reference.librarians are willing and

able to learn data baie search techniques.

5.2.2 Librarian Skills and Training

Many librarians involved in DIALIBlecame skilled online, searchers although most

would agree with one o the conclusions from the Interim Report, that to maintain

search proficiency, ...online searchers must complete some 'critical mass' of
searches each month in each data base for which proficiency is desired; the large

number of different data bases makes it difficult for an individual to maintain a thor-

ough knowledge of each data base...."

There appear to be two prolems training on specific data base'S and subject skills.

Many DIALIB searchers complained about tte4ack of training on specific data bases
410and exnph,as.izedthe need for such training., Each data base is unique; it has its owner

.Organization, thesaurus, and idiosyncracies.- While it is possible to search the d

base with little or no train# the quality of a search is to a large extent determined
by the training and experience* of the 'searcher in the data base being searched.

The Second p oblerarea has to do with subject expertise. For research queries of

greater co lexity.than,"simple fact" questiOns, many people feel that the searcher,

a subject expert. It is felt that a librarian searching Chemical AbstraCts,
.

for ample, cannot do a good job on some complex questions without a knowledge of
.

chemistry. If a library does not have a subjectiipecialist (e.g., science, technOlogy,

business), then this problem can be at leaSt partisolved by having the patron

present for the starch to?assist the searcher. (This assumes, of course, that the .

patron has some knowledge of the search topic area.) a
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5.2.3 The Role of the In -Depth Reference Searcher

How much time,actually is spent by a public librarian in lengthy, in-depth, personalized

searches for a client? The answer seems to be that the majorit of public librarians
(including reference librarians) spend very little time conducting such searches.

i i
6 -es '

,
; .

Online search could, perhaps, be viewed as a custom information package or
i

personalized library servic . As such it could be considered a new type of service,

not simply a faster, cheape way of carrying put an old service.
.

In genetal, there appear to be few precise reference/information policies in public
libraries which establish lithits in terms of services offered, topics covered, patron
eligibility, and allocation of staff time. Public libraries have been able to live with
informal limits becanse the demands placed uppn reference service have not been that
great. One major result of the DIALIR experiment has been to focus attention on the
reference fanctlon in the public library.. Given the rapid advances in information

technology, it would seem considrable thought should be invested in determining what

the reference function of the public library should be in the future. -4

Writes one commentator: "It would seem, that we have not honestly.or realistically
-

decided upon a philosophy concerning the na re and scope of iliese services. How

much service do we provide for whom, when, where, and at what level?" (Ref. 8.)

5.2.4 Changes to be.Expetted in the Library

Theintroductfon of online searching into the public library setting gives the library
a chance to change its image by Expanding and deepening its services. The computer
Aailowg the public library to offer personalized data base search , services, for both

individuals andorganizations. Such services, can expand the library's clientele, and
make it a more useful information resource to these segments of the poptiPation.,

I 4
A
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5.3 .FEE 'FOR SERVICE IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY

0
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a

An important result of the DIALIB experinient was that, contrary to expectations,, no
problems were experienced in the mehanics of billing and fee collection, and that
comments by the patrons were favorable to paying a fee for the search service. The
only problenu-associated with charging for this specialized reference service in

.

DIALIB was dealing with the philosophical concept of fee for service. Orice this Was

accepted by the administration, the actual mechanics bf collection and patron accept-
..

ance offered no difficulties. Fuithermore, there has been no tendency tooextend the

concept to traditional services within the participating libraries. We should mite,

though, that no study of non-users was made: we do not know whether fees deterred

some individuals from usifig the service..

We are well aware of the strong views on fee for service, best summarized by two
quotas taken from the 1977 American tibrary'Association meeting:'

How did we get to such a point of horrendous surrender of principle in
scarcely more than a quarter-century since the simple moral declaration

e Unesco Public Library Manifesto, that a public library 'should be
maintained wholly from public funk, and no direct charge should be made
to anyone-forzitsservices.'?

Eric Moo ill Address;
Pres American library Association
96th Annual ALA Conference, 1977

Of course, you want library service to be "free" or as low cost as you can
make it. 'But is it better to hold to some abstract principle of freedom, and
deny service? There is a history of things .starting out on some commer,-
cial or rinasi-commercialtasis and then becoming free. Gradually
society will'perceive the importance of these services and provide tic
money to make them free.

Ervin Gaines, DireCtor
Cleveland Public Library
96th ALA Conference, 1977

4.
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As the August 1977 Library Journa states:

The fee debate will be with us now, for years to come. We've only begun,

1

LMSC-D560986

and by the gine we're finished, we'll' hav
tion industry, froin government, and fr

/how we'should support library service

ad opinions from the forma-
citizens and taxpayers about

ce.

In the DIALIB reports we have tried to indicate tie tiire3nd cost elements, and the

matey organizational and stag aspects involved inlonfine search 'hi the public library.,

We hope that such factual information will be useful to those on both sides Of the

fee-for-service question.

.0/
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F Appendix A

LIBRARY PROFILES

this appendix presents a brief profile of the participating pub *c libraries. For a
more complete profile, see the Annex I vOlurfte of the Two-Year Interim Repoit,

Ref. 2. N>,

A.,1 -SAN JOSE PUBLIC LIBRARY

1'

The SR. Jose Public Library consists Of a large central liVrary and 15 branches, and

serves a large municipal The San Jose Public Library is the only CIN library

participating in the study which operateka municipal reference service staffed.by a
full-time professional librarian. The reference staff at9the rnain library consists of
19 full-tinle.librarians, and 7 part-time librarians. San Jose participated inthe full
3 year's of DIALIB, and continues to offer online service.

A.2 SANTA CIARA--COUNTY LIBRARY

The Santa Clara County Library is .a. large system with 13;branches located thro/ughout

the county. T e DIALOG terfainal was located at t4 Yresearch library in Cupertino,

itc,_the backup re retceregource'for the County. The Cuper4no Library has a referenee

staff of eight persons.t . This library participated fora little over years of DIALIB;

it no longer offers online service at.tills site.

0

A.3 REDWOOD CITY PUBLIC LIBRARY

The Redwood City Public Library consists of a main library and two small branches.

Redwood .City has a reference staff of 5 individuals. Of the.4- Project DIALIB

Redwood City had the largest turnover of staff during its 2-year pai-ticipation. Although.

4^
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all staff members performed searches, only 2 of the original staff conducted searches
throughout the free 'and pay periOds. Redwood City no longer offers online service.

0

A.4-*S.AAKITE0 COUN

The_Saii Mateo County Library is a large system-with 14 branches located throughout.

the county. DIALOG service was provided through the Sail Mateo County Library

Headquakers,locatej in Belmont. .Unlike the other libraries participating in Project
DIALIB, the majority of online patrons at San,Mateo were not "walk-in" patrons. The

San Mateo County Library began with 3 full-time reference, librarians and a reference

supervisor, but lost one of the reference librarians in, the third year. SansMateo
County Library continues to offer online search:

A. 5 LONG ISLANtgLIBR.ARY RESOURCES COUNCIL

Thee LI:ing Island Library Resources Council (LILRC) is/one of 9 regional corporations
administered by the New'York State Commissioner of Education. The Council consists.
bf a group of public library systems (arid their member libraries); librariesin institu-
tions of higher education, and other non-profit organizations; and libraries in fbr,-

profit business or commercial firms. LILRC participated for 6 months to provide
subjective evaluation of the service. Online search is now offered for special.re-.

, 0

(pegs only

.6 CLEVELAND PUBLIC,L1BRARY

The Cleveland Public Library serves primarily the city of Cleveland, although persons
from all Northeastern Ohio regularly 'use the facilities. In addition to the central Main

6. %

Library building, there are 33 'branches located throughout Cleveland. In September
., , \ '1975, the library initiated "Facts for a Fee" - d fee-based refere4te service. ill

. . - ,

response to requeLts for information beyond the scope of library policy, on free research
..ofis

and outside the library's geographidal area of responsibility.. Facts fora Fee, aimed'
at business and industry, is availgble on a contractual basis at $25 per hour. There

.., ...

..-
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is a minimum chargeOf $25. Thiktaff includes 3 part-time indivi teals. The libraryr
<=participated fur 6'months.to provide .subjective evaluation of the servicer and continues

to Offer online search. "- /

A.7 HOUSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY

The Houston Pant Library serves the metropolitan Houston area and includes

o
25 branches. A fee-based reference service, called Business Information Service
(BIS); was in existence at the library for about 1,year prior to the ititNuction of
DIALk. BIS charges patrons $15 pekour. However, patrons do noC'have to go
through BIS to obtain a DIALOG -search. Those patrons who.liave searches done in-.

dependently of BIS are charged only for connect time and for offline "printS, No

charges are madefor staff time. Currently, the reference department at the Houston

Public Library hales about 21, 000 reference requests per week. The library
participated foi 6 months; but no longer offers online search.

it

a

A.8 .MINNEAPCIS PUBLIC LIBRARY ,

DIALOG service at Minneapolis is operated through INFORM, a fee-based research

service of theMirmeapolis Public Library and InfqrmatiOn Center whose purpose is to

provide inftvination on demand and in a, usable form. The INFORM staff consists of

one full time librarian, one part-time librarian, and one clerical person. Charges
for the service include $25 per hour for professional time, and charg9s for photocopy-

,
ing, long distance calls, and any other'expenditures made on behalf of the client. The

.

minimum charge for a new client i-s-$415. Since:1970, INFORM has handled about 600; -
information searches annually. INFORM participated for 6 months and continues to

offer online search: 4S

A. 9 'TULSA CITY-COUNTY LIBRARY (INFO II) /

INFO 11 is a fee-based research"Seryice that charges

hour for doing research for clients. Any other costs

44

A-3
. .

f tiow.
a professional- fee'of $25 per

that are :incurrect during a
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' Ng,

search, such as online searching, long-distance phone calls, or photocopying; are
also dire4tly rebilled to the client. INFO II is currently operating only 20 hours per
week and has a staff of one. -Search volume is increasing and they hope to be operat- '

-ing full-tinie by January 1978. Clients aresbusinesS and professional people frorn

large corporations, small businessmen, ;consultants, government personnel, and
dividuais. There is little use by the academic comm unity since the University of Tulsa,

'a.
although not doing online searching in an, organii ied manner, 'serves its colialiuriity well

and the Tulsa branch of the University of. Oklahoma's Medical School does Medline

searching for its-students as well assfo the medical community. The questions re-
ceived cover highly technical engineering and chemical subjects, manegemerit and
marketing data, and the area of grants and foundations. The library'participated in
the third year. of the study for subjective evaluation purposes, and Continues to offer
onlsie search.\. 1
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Appendix 13, ,

-LIBRARIAN COMMENTS

We felt that it was important that the participants givetheir perceptions about

, D IA L without an intermediary translating or "interpreting" What happened. We

therefore have included this appendix, consisting of, two parts (1) formal statements ,

la several librarians, and (2) comments from may librarians organized into varlous

topic areas: There are many differences of opixion, and this is usually traceable to

. the particular library situation. The individuals and their affiliation ale given so that
the reader can relate the comments to the Library Profile's in Apperldix' *

.

. 4

B:1 FORMAL STATEMENTS ,
o'

.

Barbara J. Campbell, Coulty Librarian., County, of Santa Clara

', . 1St. ,

The Santa Clara County Library, through our membership inthe Cooperative Informa-
,

tion Network (CIN), was invited to'participate inhe experiment to show the value of

the DIALOG service in a public library setting.

Several very positive results can be identified. First, in my:mind, is an
?

pansion ii,

in visibility to different segments of our communities. It seems increasingly apparent

to me that1f libraries are going to "makeit during e.nekt decade in the scramble
. . -. .. ...

for the limited available funds, the librari prbgram must be niadb.more vital and im-
portant to'tim cemmunity and particularly to the 'community leaders those controlling

'the, funds. DIALOG helps dramatically in area'-segmentsegment of our publ dis-
'`i

cOvered that the modern publk library has a phistication beybili what they'had'

imagined. _Equally important in our case, major segments of County governinent we're'

made-aware-of DIALOG's value, and exPect this to have very favorable long-range
k

ik

*An, Asterisk is used to indica to a comment that did not appear the Two,tear Interim
' Report. ,t
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i pact. ThiS happens to be a current "soap-box" of mine 7 that librarieS, Must:use

every. conceivable way to become important" to their coranunities, DIALLOGillPR0
.1

.
,-,% . .. . - -,.._, .

Second are-the benefits to thbStaff; _cut. staff, while feeling pusnedtid pulled)-
1 - enjoyed the experienc e - the challenge, the Opportunity for prOfessiolar growth, and

. w

- . . ., . .

the pride ifi offering anew depth of service, ,. V ,-!' -. - .;. ... .., . ....,. ,.*.. .-

`V

4

9 .

A.:
Now to explain why we dropped theorogram, in the. t rd year. In our.area, as hi

. places, we are involved in 000perative efforts, and e axe in our.Siuth-gay- ..:.
--' .:,c/ . . . ,. ....

Cooerative Library System. The 'Santa Cldra.pOl)htST tihraryls a group of commun.,: :: -.

ity libraries. *My hope is that we will offer the beSt in directcomMunifiClibrarys"er-.
; ,. ;

. .

...
. , ..._. . . ..,.Bice, siven limited- unds. This year wehave had to face-pre-gram cuts to-balang4 ty 0; .

. .
..

available funds. A the DIALOG @xi:fern-40c our,County has hid two terMin4, of our. --, ,:.
, . ::.: , - - . 4: ,.... - : ;,....; 1,, :- , ..- ....--. .-Cupertino library and at -the San Joe,;7'ublie fibrafy. -gsage curiiefitN: Supports one.. -
. \ - .....- .terminal for our region, ancWeel weAtildfpIlciw the.StruCAre of .our -Copi-;erafpie ..,. .- 3

system. Therefore, t he o ne te rntial :should be foc ate d 4 t he
---.

San; Jase.,Public Li b ra:ry.
..-

am ,
-AZa

n y p' rga s u i e- Was-
r-. ot6'. .. c' -.4 -.."

on adMinii4Aation-;:,bfut-oh ,

4

AS far as administering the pro
._-

staff. Our Department ofFiriance as74ays 44,1 en a Fir KhelYful attltud,e111 wetritini .2..-:-
II a .., . . .. A

out new programS in the moseclired and tgrcompliteafed Way, `so 1Ar.ehad no robleir. .

.:--- . . , - - , .-. : - ,..,' ,; ---'' : , `..
t.

.....

in setting up the program s' . - ,,:-
. a

41%-. .
.

1 ,-. . . -.- Arc-- -:k --,., 4* - ,... ,% .. - .;;;. ',..-.
. . . -, ; "c" . . .'. . .

1. .
. ';" . .. --- . ,' --- .Because the staff wanted to give the serv-ine,"theyiminimizecallep.roblems

. and they.--, 1. - - - --, -1- ... -: . 2
worked out solittiOns. .. -;:- ,,,.-- t- -- . ...x. . -. y.;.: .z.,.. .- -. ',.. :. - . ;,.. :.

- -- ...- .. 1 -1- '...:: .:. ' . ! ,.'''' ".
, . .. -.. :'4.` ;II.. '' `.. ..... .- -.-'.'" -, :-.- ''. :-.fr -. -, ' ''''' .' ......... --; , ...,, '. e .. $... C p Z ... ! - ."

Homer 'L. Fletcher, 'City Lilirariat4, City; of SakloseteCal rni.4.4 _- :,-....
1 i

.

;+, - r .. .:1 , : . %, ..4 ; . : "
:. ... :P ; 4.7- ...." . ... , , , ., Y..-- ....,; .s
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I have been most pleased with the -success of-th,e,.-DIA...II.P ,project;-,As'0ur fitst - -.. --', -
. .- -., ...,..., .... .-,- ., ,_,..... ......, .,,:-,.. ,;- ...-.:

experiment with onlinel,forniation, retrieval, thp_pitiedt:hasibe0 a-tafttahle learhing7t. -- . .. ....
, . -... . . - ..- V. ....,,,

.c...". , . ;experience for administrators' and_ refereii'Ce,staff,; as Wep.'as tlie:g0h-etal,puhli: We -.'t ; .

have been 'given the ;oPportitity,to'obseere afi i.st: hand; fhp, benefits, of this4lighry
..s.r ;sophisticated service, and feel Sat..a n= w d sio ,g1 1imenn1,bta e.servlce.has becom

available to us 'and tO our patrons. . --. t :;.,. ., -"

;". ,
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At the outset,
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.
, , S.

. .. . tconcerns surfaced from our.point of view. First, the Cooperative.(
r

Information 'Network Board of Directors took on the project without getting input to

any extent from the public libraries who would'iave to do the work. Second, 'Lockheed

wa hesitant about releakng budgetary inform'ation about the project even though it was

sup orted,by'public funds..
J.

uring the. free period, the primary problem faced was thalof inadequate staffing.
the San Jose 'Library had lost thirteen positions in 1974-75; all from the Main Library.
Because of the fact/that no staffing had been furnished through the NSF DIALOG grant,

our already depleted staff resources were further strained as DIALOG became a high-.
demand service. A staff recommendation to terminate the experiment was carried to
the City Council. Coundil chose to continue the project. Following this action, it be-

camecame neeessarj to adjust and reschedule DIALOG service hours. It is clear that
staffing is a significant factor in the success of DIALOG service. We would urge any

. .
.

potential DIALOG user to appropriate adequate additional funds for personnel priorto .

, . ; =-, ,
installing the service. We do'not feel that library patronscan benefit froth the ser-
vice to the fullest extent if overall s fing resources are strained. It follows, too,

.
that qtaff enthusiasm for DIALOG may ane under adverse staffing conditions.

. \ . ei I ' 31
, ,,,,,

q
The fee/nonfee issue in:publio libraries is, a philosophical question that was discussed

. e
thoroughly by San Jose Library adMinistrators. The decision to charge fees was made

. . ,
by the*City,Librarian following this discussion. This was:a clear'choice in view of,the

vo igt .

tact that, -since,no funds.could be budgeted, a nonfee deckSionwoad mean etthoval of
4 4

the service; a service which hOproven itself valuable to, our, patrons.
!

.
.

.
r . .. .

.. 6
0 (We have been.so faVorabtrappressed-with the service and information available

through DIALOG that we are,considering the possibility of ,an additional terminal: for
,

our Muni6ipal Reference Library which.hai just been moVed.to City Hall from the

Main Library.
: .

ri v 4 , o . b
o , 4 ,.t
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Jane Colwin,* II FO.LI Research Librarian, Tulsa City-County Library

I10 El's growth since September of 1076 can mainly be attributed to the demonstra-
tions and presentations we have given. This would not have been p sible without the
`help of ibe DIA4IB project funds. We have given approximaky 40 presentations to..e
individuals who 'stop in the ogice; to small groups of business or government people

4
at their facilities, and to large groups of professional people at their society meetings.

These 'professional groups include the Tulsa Chapter of the American Society for

Metals and the Tulsa GeologicarSociety. Our typical preseritation includes an intro-
duction to INFO II, a description of online searching, usually done using overheaddel

-transparencies, and then an actual online demonstration using the terminal to find
inforthation related to the group's primary interests. These pre entations are always
successful, bringing us new clients and furthering our word -of= outh

Q

Ot- her publicity efforts have included: (1) Two good feature articles on INFO LI that

appeared in the local preis. Although they appeAred in march, we.are still getting
;results. (2)- We are falso researching financial information -for a local business maga-

.
zine and receiving a byline and. free ad space in return.. (3) Regular articles in our
own newsletter INFO highlight the service and particular data bases.

Our billing procedithe is sin ple. Clients are sent a statement of charges when the
.

seaich has been completed 'hey, in turn, .send ug a check. This has bauseciono
p?oblems,wbatsoever. An a native to this pay-as-you-go,method is IN 0 IIt's de-

.

posit account systern. Sonic client-S--deposit a-$250 minimum withrus, ena ling them, ., ..
,,, ,.tto a lower prpfe sionalisearch fee of,20 per, hour and:priority service. Costs of their

i.
. searches are d ducted from this deposit, thereby' doing away withbillinz for each

1 'search.

ptaffqresponse to INFO II and online searching has all been positive. As a part of our

6

partioipation in the DIALIHproject, vie requeSted some online time to be used for. 74- .- \- rtraining. Six members of t& Business and TechnOlogy Departrnent,staif and one

B-4
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0
member of the Referencepepartment staff atten ed a 4-hour training. session given by
myself. The staff members are encouraged to u e the terminal for practices or actual

,
searching, but they have not taken advantage of the opportunity. It has been more effi-
cient and convenient for the q4estions to be referred to me. A demonstration I did for. -
the library's Middle .Mariagement Group v'as well received. In a library system with
18 branches, it is important that librarians in the branches be aware of online search-.
ing so that patrons, can be'referrecf to INFO U.

The few problems we have encountered are not unique to INFO IL. Other librarians
in imilar po'sitions have expressed them also.

The biggest problem is publicity atd educating the public to appreciate the value of
o nline searching and use it. Personal demonstrations are our best method. Setting
them up and givirig them, however, takes time. Newspaper articles_have produced
results but can only be used to feature new services, not on a continuing basis. Word-

.of -mouth,of-mouth pubtidity is very effective but slow. In the long runA it will,be the most valu-
able. The mass mailing whiCh we tried at INFO IllssinCeption in November 1975 was
a total failure..

C

t
P Another problem is locating qt. copies of articles and reports found through an

online search. ,Interlibrary loan is usually the slowest 'alternative,,, but it is the one. ,

we stAluse most frequently. Thig has not yet put a burden'a our interlibrary loan
staff, but I do see 'it As a possible problem..

/4 "4\ '
I

. . P'"'.' 4. ' .
1

. s.f have no qualms about charging fees for the type§ of service INFO II pro.vides.. ...
Everyone-connected with any phase ofIITFO II's inception,and opefation, from our

.- 4. .

...,,' °Library C0.1.1aMi$Si011 on downs has been supportive of this po'sitiOn: I strongly believe'
that customized service should 'be paid, for byothe individual wh9 requests-it. We areN

. t 41charging users fees fOr ;he professional service we offer, not for the actual infOrma- -

1 'tion we provide.' Anyone can buy or lease a terminal and sign up witlia data base sup-
'''e.4 plier, but only a trained searcher with experience can use the online systems to their

'1
: ;

i .
.

o.

411,
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beSt adva tage. In the same manner, anyone in the lib'.

L SC-D560686'

and search 'most

of the sam information in the rinted indexes. INFO II' provides a cost-effctive .aid

Pefficient alternative to.tliis do- it- yourself method. Moisi.of our clients feel the

.fees they pay for information are "worth .szer'y cent" or surprised that all we charge

is $25 pAei4lhour.

Overall satisfaction with our service is very good. Ourbclients are mostly repeat

'users and very glad a service such as ours is available to therm. Our library staff

. members are supportive and arel,ad to be able to :suggest an alternative to patrons
whose, information needs cannot be' serviced through normal libr, ration's. Before
the establishment of INFO II, we had to tell traiPens such, as this thaV'No, we could hot

do the research for them" and then shoW them how to do it on their own. Now we can

offer them a choice.
4

summary, I believe the public library is the'place,where the public should go for
online searching and that, in our case, the charging of fees has' not been a hindrance

II.
-41%;... ','-'

4:

' Lisa: H..Naef, Head, Adult Reference and Aader's Advisory Service RedWood
CityiPublic Library I iCity1Public

, i fiz.

.
Servichig a population of approximately 55,000, ReIwood City Public Liryrary has a

mainlibrary situated downtown, a branch in a resiAneal area,..and luppo s a mall
.

1

40 , .

library in a community center. _
. 4.

4

/
Our computer terminal was allocated to the Redtvoba ity Publi Library (hence after
referred to as RCPL) which was placed in e main library refer op/reading room.
The terminal is Western Union Data Service 90 Impact P ntetk hardcter per 1-
'second and not portable. Although we de not enforce a silence code, we ecesived.

so many mplaints about the the generates while service, that NSF
,

agreed,to rovide an acoustical cover for themachiqe &nce e cover Was inStailied,

we have,had no co'hiplaints about, not

-<*

** 1

..! LIOCKHEE
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The RCPL reference Staff consists of five librarians (including the unit supervisor).

111 _

All five librarians are searchers on the DIALOG system. Each librarian attended ,

M .
one all-\_ day introductory workshop on computer search techniques. Any additional

skills have been acquired by experience and the use of manuals provided.by Lockheed ,
. _

Information Systems. ,/ /
.

.I-
.; ......,The five librarians, are' generalists, although one f member, Mr. Thomas Kam

. 4
I \

has a more specialized knowledge of business, science, and technologythan the others.,
A

Until February, 1976, RCPL ;an the computerized information retrieval system on a.
drop-in basis. But the planning of a search strategy and the explanations to the patron `-
took up so much time, we began to require that appointments be made. The computer .*

is online only until 5:00 p.m. Monday througheFilday Pacing
.
Standard Time, and until

noon on Saturdays, Fridays-and Saturdays were not gocklfdays to-run DIALOG searches

as RCPL is short-'staffed on those two days each week, due to rotating weekend.
schedules. -,

.
5 ...

t\ ,
Since June, 1975 we folffid that fnost DIALOG system users were-graduate students

doing research papers or dissertations. Few userswere repeaters. Some business
1 ,

firms, primarily engineering firms*; )lsed the DIALOG system at RCPL. Most users
of our DIALOG serviC were not g,edwood City residents, nor were they employed in

,..

Redwood City.' In fact, 50% of the users,did not reside Or. Work in our county. The

maximum number of searches we ran any one month was 39; the minimum was 7. Ne
I *Aar

found that the staff spent anywhere from 30.minutes to+1-1/2 hour n explaining the

\DIALOg syste'in and planning a search with a patron'. We tried to ncourage patrons,-,0-

. to be. vvith the'seareher when we ran ir searches.
. .

*44, # : ..

. :Not being usedo charging'for our ser vices made us perhaps too aware of the cos......
factors of the searching. 1We.thus spent' a greatd dealof`time preplanning our. searches

. .. . .

and then running a very tight, preplanned sera gy on the computer. Many patrons
staled that they came,to RCN.; for DIALO services:Cause it cost less than gong

,

efs&there. FreqUentlypatrons asred4us to 'limit theag.osf of their search to under
, ...

15

440144.0
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$15. This request increased the anxiety of the librarian Who often felt her Under-

t ding of the data bases (eft much to desire and the patron would not get what hes
was paying for.

,

To ease this anxiety, and to bejair to the patron, I would recommend that money be

'allocated in budgets to absorb the cost of errors made by searchers (such as running
the search in the wrong ba(ge); ' s

DIALOG has expanded from 20 bases to over 30 in less than 6 months. As More data

bases were loaded onto the system, we atRCPL became less sure of 'our abilities to
meet patrOnrequestst SoMe of the files were problems becauie none of us have either
the subject knowledge to understand the search request or, an understanding of the

standards and procedures.used in compiling the index ox abstract services being
fdp-P-e-d-. rn bases,like BIC:ISIS, we had problems comprehending thedifferent codesand

deciding how to combine them to "hit" what our patron wasseeking.) in my opinion,

libraries who offer this type of service wsill hate to sent) their searchers to indepth
training sessions on the structia of the data files a0 to more advanced workibops

. ,.
on computer manipulation. 'Librarieg will have- to'budget time and money to send their,--

- searchers tckthe various seminars.offered by the -"publishers" of the different data
bases. o Costs range-from no charge to $150 o ore per Person per session.

The five Him...rgans who' provided 36;4;0 services at _the Redwood City Publid Library,

have coin., to some conclusioaaft.14t7,he ervices. While the 'idea of computerized
information retrieval is very e DIALOG bases_are top specialized biblio-

graphic
, , I. __,.

g tools, and tog costly to be liStyl:f4 the genbilat public. We believe these data.
:. , ...

bases probably are put t o better, more t equent use in ,o larger library. Our niedium.4,-

size library does not have the periodic :and document collections to provide the ma-
.

terialS -Cited in the bibliographies obtained through the computek This lOqk"means that
,_:

our patrons either have to wait for us, ts6 obtain the desired material by inteflibrary
, 4..loan or they go to another source. If The Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature were

.. --s-' , ,

computerized or local statistics such as the cfime.rafes4n,town, I think igformation
. ,-

. ) %
t

. . . .

B-8
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.

retrieval services wtauld be used by Redwood City residents. The DIALOG-data system
is not the ideal one we should be offering. Although we started this project with great
enthusiasm, we find that we do not, have enough staff to offeraS good a computerized
information retrieval service as should be possible with DIALOG. We do net have the
time to taket serveral hours each week to study the manuals and to nractice on the 4

. equipment
4

DIALOG did not lead to an increased use of our library as a unit lay community resi-
dents formerly not dibrary users. MoSt DIALOG users came to our library for that

SY purpose only: to get a search done.

. .
At the end of the grant period, June 1976, DIALOG oervices were diScontinued at --
the Redwooa City Public Library for t reasons2I've described. 'However, we dikeain
an invaluable experienbe in use, of a inpaei--Sin-the library. Addition,ally, we re--

+, inforced 'and improve& our reference interview techniques in working ouCsearch re-
quess

. ,
. .with DIALOG users. We hop that when data bases that we feel can be more ....-

t

appropriately used in a small library are. comPttec,rized, that we will be able to offer
such services again. Mr. Oscar Firschein was most helpful to us throughout the NSF
project-as were his colleagues intLockheed Customer Services..t .

Charlotte Sakai, * Reference Idibr'ariaii, San Jose Public Library .

Ili.

San Jose Public Lkbraryhas always offered indepth reference service for free to our
library users. One service we were not doing wa's compiling bibliographies for indi-

--viduals. Since we were automating the.circulation and cataloging systems,,.. it was a
#natural extension to offer an information retrieval system. The City/Librarian decided

to have DIALOG for a fee, charging the direct DIALOG cost to the end user. Otherwise,
we could not oftbr the service in these days of budget etinstrainta4';

,..,. ,

-- /.". ' I
1 . I

We found- that people who do not normally-use our library service were- coming in to
. .. :

away, I---Have a:DIALOG search. Most of these people,- some cominiffrom 50 miles away, r
( i .

i'4; . tI 0 ../ --1-

ar
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.--- . ,"'.
were Fa uate students or researchers who were willing to pay for their time saved

on literature searching. DIALOG also made available to these people indexes not

normally fOund irI a public library. (We 'duplicate about, I0 titles in the hardbound

'format.) . l) : : , 4-

1 A ' ': ..
1 s ..ot . o

.

e have four operators plus a municipal referer libr-arian. doing searches. The
. ,

operators were Selecteeon their subject background and aptitude. To coordinate h"

available staff time to the number of DIALOG requests, we requerd°that all searches
be done by appointment, We found that appointments ensured time for a thorouthiefi-

erfnce interview and having the patry present durinithes- earCh. This methOd

resulted in satisfied customers.

N,

. In reard to our daily reference work,'we use DIALOG-mainly for bibliographice,
._

verification, as we use OCLC for verifying a book title. We also use DIA G, for ._._,--

:()subject (search) requests about twice
.
a month. :lihere is a budget for librar ans'

searches.

pur, current level of DIALOG requests is at a.cNmlortable number for our operators

to handle wit.14ut feeling strained. That is the main reason why we ha'e not been pub-

licizing the information retrieval system w idely. Wecould.not handle any increase

without adding another operator. Most of our DIALOG requests are'referred to us

by word of mouth or by'librarians4n the COggeraiive Information Netw ork.
kr

San.Jose Public Libriry tries to offer add maintain those servi9es requested and
needed by the Nflariety of people using. the public library. Our library users are be-

.

coming increasingly sophisticated in their.demarids for information and materials,

especially here inesilicon valley. DIALOG is just one service to meet such demands.

.-

B-la -
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Ann Scott, Reference dbordinator, San Mateo County Library

.. . .. ..
This is an overview of 3 years of participation in the DIALIB /DIALOG Proje,9t by a4, e

supervisor and participant. During the first year of fre--4:,,service, _I partidipated in,
the training, some of the demonstrations, and some of the searches; Nancy DeWath.

. ,
.did most'of Nactical organization involving designing offorms and procedures"' In

I ithe second yell.: dtie to staff changes, my participatiOn increased and has continued
through the third year; this participation included Conducting searches, interviews, 4",

,giving explanations to patronS aSto'ser,vice and -costs, and attending training sessions
.

-given by Lockheed and individual datapase vvendors. ,. .
,

. ,
ii,

DeferenceStaffing has been a major problem since th'e'beginning.,. The eference Division is
..i .composed of generalists whoare accustomed to do in;depth manual searches for subject4. requests. In the fir,serear, our complenient was f6ur fullilime Reference Librarians,

.including the Coordinator; due to staff changes, we operated at 3 fullLiirne -employees
9'for most of the second and third years. As our regular woilload did mkt decrease nor

were the hours seryjce (69-hours a we44cf reduced, considerable pressure was felt °,
by the staff.,

. ; .,...) le
.

'The explosion of data bases from the origina1,15, or 16 to nearly 60 kly the end of the
third yearf4c eFt us all busy trying to keep current. 'The LockheedUser,Update sessions- 4

were invaluable; at One.of these, bert Donato demonstrated' ae nuh er of short cuts
and handed out'exampleS of the st cuts; these became a review source for all*..
The inforniation proyided about d a bases seemed skimpy to us; the feature df,getting

r .. the ,informatics online is an ,eXpensive,one for;)pata Bases which cost ,95'dollars..an hoUr4
it would help a great deal if as 'Data' assess ate- added, the discrele'cliaracteristics could. , -...... .0:-
appear with the general' information; this would inchlde sample' search: Mte-olii .

..

data basebase hag its ewii individual characteristics, 6ne must constantly revieNVb..... . l . , .
. . '' .

'g
starting a search; a comparativ'elisplay of how to search for authors, free-xt
searching,, etc., would be most he lpfuLt Some of this has appeared in recent
ChronologS, but this necepsitates searching Chi-Ono/6gs which is tinte-05risuming.

A

'i
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Training in general could have been bettelr overtie 3 -year period, especially ad new

Bata bases are added. Perhaps this presents no problem in the Special Library, where
hardcopy of some of the indexes are used regularly, but where the whale index is anew

area, I found myseilf at a disadvaritage. .

The explosion Of data bases makes DIALOG more attractive, but brings one in 'contact

with whole new world of abbreviation-S. When there were only 15 data bases, one had

a very good idea what to suggest tol patron. Now the number and variety of data

bases, with considerable overlap, severely complicates this. The Lockheed publicity

seeillgo be of a market approach rather than a consumer use. The pamphlet which

came out in the third year is one of the better' efforts,' but even it needs to be updated

for the newer data bases. During the first year, the best information we had game

from Forrest Carhart's METRO, System. It is too bad that everything ha's to be re-.

invented by everyone and that there isn't more sharing; perhaps`this is a responsibility

of the Libraries concerned rather than Lockheed.
.

Publicity has been a problem since the early days of the project and I have to assume

it will continue. We had lots of vivid and attractive publicity, but it did nbt really

attract a -great many patrons. Communications is difficult when knowledge is, common

to all; patrons came expecting to see a computer rather than a terminal, to put in

specific problems and get exact answers rather than bibliographieSt tolirid an answer

to a question for which no data base was available. 'Pus is still (recurring although a

number of referrals during the third year came as result of professors, friends, or
previous experience with the system when it was free. Evidently there are flyers

around which still give the fotrpublic library locations so some patrons really have

to be serious to find the 2 locations.

The availability of DIALOG in the Public Library seems to me to be an added diMension

of service as well as a step to changing the image, of 'public library serviee. The data

bases are still geared to research and science more than the general pqblic, which
means-the users are generally in business, college/university, researchers, but

B -12
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rarely the general public on a general interest. If and whe

such as those of the Wilson Company became available, u age by the general public

will be very noticeable and there will be a better accept ce by Public, Library staffs.

The problem of serving patr4ms -from *side a service a ea has arisen but has not
ervices available invthe.Bay

Area; (Information Unlimited, Berkeley, and WESRAC Palo Alto), as well as-the

service offered sat Stanford University and University o California at Berkeley. As

LMSC-D560986

the more common indexes

yet become critical; there are at least two commercial

stated previously, some professors in business tours
to course'requiremente; this presents a problem but p
Students for future use.;

The charging of fees presented no problems other th

handling Checks (which was what we recej.ved rather t
.

I was the one who did this and it is time- consuming;

since costs, have been showit on the search; this relie
.

figure computer time, charged, etc. The free pe o

get calls about it, Ot2an explanation as to the pr, ec

We have had accounts oppned by agencies, ins' tution
worked out very well. DUring the third yea e recp
$5 and the balance when results were rece Vpd. ., All

when doing a search now that the, patron spaying the

time is spent in preparing for the sea e h than4in the

years experience has given me Brea, r skill in formi
search strategy, Which makes it e

Hindsight ,is always better than oretighA. I feel bette
bases and their content could taken place during
for Branch Librarians/Refe enbe Librarians Would be
even if locally produced, the data bases and what th
The preparation of some local aids for the searchers w,

have adde

ovides an experience for

DIALOG search

the ciministratixe work with

an cash) and processing bills.
e of the time has been reduced

ed the' Librarians from hiving to
still hangs around and we still

anelts stages clears that up:
,' and businesses which, really

red i. down payment/deposit of

f usIfeel very ioonscious of cost

full computer time, so more
rst. For my part, the past 3-
,g concepts and developing

ier to deal with p Irons and the computer.

B-13,
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I feel strongly there is a Place for DIALOG in Public Librarfes but librarians-have to
'11

accept the idea ,a computers and what tlieY.do without-feeling inadequate ta deal with

them. Charging forDIALOG service toes not. seem out of line; libraries charge for
rental typewriters and for coRiers, which are special equipment in a certain sense.

DIALOG is special also, but may become less so 'as more data, bases of common in-
4

's .terest appear.

B.2 COMMENTS
46*

Corriments,regarding the DIALOG project were solicited from all the participating

Comments were received from 19 individuals from a total of 7 libraries,
1

.
both in written and tape-recorded form. The individuals are:

Charlotte Sakai, 'Reference Librarian, San JoSe Public Library, San Jose,
California.

Bob Johnson, Documents Librarian, San Jose Public Library, San Jose,
'.. California ©, -. ..

Robin Kendig, Municipal Aleference Librarian, San Jose PublicLibrary,
San ,-Jose, California .,
Rob Luchessi, Municipal Reference Librarian, an Jose Public Library,

. * .

San Jose, California

Scotty McEweii, Science Librarian, San Jose Public Library, San Jose,
California

Phyllis, Par4cer, History Librarian, San Jose Public thbrary, San JOse,
C alif ornii

Judith Neufeld, Assistant to, the Director, Long Island .,Library Resources
'Inc., Bellport, New York

Ann Landtroop, Head. of Business, Science, and Technology Department,
Houstop Texas

Carol Vantine, INFORM Librarian, Minneapo lis Public Library, Minneapolis,.

, 41i
Minnesota

Lois Thomas, Head, Research Center, Santa Clara County Library,
cupafino, California .

,

le
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Dale Thompson; Regional Librarian,

California

Alison Holtby, Reference Librarian,
California

LMSC-D560986
/

/

Santa Clara County Library, Cupertino,

Santa Clara County Library, Culiertino,

Charlotte Doudell, Reference Librarian, Santa Clara County Library,
Cupertino, California -

Eric ,Kristoffer4,6n, Reference Librarian, Sanfa Clara, County Library,
Cupertino, California
Lisa aef, Heat Adult Reference and Readers' Advisory Service, Redwood
City P1.1 lic Library, Redwood City, California

Nancy beWath, Reference Librarian, San Mateo County Library, Belmont,

California
A

Anna M. Scott, Reference Coordinator, San Mateo County Library, Belmont,
California

Beth McNabb, Reference Librarian, San Mateo County Library, Belmont;
California

,
1, . -.

Wayne Smith, Reference Librarian, San Mateo County Library, Belinont,
- 1

California

.<9

1

3
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These comments have not been edited, but have been organized into topic areas, based

on sugge4tions by Nancy H. Knight. We have selected the comments from the T.wo-

Year Interim R3port that are still pertinent. We.indicater comments submitted at the
end of the third yedr with an asterisk._ .

_ 1

The topic areas are:

B.2.1 Effects( of Online,Sea ch on'Library Image'.
B.2.2 Eff.ect of\ Online h on Allocation of Library Resources

Fee-and_Free Service

B.2.4 Training and AlloCation of StaffUsineOnline Search

B.2.5 Use of DIALOG for Reference

B.2.6 Ney for Publicity to Promote Use of Online Search
B.2.7 Who Are the Users (and NonusQrs)

.2.8 Other Topics l

B.2.1.4Effects of ,Online Search on Library linage

Librarians suffer from a bad image problem. We find people surprised that a librar-
ian can access information without knowing much about the subject. - I am pleased as

.to what online searching does for the image of the librarian. Online search is a strig
selling point which shows people that the librarian is dealing with information in a

modern way.

. .-,

ili
have found the experiment to be totally satisfactory in enabling me to educate infor-

matiOki users as to why an understanding of the organization of inforMation is iraptir--
tant, and why it should be done, by a professional, as well as a subject syiecialist. It
has really given a polish to the librarian's, image in the eye of business and scientific

, A

people. .

The business cpmmunity initially has some difficulty in understanding that we

getting bibliographic citations, and that it is necessary to look at the source aterials . . .

i?

to See whether the question can be answered. Once they get past that point; the reac-,
tion of the clients is: Isn't this terrific we have a much better iasp pn whether. .1/
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not our ubject has he -n dealt witrin'the literatures They have also found the printout
infOr Rtive, sometime eliminating the need to-go to all the source ddcumerlts.

. ) : 'llantine .

i'111't
. t . 1

\VO feel that it has really een a pleasure to have online search, and I think that,we

e riding the wave of die mmediate ;future. There are several things that we 'feel
are benefits, one of them b ing the iinbrovement in, comml)ity relations we have a

bigger audience than 1NQ had before and we are attracting different types of people.'

sr,
As far as reference use is co cerned, I think that we are iinding.that it is improving

7' now that there are the added 15 tes and we are using the service more. We are now
able toansWer requests foe inlmation that we could 'not have answered without

'-online.search. . '

t t tt t
Thomas

tit

nitially,. library image 3's enhatited through online*:searching as patron identifies
library with current inforMation. trieval techniques. In the 1png run, however,

.tt . .

on\ine search results consistent' must 9,21teed those of manual searches in appro-
,

rilate citations retrieved f-iir thellibrary image to benefit from new te'cliAOlogy.
. i .

...,
Kendie-

t tD
Ireally don't think that our having DIALOG in the library changes our-image. Th9
patrons who need a search find us, use us, and walk out the door. If they neea, re-

.
prints of an article, then they are back in the same groove of 'using everyday library

serices. Out having the capabilities of computerized searching does not affect their
perception of alibrary. It is just a service they need a0 want and it happens`to be at
our library., .4. DIALOGiri.ver. ein a drug or grocery store; as copy machines are; it
wouldn't change the way patrons'thinkabout or use those stores.

t tat

, .

`
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-°° 4 0-1.
I feel that online arcb.ing is a wery positive influenqe on the library image. The

service brings in a number of people, especially business people, who might not
p ally use the library.

-,Parker.
ttttt

Online 'searching has not changed the library's image. to any great,degree. 'The avail-,
ability of the service has favorably impreSsedlhose who have used it,. but..these people

are such a small percentagd of total libl'ary users that the overall library image re-
mains unChanged. The average library patron may display mild interest in the termi-

-, .

nal, especially when it is being operated.. But the, system must be used to be appre-
ciated. Since the Average library patron does ,not use the service, it does not affect

, him or hig'vie* of The library.
Cs. --Johnson47,

ttttt
B.2.2 Effect of 'Online Search on Allocation of Library Retources

4111k

Lessons learned: A library should ask several basic questions before adding online.,
searfhservice:

- Is there a real, not imagined, need for it? ow does the service fit into the

110

2 overall objectives of the library?
Does the library have the necessary financial resources, time, personnel
requiren4nts to develop this service?
Will this service produce better results than

. factors versus performance factors)?
ternative, s urce (cost

7;7

,

-,

- Will this service contriloute substantially to meeting library objectives?- ......

. - Landtroop
..------- . 44. fft4

The most important comment I would make anOne contemplating the initiation of
online search is that it does takp a consider ble amount of staff time. The time re- .

,
quired for training, workshops

!
and' searching has had a considerable impact on the

entire staff. ,

4t,
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This leads to the larger question of how online search fits,ifito the overall goals of the
library. As in many other projects, I didn't,realize when we started Out all that was
involved, but as we continued; I began to see that there are questions that haye to e
answered. The,more staff time we put into online search, the'less time we e for
other services. The question of which community to serve then arises: e we to
serve a sophiPticated, highly educated community-, or are we to sery the community
tha't has no in. terest'in speciMized reference Service, but has othei interests and
needs that,we are unable to fulfill. We are going to have tome to grips with this
problem.' I believe we have to be flexible enough to include bath; but, we may have
to require the users of online search to pay for the full service, i.e., including ter-...
minal cost and staff time so that the service does not beconle a buiTlen on the library
system.

Thompson

ttttt
Overall, we are finding that online search requires. a lot of effort publicity, training
just to keep things going.. It is not something that we can subscribe to and let sit
around until we feel like-using it like a new reference book. Each library (public
and otherwise) will have to decide-whether it is worth the. effort.

, DeWath,
. ttttt

. We have discussedin our library the posSibility at eliminating some.data bases in
paper copy because' they are online., However, I do riot 'think that that is a good way
to look g the problem, because if the online service is no longer available for one
reason, or anothe, then one has no backup in hard copy. DaaaSe availability im-
plies that we don't have to keep duplicate copies of materials, and that we can also
go into Microfiche to obtain an enorMous saving in shelf space (we could save 200 to
300 linear feet' of shelf space by doing this). We could also save 'the binding cost,,
particularly for references that are only checked occasionally with Online'searches.
We can have available datkaased th t we could,not afford to buy in p.aper, and it
broadens our ,entire scope of data retrieval.

ttttt
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We have faced this resource westion before. A lot of the paper that we

subsciibe to are very expensive, and at the present time we do provide very'expensive
Inisiness services for a limited audience. If you, look at the people /Niho are sitting at
the business table, you will see the same Persons,being served o er and over again,.

. .

Thomas

-

LM C-D560986 .

ftftt
With a library as understaffed as burs, diverting staff to do nlinesearching does ,

affect other library services. This is further compounded ecause the type of person
,who makes an effective DIALOG operator is the type of p rsonwho is also a very capa-

ble librarian. So the best librarians are drafted as DI1 OG operators. Their DIALOG
duties giver them less time to-devote to the traditional ublic library duties. The other**

,4=I

staff Members must shoulder this extra load if pos ible. The effect of diverting staff
to online. searching often results in a slight decre e ill the quality of traditional library
services. Libraries with a chronic staff shorta: may be uyable to offer online search-- -Ping in addition.to their traditional library sery es.

t

t t t
Diversion of staff from general reference o DIALOG searching may decrease overall
level of library reference service at pea demand periods. DIALOG searchers who
are also reference librarians should b scheduled to do searches during slack refer-

..
ence hqurs.

Johnson*

1-11-11

Kendig*

Natdrally, online searching requir s a commitment from the library management--
The majchange would be in allo ing staff to the project. Extra thesauri and such
materials are needed, of course, but the cost here is,minimal.compared to librarians'
time. Of the 20 librarians world g in the main library al public service desks,. 4 of us
have been trained to use DIALOG. Over the past few months; we have probably run.

\ between 30 to 40 searches each ()nth. Adding in the time Iequired to explain the sys-'e
tem, make appointments, and the related duties of notifying them when'printout arrives,

etc., let's say 50 hours a montI are now spent on DIALOG. This amounts to roughly
12-1/2 hours a week out of 800 week for all librarians (20 x. 40' hrs/wk) hardly a
major commitment.

\.
B-9:0 4
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B.2.3 Fee and Free'Sei\wice

LMSC-D560986

Our major hurdle was the decision to charge fees in a public library. It was decided

that the library would absorb the staf _time, connect tulle, and overhead; the terminal

would be paid by NSF; 'and the DIALOG cost would iCie.,,paid by the patron. If we did not

chargeihe patron thOIALOG cost, we would not be able -to offer the serrice. We
have had no requests for refunds or defaults by our DIALOG users.

.. ,
Sakai

ttttt
The fee service has not presented as many problems as we had feared.. If anyone

objected to the public library selling a service, they didn't do so to our faces. We
have had no problem that I knoi,v of ,with patrons failing to pay a balance due, bounding

checks, etc. We have a checks-only provision that wor ks well for us. I'm sure that ,

users would like it better if we accepted cash and credit cards, but no one has been
terribly inconvenienced (although a couple of times staff members have written checks

on their own accounts for people who_ showed up with cash only). We do feel the pres-
N

sure of having to se rch,economicalry when spending the patron's money; beginning

searchers find thatpfarticiilarly discomforting. They have dealt ,with that by practicing ,
a search on demo and then doing it' "for rear" as a standard search a luxury that we

may,not be-"aAe to afford in the future. The standard searc' promises some relief in
that situation. When we are more Confident (with ourselves or the subject of the
...search), we prefer custom, so that we can get the benefit of our efficiency. The prob-,'
leni, I think, stems from the strangen6ss of having someone erse, in essence, pty for
our time. I have worked other places where our, time was billed to clients (not librar-

ies but Consulting organizakonsj. After a little initial discomfort, staff member"
learned to accept the idea that whatever time we spent was billable, that mista

.

false starts, and ,inefficiency were a part of any human activity:
r r

., .

If we did enough DIALOG searches, we would eventually realize.that no search is flaw-
.less, .and that the flailing around that we dosometimest is a legitimate part of the search.

/ DeWath
) '1' t t tli .." .
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We11.4ehad a number of people in library systenis around the Twin Cities inquire as
to nonfee use of the, terminal. Up to the:present, we have limited use to fee-payirlg

INFORM clien,ts. In 1977 a pilot study of free online searching for the general patron
.

will be undertaken. The Subject librarians will be responsible for determining whether

a terminal search is tl* most_cost- effective, wak df answering a 'question. We are

finding that-the average search cost runs $20 to $25 for a client, not including slur

INFORMlibrairian fee. .(We haveliad'searches ranging from $5 to several hundred

deillars;) It is such a reasonable price that I feel that online searching is a tool that

shOuld be available in libraries everywhere:.

A

ttt tt .,
Vantine

With reference to our use of DIALOG to answer reference questiohs, I continually

worried about the fairness of charging some patrons and not charging others. The
.

critetion sometimes Mentioned-as the appropriate guide j use online search only

"to save time" is not workable' in actual practice. I found myself looking at -the

patron's address to tet an idea as to whether he or she could afford online search.
A

This affected my decision as to whether.a full.online search 'was recommended or not.

`,

1 ttttt
We are cbncerned more than the.public_ about thahing atfee for searches. The public

seems to be able to separate the online service from our free refererve service. We

Thomas

acre -goilig to have 6) set up aftmd, thOugh, to handle the timesAen we use online

A

search for'our own referencesuestions and for bibliograptne searches.

t tt t t
Houston Public Library has a long history of doing indepth teference work for our

patrons for free. This includes, of course,' literature searching': If these manual

searches are 'successful, their electionic searching is riot necessary.
.

(doing manual searching first) certainly does affect the use'of DIALOG

441P,'

This approach

Houston Public Library has no difficulty at all in charging for patrOn use of online

computer time. If a patronv/client wants a literature search via computer, he will

B-22
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have to pay for it. A library does not have to have a "fee-based service" before they
,,,can have DIALOG, nor' must they have DIALOG before they have a fee sevvrce.

, , Landtroop.
tttt4

,
Since most of our users are college students or in research, they have been glad to ----.

.trade money for service. everyone seems tobe working with liniited time, and t ht
time saved is well mirth the Cost.,

My question is how much of the service shoUld be paid for by thd taxpayer? At present
time, the librarians' time is paid by the library. .The patron pays for' the connect time
and printouts. We have had very few complaints froin patrons who felt they didn't get
'their moneys worth. Most are thrilled with the results. Now should they be paying
for the librarians time also? That's the difficult'queStion.

Making rough generalizations, we now spend.abouf an hour ,w,ith each L(IALOb patron
and many times we spend this same amount of time'an a telephone reference question,
so I feel that the library is juStified in offeking this service without charging the patron
for the fibrarian'stune.

4 Mcewen*
t t

Although many Librarians feel strongly that the public library Should not offer a
service for.a. fee; I do not agree. I feel that one way or the other the public is paying
for the librailr. Since DIALOG attracts aery special clientele, willing to pay for the. ,t.

% service, I feel that it is useful and bl
.

Parker* .

.-

ttttt.
The question of charging fees for selected' puoblic library services is an emotional
issue. Although some lilfrariana become indignant at the thought of charging any kind
Of-fee ,t tiii--any kindbf public library services, Abe DIALOG operators at our library feel
no suCh'qualniS about charging a fee for Online searching. The economic reality Is
such that there is no way that the city of San Jose woauld completely underwrite such a

B -23
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specialized service for a select few. AS it is, the City is already subsidizipathe '-
. .w .

. . G4-service by not charging for library staff time or the use.of the terminal. The library
,

can and does offer online searching at a very reasonable cost, well within reach of all

whb need this type of service. There have been'no complaints about the fact the library
4 .1

Must charge a fee for this service. All who use it agree they received good valuefor ,'

'their money. ..

Johnson*
ttttt

.

B.2.4 Training and Allochtion of Staff Using Online Search

Training Programs

I feel that the Most.44neficial training session would consist of two or three people at

most with an experienced trainer some time after they have read the manuals. We
are Intelligent enough to absorb the basic idea of how the system works from the

printed material; in the future it might be more valuable to,read it first. ,At the train-
,

ing session one could discuss the finer points and have hands-on trainirg.

There should be training `beyond the initial 1- or 2-day session, preferably after the
librarian has used the system'for awhile. Advanced training should be offered on
location, since librariansIfind,it hard to get, away. It should ocCurii tee a year or
maybe every '6 months. A minimum of three people should be trained to cover absence

due to illness, job change, and differences in .subject interest./

If was very difficult for s to, become acquainted with the, new data bases when we

were not familiar 'wit)i them in hard Copy. For example, we were familiar with
Vbuiidation Center, materials, so it was easy tO use it in the. online forin. But when

we, dolt with Ch ical Industzy. Notes or Oceanic Abstracts, ,which we weren't

familial 'with e no lOngerWere confident about what we. were doing.:
4' Varaine

A

ttttt
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My training as a DIALOG opetrator began 4 months into the fee ?eriod. The initial.
training was done by an experienced operator who explained the key commands and
gave a demonstration on the terminal to illustrate their use. Although encouraged
to use demo time to practice with DIALOG, this brief introduction did not give me:
enough confidence to do more than one or two practice searches.

4

About 3 weeks after the in-house training session, a Lockheed-sponsored workshop
stfor novice DIALOG operators was given in Palo Aito, This workshop was very helpful.'

It presented a comprehensive review of basid DIALOG search commands and techni-,
ques: thus summarizing bits 'and pieces of key information given me by other operators
or picked up on my own. In addition, there was chance for hands ;on practice with
DIALOG terminals, which reinforced the information' given earlier in the workshop.
Although in-house training is useful, it is no substitute for a formalized practice
session /workshop. ;./

Shortly after .attending this workshop, I began doing fee searches. I did very -few demo
searches for practice. In contrasts to Other operators who began doing fee searches
after some months of ptactice during the noiee period, I was doing fee searches with
very little prior experienc. As a result, my first fee searches were rather poor.;
Errors were made in typing, command syntax, an search logic. These searches
twice as long to do as comparable searches done by experienced operators. I had
trouble keeping track of the commands given -and sets manipulated earlier in the search,
and often had to go back and retrace previous steps. The fact that my inexperience .1,10?ts

costing the DIALOG patron money only served to increase my nervousness and unease
during those first fee searches..

.4.

Nevertheless, .I was learning. After a dozen fee Searches, my search time dropped ..
.

while my confidence and effectiveneag. rose. Soon, being apDIALOG operator became
an enjoyable occupatioI and has'remained so ever since.

liecoming a DIALOG operator in the middle of the fee period was not easy. 'Despite . I

training segsions and demo time available for DIALOG practice, DIALOG prOficiency

3-25
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can be gained only by doing patron-initiated searches. I just regret that those patrons
-for\vhom I did ray firt fee searches had to unknowingly subsidize my DIALOG

education. .

LMSC -D560986

Johnson

ttttt

Since I knew nothing about computers or set theory, I didn4t havei ihe foggiest idea of

what was going on initially. I felt that I didn't have enough time to train' tcEtheter-
minals.. Another training session that came 1 month to 6 weeks later as of some

value, but we should have.had vother followup a month after that. When we went,to

the workshop in May 1975, almost at the end of the free period, we learned about
' things that we had never heard about before (stacking, for example).

,
Holtby

ttt >tt
One of the major problems that I foresee focr our continued use of online search is that

of not having enough searches to.keep our skills current. We have seen how rapidly
we get. rusty, and how difficult it is topick up on new bases if We have no pressing

need to use them. It is also likely that the money for training and for practicing on-
...,

linewill be cpt: down or eliminated from the budget. But, ,they are essential in order
to keep us even modestly competent,' especially with new bases and sarch featurese

being added all the time. .

DeWath

t.
My.only comment is that there isn't enough hands-on time. A great deal of information

is given in lecture form and with slides, etc., Hit there is nothing like facing a real
problem anad,tryingo figure. out how to best approach it with a trained person on hand

to correct your strategy. That is the Way I learn best.'
McEwen*

ttttt . -...

. t&

I was not pleased with my" 1 -day introductory training given by Lockheed. This was

not due to the instructor; rater, I feel that a different approach is ..quired. Specifi-
cally, there were 20 people,and only 3 terminals aVailable,for the training session. .

,;
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nfortunately, some of the attendees with prior eqierience in DIALOG took over the

erminals to search their work - related questions, leaving little time for the rest of us
to obtain online practice. I believe a better format would allow each participant a fixed

amo .f time on the' terminal with a given problem to search arid solve.

Johave been cunning searc since February 1977. It took about ten or twelve .

searches before,I feltieally co ble on the terminal. I, am still not comfortable
.

in certain data bases. I.wish that in the tr g sessions there was,some discussion

I

of the different data bases without the presumptn
with all of them.

t t

Staffing Arrangements

t, as libra,rians, we are familiar

- Parker*

Staffing has been the biggest problem created by online search at San Jose. Since we
4 N,

did not add any extra staff for online search,/ we began to feel the strain as DIALOGN ,
requests inCrreased.from Sarijose State University students. Fortunately; we had\
help from a SJSU libraty school student who received units for her work: Linda
Erickson helped us through our busy:free perik. ,\,,,

During the period when fees were charged, the four operators were able to handle

about 50, requests a month comfortably. Each'of the operators specialized in a couple

of data bases, assigned according to the operator's-strengths. However, we conduct
most of our searches in ERIC; a resultof ourhigh student usage.

I think it would he better toshave a staff member assigned full time to do all the

searches. That person would be able to study band receive advanced training in each

data base and thereby do More skilled searching. Online search service takes time.
For every minute online, an operator spends a minAts'offline. This time does not
include the numerous inquiries we receive. Staffing is a serious consideration in`de-
ckling to Offer online Search.

.. - Sakai
1 A

,s ttttrp
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We were *ever overwhelmed by the workload, but our staffing arrangementS are more

flexible than those I-1a library which must staff a reference desk., We did have "some

slight problems with distribution O requests among the staff.. We leave requests'in
an in-box until someone picks them up to work oithem.. Occasionally a request would

get bypassed,k(especially a messy one), *ith everyone thinking that sOmeOne else would

do it abut that is more a function of our way of 'distributing workload, than anything
. r ., c>

directly related to. online search. We.have, talked about assigning requests, either in

stiTt rotation or according toidifferent'stibjects, ,
but the *staff was unanimous in its

.,,

feeling that the current procedure was.preferable;bothAn terms of distributing they

workload fairly and getting the searches done with the least delay.

.. , . . . .
. , .

1.
:

We have avoided assigning specific bases to individual searchers, 'because at would
Ikt

mean a heavy load for people doing the popular bases, and could nlean that a request

would need.to be done in a hurry without the "appropriate" persoribeirx available to
,

do it. However, that Auld make it easier' to keep up-to-date .on chanielln th

-baks
-

-DeWath

. ,

Since there are only 4 DIALOG operators, we do have to make appointments at least

24 hours or more in advance. We avoid Mondays becadse that is our 'busiest day.

Sometimes, 'during' our busy season, I do feel that online searching does detract from
Our overall reference service because we are stretched very thin from:a staffing point

of view.

.$.

There are 4 DIALOG operators at this library (San Jose).:.=:That is a icient number

to cope with the 30 to-40 searches done itionthl- And it ensures that there'rs usually

at least one trained operator available to answer questions about the service and set up
appointments. If the number of monthlysearchei were to increase slightly, more.
operators,would have to be trained.. Not all librariAns have the potential to be good

.
DIALOG operators. .The operator must be of above average intelligence, logical and.

flexible in Uptight, and, capable of engaging in a man/machine,DIALOG. These qualities

do 'limit the number of potential operators even in a large library.
-Johnaori*.

tt t t ,

Parker*
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Number of Operators ,

- ,
From the user's point view, I suggest that a single Operator be utilized. A-single

. .

operator can become a specialist; he gains more expertise by-doing more searches.
This system is preferable to spreading out the searchesamong many operators.

LMSC-M560986

.6 4

. . -.Y tttttt
o It is' important that there not be too many (ppera,tors because then you have a lot L.

eople o have ortly a surface knowledge of how to perform searches. On the othe'r
hand, one operator does not work out well in a public library situation. It is difficult
for one person to cover many sdbject area's, and from a staffing point-of view, it

McEwen

doesn.lt work out well due tp illness, vacation, etc.

Kristoffersori

t t t ft

StaikAttitude and Ability-

The key to a successful online search operation ics the staff. If the people who will
be working with it are not enthusiastic, t1-4 use of online, search Ee anywhere is
almost guaranteed to fdil. The patrons know of (Milne search o ugh us, -so if
we are skeptical ox reluctant, or not interested 'in the patron's- qu Rnf. the patron
will pick that up. If we aren't cOnvincedp its value, we can't sell the patron on it;
but, 'on the other hand, if we seem confident that we have gotten from DIALOG thet

4best it can provide, however much or little, the patron is confident that the search
has been as successful as possible.

. DeWath

;

r A

i t t PI .

-) .
The attitude of the staff and admimPstraiioamust be supportive when a library decides
to offer online search. Many of our parly<problems intensified because of a poor atti-

1

tude.. As our attitudes changed, the 'problem's with tees, workload, and terminal/-
,r,

computer became manpeable. It's becadse of this positive, supportive attitude, of..
44.14444..

33=29113 ,
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th operatorsand 9f administration that DIALOG will continue for a third year at

Sa Jose Public Libra)ry.
,

ttttt
I b lieve all the ooratom feel as enthusiastic as I do a ut DIALOG. It's a fantastic

too and we are very fortunate to have it. Abilities var . and we each have certainertain data .

.bas s.that we are more comfortable with, but, in gene sal, ,1 feel any of the operators

can handle any of the questions. It's good to have mor than one person involved so'

that if., a problem does come up, you have someone els' to kelp work it out.
McEwen*

($0

Sakai

'-ttttt
Another prOblam is the relation between DIALOG ope ators and n perators. Most

of the staff not connected with DIALOG have only a tr' gue idea of wh online searching

is about. They are ignorant of what DIALOG can ant; -cannot do. This is understand-

able since one must work with the system over a pel iod of time before one can fully

grasp ,its capabilities. &it it does create situation wheiie minbperators make 'state-

ments about DIALOG to patrons which are untrue: d Which DIALOG operators must

later. refute. Some type of education about DIALO for *itionoperators is needed. Alpo

there is some resentment among the library staff! oward operators whose appointment.

with a DIALOG patron runs over the allotted,houri and w o is subsequently late in re-

lieving another librarian at a public desk. Somef staff re annoyed when they must

cover for:cperators who must attend to DIALOG relateki business. To be sure, this

t e of r4sentment is not overwhelming abut it i pres4nt.
7 Johnson*

t t t tt

Interlibrary Cooperation ,

An alternative to the kind of arrangement that we ha e now is one in which one library

acts as a central search facility for a large number of libraries, in a more formal
.to

arrangement than we now have in CIN. We have ha,1 'so little ,participation froin special

I
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libraries ia.CIN that I suspect that they vver learned enough about DIALOG arld/or.
the DIA,LIB project. Including a larger area, especially San Francisco, would prob-
ably

2 .

ably increaSe e use tremendously. The question would arise, how Wouldthe cost be
shared, particularly the staff 'costs. In. the Ea St Bay, the public libraries are trying

an arrangement whereby online search requests are sent to U.C. It will be interesting.
'to see hOw, that woks out especially since the'public librarians have been given no
special training regarding the kinds of requests that are appropriate.

. DeWath
41s.ttttt

k. .
Aside from' a few requests'fro4 s'onie.special'libraries, we haven't been in direct

, 'contact with other libraries re DIALOG. Other libraries do send pate to us but
, -

there hasn't been a marked increase or decrease in iliterfibrary cooperation because
\---of DIALOG.

,

fttft
B. 2 ,5 Use, of DIALOG for Reference

Reference Use

McEwen*

4

Online-searching opens up a new vista for the smaller library as well as the research
library. It provides the small library with capabilities that they never had before and
enables them to,provide better service'rnhe public. tI would recommend online search-

.
ing to any library that can afford it, no matter how Small the library. I feel that it i.8

a tool that can enhance their collection imineasurably.,
,

°

Interlibrary loan and other networking situations make it possible -for pe,Ciple to get
-

copies of needed materials at little or .no cost. This means that online bibliographic
,:searching enables the person having access to a very small collection to find.out what

is available and begin to do a really, decent literature search. It may take them a little
longer to obtain Kturce materials that ,aren't immediately available; but it,is well
worth it.

4

Vantine

"UM
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lib'rary 'reference work, e,g., bibliographic verification and searching for a specific
answer. More, time is needed to determine-whether a system such as DIALOG is a
useful reference tool. It is unfortunate that there is no current study being conducted
on thisaspect.

LMSC-D560986

1
.-

The ability to do full-text _searching has made it relatively easy, to verify 'a biblioy
graphiC citation when only limited information is supplied by the patron. The "lift"'
rate for such searches is high which means, that a special-collection like Municipal
Reference has an, addilnal tool in helping a sometimes demanding clientele.

Lttchessi*

1.111-1- '
DIALOG was, used for more than patron-initiated searches. We, as librarians, bedarne
interested in the possible uses of an information retrieval ssystem in daily public.'

We tried using DIALOG in our reference work. That is, we usectit to fincl'a specific
answer to a subict query. It was used tcptgave Ataff time in searching indices and7o.

making vailable specialized indices. Our "hit" rate, was about 25%. It was hoped
that the 1 -text Capability of DIALOG 'would zero in on the 'specific topic. We need

to do more reference searches on DIALOG before any decision can be made about its
usefulness in public library reference. ,

Sakai

. ttttt
Five of us received a 1-day DIALOG training session at the library in August. After

the training session, we practiced diligently for a while and talked with`our friends
here in the Twin Cities who had the system, trying to find out how to best ase the

.4.system.

Originally we limited online searches to those that we knew would be successful, ti
those that we could plan a strategy for, awl for which theremas adata base we late*
had the material. We did hot do much in September and-October because none of the -
INFORM questions seemed suitable for- online search. HoWever,00ur-searches in
November indicated that there was a great deal of informatibn in the bases which could '
be retrieved once we became more base oriented.

r
B.4.32
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'Because of 'a newspaper article in September describing INFORM and our online search

capabilities the request forour service incrased quite a b#. Teople'were interested
to see wha the oOmpute could do for them. As the number of searches on the system

-t - E

increased our proficiency increased;,we used the logic more effectively, truncated
morkeff' iently, and began to understand the peo-larities'of each data base better.

4

. .

Our searching results then began to show- a noticeable prevement
. ,

As DIALOG added new bases suchil,s Science Citation Ind and Dissertation abstracts,
we were able to do searches thatt ei, had not been able to do pre4ously,. and we de-

veloped additional skills for Chem Abstracts and for NTIS which have been most helpfel.
.

I
NVe.feel that DIALOG enhar5ed4he service that we provide our paying ctietits, many-

fold. t has anprovided efficient, interesting, and,iriformative backup service to the
kinds o esearch that we already do. It has also* enabled us to handle questions that

formerly,we would have had to subcontract because of a lack,of sufficient resources.

Itttr`--.

DIALOG,ts an adequatetool for the solution of referende questions, which can be

answered through compilation of bibliograPliies. DIALOG is less useful for ready
refererice type questions which are generb.11y answered with one or two word factual
replies.

- -A:Vantine

Kendie
t t t t

I feel that there is quite an opmtunity for using DIALOG to search reference questions
online. The problem her is the cost. I do not foresee that we will be able toldo'this
in the near future.

Parker*
ry

DIALOG has ed very little in answering reference qu scions originating with.?
the library. There are many types of referte questions f r whiCh DIALOG is of no
or little helYli.,:e.; 'trivia, legal, auto repair). :There is some money to Spend On .
computefized literature searching for in=house reference qUesticip. Most of the ma-
terials found in such a search would be unavailable at our library and would have to

4
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be gotten elsewhere.' Librarians are rquotant to suggest DIALOG as an alternative
10

to a patron in the library searching for inform ion.. Perhaps this is because:DIALOG
is a fee service. Most of our online searches are initiated by patrons from outside
the library who.know of the. service and isk for it specifically,-and not by librarians
Working pn in-house reference questions. There is.a. good potential for Using DIALOG

.,$

for such queStions, but the lack of nioneywp opr'iated for such a purpose is the key 4

negative factor.

Johnson*

t t t

Data Bases
116"

We find-NTIS most valuable it provides us with information that gives us good.deads
to other sources. We have fplind it a fast, efficient base to search, and we've had
excellent results. We're gaining more experience in CAIN.andAike that base very
much also.

.Psych Abstracts has also been invaluable. It is a difficult b.ase to searc9,:manually
, and we can find a great deal of material online that would not be cost effective to ob-

.
tain by manual search. We had never realized the wealth of materiin Psych Abstracts
until we used it in the onlin e form. The Foundation data bases have been of great useto,
our Sociology Department which is a regional repository for these materials'as well as

2

to INFORM.

'

The one frustration we have had in using the system is that Food Technolpgy Abstracts
is not online in DIALOG. It is something we use constantly and it is very cumbersome
to use manually.' There are so many gross checks that hay to be'done that we would
really appreciate having online access. If Food Technology Abstracts had been online
we would have easily doubled the numbe of searches during the trial period.

6

a

t t t
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C Ie e i 4
101DIALOG provides several files which are useful for urban research. The Most per- .

tinent is probably NTIS which, with its strong ba.e of governinent-sponstred research,.
covers, many areas of interest to municipal n4anagers. In recent months, for example,

L .

San Jose Municipal Reference Library has conducted searches in NTIS for'city staff on

such subjedts as computer design of sewer systems, pedestrian safety, urban goods
transportation, bus transportation, energy consetwation uildings, and health needs
assessment. The results of our searches in NTIS hav eneralay been very good, and.
the flexibility of search techniqueg has greatly simplified access to that body of report
literature. Other files, such as Compehdex or ABI, which focus on oartain aspects of
public works, personnel, management, administration, finance, and the like, are alsb
valuable in supporting an urban affairs reference service.

Luchessi
3+1

. 11111 t
Our biggest problem is not having information about-the data bases. Data bases have
been added and we.have not received instructional material until several months after-
ward. We have not hack specific training in the use of most data bases. Predicasts
was on 'for a year before we learned how -to operate it. There are some new bases on-
line for which we may be using the wrong techniques because we are basing our approach
on the brief blurb that, was in the Chronolog

Doudell

° ttttt
The number of data bases keeps expanding. There is no possigaityipf part-time
searchers mastering them all. There are nany'subjeCt areas which, can be searched,
but most of the searches done at this library are in either ERIC or Psych. Many, of
the data bases have never been searched, and may be searched very rarely in the
future. Nevertheless, if is good to.know they are there.

I I

4 Johnson*

A's has been the case ever since we started using DIALOG,. most of our searches hav'e
been"in EkIC due to the- San Jose State University students. I would Say that we use
10 data bases 99% of the'time. It's nice to haVe the large number (now. up to 60) to
choose from, but it will take more publicity before we would have customers for many
of them.

IP"

s4
k
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I view DIALOG fts a relevant adjunct. to/good library service as it offers comprehensive,.

and up- to;date coverige in many necessary fields. Sonie bases-are a bit esoteric for
general public usage but their availability' is a comfort.

'.9
,4\

General problems regarding DIALOG I would like_to see rectified are: (1) standardiza-,

ton of formats for bases since much time is spent "figuring' out"how a ne., base worn;

(by new base I mean one tlia't I,Oave not previouslyused or one that I have aseti infre7 it

quently and need refreshing before using again); (2) I feel that the addition of bases
more attuned to public library needs would be most useful, e.g:, the Wilson Rubrica- 2
'tons; (3) in view of the, aforementioned (see nurrer 1) it would be most helpful if

. "free" time Were still available even if on a very limitedbasik.

It would be helpful if more thesauri were available for pre-search screening of subject

areas. We aresforeed to suppose that the client is a*ptor an egperut in the field(s)
.related to their particular search. Usually their input is'adequate to their needs but

how often, we ask ourselves, Could a 13ettv search have been conducted if a thesaurus
.-- ...were handily nearby.

`.>

ttttt
Presence of Patrons During Search

,One point that 'should be eiS asized is the importance of performing searcheS with
the patron in attendance. From our experience it works much better; one knowsex-

7.7 Smith*

4 actly what- the'patron wants.

ttttt
KristofferSon

I think that it is essential that the patron attend the s rch session.. t had only one.
*/;. ,

search where the patron wasn't present, and I felt very Uncomfortablelperforming the

search. The sucOss of the-search is really dependent on the patron being thereW''
negotiate search strategy when results are insufficient'.

ttttt
B -36
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e

Persona1137., Ipiefer to have the patron present whileconducting,his search. ff the
patron is peresent when the operator is-online he has a much better idea-of.how online
searching works, and why he got the results that he did. Also, if snags develop during
the online search, if the search strategy is not getting. -the desired results, the patron
is there to help the,,operator decide 'whether, to drop the ,search or try a different ap-

... . 4prdaach. The operLor is not a subject spepialist, and may need 'guidance from a patron
Jr71%in tile middle of a search. Most of the searches whe re ) the patron has been less satis-

,. ,fied with the 'results were searches.donevithout the patron being present. -.
... '-'",- ..

tttil
Johnson4.'

.
This is to be recommended. It is more satisfying to the customer\and certainly makes
if easier on the operator. ,If too many citations appear, the patron can- choose to,§ve
all or some of them, Jt keeps us from worrying aboiit whether we are getting too'much
material for him o'r not enough. Beside's, when he is there and seeshow the combi-
nations are Put togethery he seems to get a better gr asp of how DIALOG works than if
we just, hand him the search results.

McEwen* -

0

Location of Terminal as Factor in

ttftt.

.
We are one library in a group of 13 county libraries. Although we have sent these

libraries promotional material", we have not been ,receiving many questions from them.
Most people, who have come in for

Isearches have contadted us directly or are .p eopleA'
o regularly use our library. The fact that the computer terminal is not physically

'present at these other libraries seems to makira difference...

Doudell

trttt
I believe that he patron isinore attracted to online seardh11. the terminal is located in

.
1 his local bran We, ere surprised that when we mentioned.the pesdibility of tving
The more expensive TWX for the third year, we ly.d some patrons who immediately

. .
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volunteered that they were willing to pay the extra cost rather than go to a more
distant_ library.

ce,

t t t
The lockion of the terminal has little,effect n AS use. There have been hardly any

a ?`searches generated because a patron wander ngthrou.gh the library saw the terminal,
read the signs and brochures, and decided this was exactly what he needed. The ma-
jority of searches originate with people who already know the l7ibrar s this service,
and call in to make an appointment.

Thomas

7 John sIaL"

ttttt
Doesn't appear to have any effect. The fact that it's in a: publip area generates some

,,interest but rarely does it bring us a new custome.r.

Use,of Offline Printing

"ttttt
McEwsn*

We rarely use offline printing. We feel that the 3 or 4 days of waiting-for a printout,
is a detriment for most of our questions. We.use offline printing only when we hdve

long-term*projects,or when the person inclicateS they really do.not have immediate
deadlines. Three or 4 days is too long if your are interested in a business question.

%-The businessman generally waits too long to ask the question, and he must have his
answers as rapidly as possible.

--:ttftt

Reliability of Service

'Vantine

Tymsliare and Telenet give us more reliability problems than DIALOG does. We have

only been inconvenienced once by a DIALOG crash; the other times we have had a con-
..

.4.

nection problem. In general, we have-had very good 5 ervict indeed.

Vantine.

itf'ttt
B-38'
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On the whole, the reliabilitY of DIALOG service has been quite good. But when the

computer ,doesgo down, everything comes to a halt and this does create a problem. ;.., 1,
It is einhariSsing to sit down before the terminal with an eager pdron, confidentlt,_
dial up the computer and not get-an answer because of sonie computer bug. Worse

.
still is when an operator is in the middle of a complex search and the computer. goes
doWn.; The operator has no idea how long it is going to be before the computer is fixed.
*Sliohld the operatbr encourage- the patron to wait a.few minutes, make another appoint-..
znent,,, or offer to do the search him'Self later that day when the computer is back up but
the

- ,
patr64 haslefe? The people at Lockheed are of little help, When called about the ,

length of the-delay, they' are often vague or overly optimistic. DIALOG is a marvelbus
,'-system, when it is working:

,

;'.;

= Johnson*

ft-tit
The of downtime has been very small-11)1s year. Also, we have had a few
bt.6Y. signals. All in all,..service this year has been great.

Importance of the_Service

McEwen*

. .
Computerized literature searching is the move of the future. FL9r, speed and,eoni.,,pre-

h-r-,--,--, .: ..

hensiveness; it cannot be compared to manual literature searching The futate proin:.
- ,..,

ises more data bases, and increased price competition between iva ata' base vendozs.
Online searbhing should be offered,at all academic libraries. I - 44.1 d be offe ti at
those public libraries Whose administrators make a firm commitment tosprovi e-

.,quate staffing. To me, online searching has been both educational *d enjOable, and
- -I,hope to continue to be involved with it.

Johnson*

Libraries ate going to have to get into online search. The schools are producing
machine-oriented individuals, and people are well' aware of how one can get at infOr-
mation through the use of the computer. There- are going to 'be. more and more people
In the publit who are not academically or business connected who are afterkspecialized
information that they expect -t,o'get from libralest.

B-39 123
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(.. , , :/..s,.
_ In summary; th onlinerminal was a xnuch attpreciated service. In the near fixture 4 .,1 7 , ,s'

,,'it willmecesSarily be more or less self-supporting; we'hope that we 'can draw together
some statigicirthat will help make this possible. 1"

ttttt
- Thomas .

I would like to emphatically state that DIALOG, while, it has its peculiarities -and
problems, is a positive approach and a most welcome addition to libraries.

,
- Smith*

.

i.;.' ia .
,.. -- >4 fttttfll. . , , , ,-- '?:- z

, ';.-- s ,446 V :;- ., ,, ki $.,
s 1B.2.6 seed for P4liCity tORioniote Use of Online Search

Publicity to Library Staff

It is important to establish 'a` base of support- within the library by running, training
'sessions for librarians:1,A° might forward questions to the search center. It is im-
portant that staff members not left out. They should not regard the online search
system as a special-tool...Closed to them, but as something that has practical applica-.,
tion for every reference lib'ra'rian.

We had 10 or, 12 introductory sessions for staff members of any level who were
intere*ci, from the janitors right up to the director. We had a total of 60 or lo
'people Wilb attended, out of a staff of 220. I explained the online system to them and
how it is used, and we ran demon gration searches. ''each department was asked if
there was'a'profeSsional staff member who wasiintereSted in online searching. About;

12 librarians were then trained more intensively on -how one sets up a search strategy
,

: 1 arid wepeiiven time to practice on the terminal. 's'ome,of these'persons have practiced i.....- ...i..,, ),, I.

, anti some have not. , O'4.
a ..

t. 4

ttttt
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Publicity to patrons is more important than publicity to library staff on other libraries.
LiiSrary staff_should be familiar with the service, but main publicity effort should go

toward introducing library patrons to the new service.

Kendig*

ttletT
r".

Regarding guideline's for public librarie's considering online service, I would empha-.

size making librarians familiar and comfortable with the service through demonstra-
tions in small groups and in familiar subject areas.' Once.e librarians are enthusi-
astic (as most of them are after hgving seen successfUl demonstrations), likely search
topics seem to flow in.

Neufeld

It should be pointed out that all of the staff members here have enough knowledge of L.

online search to be able to answer patron questions about the system when the search
staff is not available.

Publicity to. Other Libraries

Kristofferson

Branch librarians will also remain a probte4t -forever more. They don't care enough
to Spend the time to enough to take the initiative in generating online search
-requeSts and will have to be relied on m'erely Is a pipeline for users who have alreacr
"decided that they,want DIALOG searches. They simply have too many other things to'
worry about; DIALOG is too low a priority. . Most, however, are willing tore ay a
request, now that they have tried it a few times and no one has bitten, them.

DeWath

ftff t-
It may be that we should provide m.ore information to the librarians in these other
libraries so that they will have. a better idea of what online search is and what it can

°

supply. Although I don't operate the terminal, the little knowledge that I have is im-
portant in that if helps me answer questions about online search when I am atthe

0
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-reference desk. Those who are not familiar with online search can'have an erroneous
idea of what the true capabilities of the system: are with respect to a given question.

ThOmpson
, ttttt.

We feel that the time was not sufficient to make all librarians aware of the ways in
which the program could be of service to them and to their users. We 'lave not yet
succeeded in reaching the-entire potential clientele but think we w11 in times I think,
the committee and the board are convinced the service is Worthwhile, .More spade-.. ,

work has to be done to remove objections of librarians to charging for services, and
hesitation to suggest methods with which they are not familiar, but this ,too is easing
with time.

ttttt
Neureld

Besides the newspaper article, we have done no outside publicizing of the online ser-
vice other than at meetings such as the local SLA chapter, the American Law Librar-
ians Association; and an American Marketing Association seminar on information
retrieval.. We have also discussed the service with librarians throughout this region.
We try to.make users aware that online service is necessary if you are really going to

I do a good job for most business and technical questions.

- Vantine

ttttt
Publicity to Patrons and the Community

We have not used handouts or other printed material for the public. Holkever, we.
' have taken the opportunity, whenever, possible, of performing demonstrations for :

busine.ss peop'e. When we receive an inquiry from corporations concerning the sys-
..

,.. tem, we try to arrange for a .demons ration. There has been anincreasing and con- ...

tinuing interest in what is available` tie.; a 'we feel that an online search is relevant_
. .to a question., then we mention this to the client indicating the possible results of the

search and the possible cost. In nine times' out of ten, the client is interested in they
computer search.

- Vantine

ttttt
12 6 B-42
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We had discouraged publicity because we didn't

but publicity is a chicken-and-egg situation: if

you,6an't publicize the service; but if you don't

LMSC-1.560986

have the staff to handle more questions,

you 00 have the support for the staff,
publicize the service, you don't get the

/demand and you can't get support for the staff. We may, have to go through a ad period
of pushing the service, contracting business, technical, and professional gro s in
order to Wild usage. Then, we can attempt to charge a fee to cover staff time. We
hay.e not publicized the way Redwood Citfhas, andstill the word has spread. About

. .

50% of our searches are for business clientele, but there,is going to have to be a lot,
more' publicity if we want to promote DIALOG to reach all potential users.

lhoinasr
tt'rtt

Publicity will remain a prbblem forever More. Most people don't need online searches

frequently enough to qualify as repeat users. We'll always be trying to find and sell
'new users. Fewer users (fewer than during the free perio ) mean lessword-of-mouth
publicity, which still accounts for most of.our business.

-DeWath

0

We have some patrons who are computer experts whO know exactly how the system will

work and what they 'want when they come in.. We have the opposite extxeMe of people.

wh4.,know nothing about computers and who are unsure as to how to express their

requirements. We therefo're spend,a lot of time explaining how online search works
.. \ 'and what is required, and we make thig explanation over and over again.., The exam-

ples in our handouts have not been thorough enough to give patrons an idea of what the
steps are in formulating search strategy.. It would be nice if they could look at some-
thing before they com in`, Usually we must pull out a search that we have already

*ft,done to show tlieth howthe syPtem works. Many times they still don't understand,
(..

making it difficult to produce a satisfactory search.

L
tfttt

Doudell

There is no,question that increased publicity would result in increased demands for
D140G service. Sothe ptiblicity`was generated for the system when it was inaugurated,
but now searches are the result'of information spread by worcb-of-mouth or by college

B-43
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instructors to students. If a concerted e ort were made to publicize the service among

the business, ,Scientific, and academic co munities, the number.of monthly searches
could easily be doubled. But it is doubtfu our staff could handle so heavy a DIALOG
workload. That is why the staff has mad= no effort to spread the word about DIALOG.
Our staff can barely manage the number R searches we are doing now without benefit
of publicity.

Johnson*

t

iB.2.7 Who Are the ers (and Nonusers)?

The users of DIALOG by this library (San Jose) are primarily students, with lesser ,

usage by business and scientific/technical professionals. The number of dents
users is not surprising since the library is only four blocks from a larg state univer-
sity. It'is common practice for some professors to tell their studenti to come here to
do a computerized literature Search for their thesis or term paper. Those who are not
using the service are the traditional public library patrons. These people need infor- I
mation of a more general nature than can be found in DIALOG. The information
in DIALOG is just too esoteric. If there Were a data base equivalent to Reader's
Guide available at reasonable cost, the average public library patron would find online
literattire searching more attractive.

Johnson*

The response from users has been favorable, that is, from those who have actually
used it, but the majority of our users aren't interested. By favorable? howev,er,

mean less than overwhelming --'the world is not beating a path to our door. No doubt
more data bases are added DIALOG will appeal to more people, but tt.will still ap.-

peal mainly to scholars and researchers, and toReople whose businesses are directly
related to ,subjects covered by DIALOG. These are not the people who form the back-
bone of the public library, much as 'we like to believe that they are 7 few scholars and
researchers think,of the public library as a resource. We would like-to change that,
and DIALOG help-us 0 change that, but a long, slow change.

DeWath

ttttt
B-44,
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We have weed with the Municipal Information Library to answer questions posed by

themayor and other city officials. There is active support from our city officials.
`They are aware that a tool is available to locate important information for. their needS

/1771.mmi
LMSCJ560986

in a short time.

There m

who call us

.
Vantine

t t tt t

1

e more/referral from branches than we real' ie, since some oof the patrons
reetki may have been directed to us by their branch libraries.

Thomas

Vttt \, .

Our County Librarian, Barbara Campbell, felt that it was important to provide free
search for the county departments since they provide certain services to us. We were
disappointed in the degree of county interest. Only' Planning and Public Works

Departments came to our demonstrations; there are still many departments that ap-
parently have not discovered what we can provide through online search. Nevertheless,
we have done a fair number of searches for Planning and Public, Works and alSo for
the Health Department. 15\

Thoma's

t t t
We went to the County offices and gave a number of demonstrations. We haven't

charged the County departments for any of thesear,ciies that we have run. However,
we have not received the respone that we thought we would have. We had looked to

41

the County as one outside source of demand in the future, and we had thought that a
demand would develop and that they might help with some funding in the future. This
was a big disappointment to us,

1

t t t t t
Holtby

In my experience, users of the service are generally students working toward their
masters or doctorates, or members of the .b.usiness community who are having
searches performed for work related purposes.

ttftt
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the third year, I noticed that oui library was getting a &Pi/ more calls

rs of the corporate community in our servibe area and fewer from outside
the.CIN network;

t t t t t

B.2.8 Other Topics

Use of a Portable and TWXTerminal

McNalb*'

,, 0.. , -:' \We were fortunate to have available a portable Texas Instruments terminalsfor the
0 S . i .

3-year period. Although one reason for our participation in the DIALIB project was

the use of TWX, we did not make too much use of this during the first year, very
limited. use during the second, and somewhat more frequent use during the third. With .

the portable terminal, we were able to

County Library and 6 of the 8 Public

visit 12 of the 14 Branch Libraries of San Mateo

ibraries in the Peninsula Library System and
give demonstrations. Demonstrations were given for County Government offices'such
as County Managers Office, lic Works, Planning, Agriculture, and Public Health
and Welfare. The demonstratfons with the publicity were thought to -be asis .for
attracting users; however, it did not work this way,, as only a few requests were gene
erated as a result of either. The exception was in the Public Health and Welfare ,

Department; since there appeared to be a continuing use pattern, the departme041
librarian received training and conducted the department's searches. We found using
the pOrtable terminal with County telephone tielines (it was a local call from 4edwood
city) frequently resulted in garbled page copy on the terfninal; this made it difficult to
read as well as to cOne entrate on earCh pattern. During the third year, more use
was made not of the TWX,but,of the microwave teletype and telephone lines dedicated.

to computer use. :The 4iffeieve in speedrwas noticeable; from 30 CPS to-10 CfS, but
no garbling was noted; since the teletype was equipped with `a tape attachment,' tape
Copy of the search could be made and retransmitted to a Branch,Libra,'iy; this was done
in several rush requests so the patron would know what to expect. When we were

B-46
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considering, the TWX as the means of access, it was determined the charge would be
. .-

15C per minute; this charge would have to be added to cost of search to the patron;

the library did_make provision fOr covering the cost of TWX charges for.the free and
half-fee period, but during the full-fee period, the. cost of TWX is added to patron

charges. During the second year, 18 searches were made on TWX and 8 on the- tele-
typewriter; the log for the third year does not indicate the number of searches done

by teletypewriter. The use of the terminal was the option to reduce costs to-the
patron for search time. However, from the, end of the third, year, all the searches
will be done on the TT.

Scott*

ilt.tt
\.,

_ Mail Requests lor Service
4 It

DIALOG requests were al;o facilitated by doing the entire transaction by mail. San

Mateo County Library did this to..a certain extent withirequests,fiom Stanislaus State

and also from our branches (by a regular delivery service within our library system).
After discussing with the patron.the c t of service, 'what results could be expected,.

etc., forms,were mailed to the patron, illed out by.patron, and returned with the de=

posit. Requests were done as soon as possible an results mailed to patron., Another
_ -

benefit of the mail transaction, was the convenience to both parties and I believe it was

more cost effective for the patron. It also gave the librarian a better opportunity to...
prepare search strategy] because a problem still with the DIALOG system4was the in-

A

creasing number of data baper'ss added one right after the other, and in this period of 11

time, with only 1 hour of demonstration time ainonth, there was very _little online,
,learning of idiosyncrasies of Zdii).idual. data base. . -

aL, 'A 2-McNabb*
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C. 1 SAN MATEO COUNTY LIBRARY (3-tYEAR PARTICIPATION)

James W. Buckley, County Librarian.

Anna M. Scott, Reference Coordinator
Nancy Lewis., Reference/Documents Librafian (transferreci to another
Division 5/75)

Beth McNabb, Refdrence Librarian
Joan P. Tobias, Referrpe/Documents Librarian (from 9/75 to date)

,,Nancy DeWath, Reference Librarian (left project 5/76)

Wayne Smith,- ReferenceLibrarian
Nancy Crabbe, San Mateo County Dept of Public Health & Welfare Librarian

Evelyn Helmer, Public Information Coordinator

Dennis Nolan, Staff Artist

1r. Buckley gave his appAival for our participation and encouraged'nsage and demon-J-
..

strations for County Branch Libraries , peninsula Library Systern Libraries, and for

Co.unty Government departments.

Ann Scott, Nancy Lewis, Nancy DOWath, and Beth McNabb were the first trained

operators. Nancy. DeWath did most of the work in deireloping forms, logs, and
o

initial training, of staff. All these reference-librarians participatedin demonstra-

tions in libraries, at organWational meetings, and in County departments". Wayne

Small was the last librarian to receive training in the group, of librarians on the staff

at the beginning of the project.

Joan Tobias received the training after she reported to. the Reference Division and

has been alcDialog researcher ever since; sheyrimpleted the Predicast special train-.
ing course in December 1975.

.
Nancy Crabbe, librarian for a departmental library., wasained in DIALOGbecause

she was a heavy user and
.this reduced the workload on the County Library Reference

Staff.

Cf 3'
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Evelyn Helmer jB the San kateo County Library Public Inforniation Coordinator and
kept up a flow of publicity for San Mateo"CountyLibrary. Denhis Nolan, staff artist,

contributed ideas for local displays and publicity brochures which serve to attract
attention.

All the people listed contributed time and effort 'in support!,Of the project as well as
the remainder of the Reference Division staff who had to 'bovell while the Reference

. .
Librarians' were at training_ and, demonstrations.-..,,

i

/

.

Anna Mt Scott;
Reference Coordinator

C.2 REDWOOD CITY PUBLIC LIBRARY (2-YEAR PARTICIPATION)

First Year: Sally Drew, Librarian III

ae.

Second

Thomas Kam, Librarian II
Dolores King, .Librarian I

,

Alice Tabarif Librarian I
Lucile Be;iedetti, Librarian I

Year: LisaLisa H. .Naef, Librarian Di
Thomas' Kam , Librarian II

Lucile Benedetti, Librarian 4 o.

,Susan Kaplan, Librarian I
Linda Lindeen Librarian I

*

Each of these persons acted as interviewer , search operatof, and did the followup
work with Dialog users,.

In addition the Librarians IIIcoordinated assignments, kept the account books, and
made reports.

Lisa H. Naef
Head o Adult Reference and Readers'
Advisory Services
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C . 3 SAN JOSE PUBLIC LIBRARY (3-YEARIPARTICIPATION)

4 . C
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Beverly Chance,-Officer Supervisor, handled,DIALOG invoice/billing

Rose Crimi, Administrative Services Offiderr established administrative

procedure involving DIALOG

HonierFletcher, City Librarian, approved and supported DIALOG

Bob Johnson, Reference Librarian, DIALOG operator.
r:

Robin Kendig, Municipal Reference Librarian, DIALOG operator (3rd year)

G.

Char/leen Kurotsuchi, Reference Librarian, DIALOG operator and DIALIB

liaison
Rob, Luchessi; Refeience.Librarian, DIALOG operator

Scotty McEWen, Reference Librarian, DIALOG operator

Richard Rendler, Chief, Public Service, administrative liaison

Charlotte Sakai, Reference Librarian, DIALOG operator and DIALIB

liaison
,N

Phyllis Parker, Branchl4aison Libraritn, DIALOG operato43rd year)
e"Katherine Devonshire, Typist Clerk, handled DIALOG printouts and statistics

,
Dorotha Edwards, Typist Clerk, handled DrADDG printouts and statistics

C.4 SANTA CLARA CO

Credits are due to:

IBRARY (CUPERTINO) (2-YEAR PARTICIPATION)

Charlotte. Sakai
DIALIB Liaison

C

Barbara_Campbell, Santa Clara County Librarian, for her agreement to allow partici-

pation in the NO Study, .providitv space and allowing staff time as needed for planning.,

meetings , reports , workshops, and DIALOG demonstrations and searches as required

threughout the:project, and for her enthusiastic support of the -investigation of a new
i

dimension in library service. _ ,., -..ir
' ,

.
Phyllis Levine, Supervisor of Adult Services, Santa Clara- 'county

...

Library; for her

partialfation.in the, .organizing and planning of the projectas it operated in the

. Cupertino Libraiy and elsewhere. lb, 0

s ,
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Lois Thomas, Reference Librarian, Santa Clara County Library, who, as head of
the Research Center, managed the DIALOG program. at Cupertino Library,

Allison Holtby, who has'been,Chief Reporter for the Cupertino operation as well as
a DIALOG demonstrator and searcher ; and whose ideas as well as time and effort
c ntributed much to the program.

.

Charlotte Doudell, whose skill and previous knowledge of machine searching addbd a
great plus to the project at Cupertino.

Eric Kristoffersons whose scientific background coupled with knowledge of automated

retrieval systems promoted a high degree of expertise in the Cupertino program.

DaleThognpson, who , as Regional Librarian in Charge of CiiPertino- Library , -has

constantly boptid with adjusting schedules and workloads to permit DIALOG to operate
smoothly-for thebenefit of patrons and the project.

Cheryl Moliton, now with Ricluniond Public Library, who enthusiastically participated
in the early stages of the prograth at Cupertino, giving demonstratiiins and conducting
searches..

. .

Mary Ferber, now Order 'brarian for Santa Clara County , who devoted time and

energy to the Cupertino program in the firstmonths of the project, giving 'lemon-
\

strations and conducting searches.

Lois Thomas
Head, Research Center

C.5 MINNEAPOLIS PUBLIC LIBRARY (INFORM) (6-MONTH PARTICIPATION)

Joseph Kimbrough, Director

Ca...speL. Vantine- INFORM Librarian
,

. .
.,

' Carol A. Helsing-INFORM Librarian (now With 3M Business Information
Service) . . -.

i 'Amy E. Raedeke-INFORM Librarian

.1*
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CLEV9eAND PUB IC LIBRARY (FACTS TOR lqiEE) (61VIONTH PARTICIPATION)

Ervin J. Gaines, Director
Ethel 1,6.b Robinson, Head of MaiALibrary

Jean Davenport, Facts for a Fee Consultant

C.7 HOUSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY (6-MONTH PARTICIPATION)

1
C.9 TULSA CITY-COUNTY LIBRARY (INFO II) (3RD-YEAR PARTICIPATIOX)

David IVIV Henington, Director

Ann Landtroop, Head, Business, Science and Technology-.

0

C. 8 LONG ISLAND LIBRARY RESOURCES COUNCIL (6-MONTH PARTICIPATION)

David Wilder, Director

Judith B. Neufeld, Assistant to the Director

Linda Hill, Head, BUsiriess and Technology Department

Jane Colwin, INFO II Research Librarian

C-6
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The publicitytapproach followed a four-stage approach, as descr i*y our publicity

consultant, Evelyn Helmer. *

ti

tk.

Stage One:

Ribbon cutting ceremonies took place in the an Jose Public Library; news
stories appeared in four daily newspapers and half dozen local weeklies (see

Fig. D-1); there was some coverage on the news programs of local radio

stations' and one TV network covered the opening ceremonies. Brochures,

, I'Dookmarks, and posterS were deigned primarily fOr distribution to public,

school, special, industrial, and-college libraries inanta Clara. and San Mateoir

Counties. Ultimately they included also Monterey and Santa Cruz Counties

when they joined the Cooperative Information Netwo-rk. These materials were

Vslued from time to time when opportunities for wider distribution were

Sought, i. e. , at state and national library conventions, professional confer-
ences, and meetingS-Of technical and scientific or izations. It soon became

apparent that publicity of a general nature needed to be supplemented by more

specific descriptive flyers and brOChures. (See Figs'. D -2, D-3. )..

Stake Two:

During this period, several hundred brocheUres and cover letters were mailed .

to scientific, technical, edudational,, and profes.sional.orgailizations, as well

as to schools, a few businesses, -chid governmental departments primarily in

the Santa Clara and San Mateo County and City jurisdictions. Invitations

were sent to various groups encouraging them to ask for demonstrations.

Reference librarians did on-the-spokseardhes for nearly two dozen groups ;

$

as varied as the Coroner's'Department, kiwanis Club; and County Manager's
: .

Office.

3
. Perhaps the most difficult problem at this time was°gauging the amowitof -

'- publicity tha should b released. Eveyone*antod the project to succeed
C .

..-

. .
A, .

, .

*It has been a challenp and an interesting two yegs serving the project as publicity
coordinator. I am grateful for all the help given to me in my efforts to spread the
word. Special thankS to Oscar., Firscgein, Ann Scott, Nancy,DeWath, Beth McNabb,
!Salley, Drew, Lip,,Naef, Lois Thoinas, Charlbtte Sakai, and staff artist, Dennis Nolan.
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Conversation With a Computer
it% Miriam SoomilBehind ever' successful

transaction with a computer is
a human being.

And the person behind the-
County Library System's new
r4x3earch computer operation
Nancy Dewath, research
librailan,"and her to-workers

The recently-installed
computerized program at the
centkal library on Tower
Road, Belmont, provides
almost instantaneous in-
formation on resource

, material,- information that
until now has taken days, even
weeks of research.

But the durttion of those
Instants depends on the
librarians in individual
libraries that are tied into the
ystenr,and on the operator of

the terminal, which resembles
a typewriter

They must be detectives,
OyChologists, linguists,
researchers and just plain
good guessers

The process starts at the
local library, where the
patron tells the librarian the
subject of the desired in-
formation

og.c word, however, isn't
enough information for the
computer appropriately
named "Dialog'', which lives
at Lockheed in Sunnyvale, to
provide the specifilc in-
formation wanted-

The researcher is carefully
questioned to elicit key words
that will point the computer in
the exact direction.
otThen the information is
transmitted by telephone or
teletype to the Tower Road
library

There, the librarian dials a
telephone number which is
answered, so to speak, by the
computer The operator gives
a password to reassure the
computer that no outsider is
trying to steal information
That's when it begins to get
interesting

-1111triNW

'""'°ice

11111..-

ka

RESEARCH LIBRARIAN Nancy Dewath aids research worker track down materials
checks replies troin computer at Lockheed for a project.
Missiles and Space-Co. in Sunnyvale as she

The computer has stored in
it-six million citations, and
from these the precise

AP

references desired must be o a game.
elicited. The subject is first divided

-it can become something of 'icohtinued on Page41

Fig. D-1 Typical Newspaper Covelmge of the P

D-3 140
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NEM terminals are available at:

REDWOOD CITY PUBLIC LIBRARY
881 Jefferson Avenue, Redwood City

4415) 369-3737
Library Hours:

Monday-Friday 9:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Saturday 9:00 - 6:00 p.m.

SANTA CLARA COUNTY LIBRARY
RESEARCH CENTER

10400 Iorre Avenue, Cupertino
(408) 253 -6212

Library Hours:
Monday- Friday 9:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Saturday 9:00 - 6:00 p.m.

SAN JOSE PUBLIC,LIBRARY
180 West an CarloeStreet, San Jose

(408) 287-2788 Ext. 4855, 4858
Library Hours:

Monday 12:00 - 9:00 p.m.
T., W., Thl 9:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Fri., Sat. 9:00 - 6:00 p.m.

SAN MATEO COUNTY LIBRARY
HEADQUARTERS .

25 Tower Road,Belmont
(415) 573-2074 .

Library Hours:
Monday-Friday 8:00 - 5:00 p.m.

r

S.

An experimental projectsby

LOCKHEED INFORMATION SYSTEMS

and

COOPERATIVE INFORMATION
NETWORK

funded by

The National Science Foyndation

Fig, D-2 -Sample Brochure

r
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Are you writing a 'paper on
microbiology, linguistics or cat
leukemia?

Do you administer an air conditioning
and heating business?

Teaching a class of hyperkinetic
children?

Interested in community services?

Perhaps you are writing a boA:
you've got a plot and the settingnow
you need to enrich it with background
data.

How about bee culture or plant
nutrients?

\Do you need to know more about
Manafjement by objectives,
affirmative action programs, the
four 40 hour work week'

-Are you involved in your community's
`-environntital impact studies?

We can find the current technical and
-',,,Artific information, you need; as"'

I as data from the fields of
education, psycholOgy, agriculture
and 'the social sciences.

1--

143

==.-7--141-airadu,
AM.

'Fig, D-2' Sample Brocluire (Cont. ).,

I.

How may YOU obtain this
information?

BALE an on-line information
retrieval system, developed by
Lockheed Information System was
made available to the libraries of
the Cooperative Information '3

Network (CIN) by a grant from the
'National Science Foundation.

The computer service provides'
\quick access to-millions or-
?eferences in science; technology,
social sciences, Osychology,
education, and agriculture.

Although the computer terminals
are located in just four public
libraries in Santa Clara and San

4 Mateo counties, the patrons of all
the libraries in the Cooperative
Information Network may receive
the ,overwhelming amount of
information that can be read and
brought foith by the computer.

During the first year:of the program,
there will be no charge to the
library patron; however, there vtill
be a nominal charge atterAne 1,
1975!.

0

Ask your local librarian about OIFILG1G
or visit one of the libraries that has

' a computer terminal. See locations
on the back.

14 4' -83
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DIALOG

developed by the Lockheed ).
Information Systems, is availa-
ble to the Cooperative Informa-
tion Network (CIN) Libraries. Q

Made possible by a grant from
the National ience
tion, this ser ce provides quick

1. access to millions of references
in science, technology, social
sciences, psychology, educa-
tion, and agriculture.

'
Ask your local librarian about the
services of DIALOG ' or visit
one of the° libraries that 'has a
computer terminal.

"I

4

REDWOOD CITY PUBLIC
LIBRARY

881 Jefferson Avenue '

\ Redwood City (415) 369-3737
Library Hours:

M-F 9:00-9:00 p.m.
Saturday 9:00-6:00 p.m.',.

SANTA CLARA COUNTY
LIBRARY RESEARCH CENTER

(Cupertino),
10400 Torre Avenue

Cupertino (408) 253-6212
Library Flours:

M-F .9:00-9:00 p.m.
Saturday 9:00-6:00 p.m.

SAN,JOSE PUBLIC LIBRARY

1 San

0
or 110 West San Carlos Street

- (408) 287-2788

Ad . 0 '
ExM855, 4858,

. . ALibrary Hours: -. i (--
o-'C,1 nday , 12:00-9:00 p.m.

,. 1
e % T, W, Th. - 9:09-9:00 p.m.
. . Friat.. 9:00-6:00 p.m.-

SAAMATED COUNTY
. .. 1134iARY HEADQUARTERS

, 25 Tciwer Road
elmont ' (415) 573-2071

Library Hours:
: M-F V ; 8:00 -5:00 p.m.

"" "
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Fig. D -3 Sample ookroalk
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and the requests to come in, but libraries were tearful of-a flood f requests
that would tax staff nieMber-s who were already working at capacity. Efforts

were made to ascertain the effects of each publicity relgiase and thd subsequ

actions were tailored to fit th0 response whenever possible. Although the
was never an overwhelming surge of interest from the public, all libraries/-
felt they were receiving about as much demand as they could handle without

extra staff help: We did not, therefore, step up the, tempo of Mplicity, but
0. 0

rather kept Steady flow g9ing out to the community another newspaper,

article, a'few radio spots-, and some mailings to business.

Stage Three: ,t
This section of the plan was to have onsisted of feature articles as follow up
and major media presentations, on T , perhaps. -This did not materialize

.."because there was concern that Bay Area wide publicitymight resultrin a
:ow i

fall-out upon nonparticipating libraries unable to cope with the inquiries.
However, a slide/tape presentation was produced that was-used by some /
libraries and schools both' as publicity for the project and staff orientation.

Q

The tape is 11 minutes in length and there are §0 slides:, AdS were placed in
the RedwOod City Tribune on four separate days. They produced only two

inquiries. No searches resulted.

Stage Four: #

Instead of wide-sptead media coverage, we concentrated on rfosters with

Esr-

tear-off sheets for further information. We are still receiving a steady

trictcle of response from these, whereas th irect mailings elicited very

little action: One direct, concentrated, and se ect,mailing'was directed at
ah uppbr middle class, primarily profeSsional ommunity of Ladera, located

near Stanford. The community consists of more than 400 famili4as.. Materials

were, mailed to about 200 households to determine the response. Since only

three individuals contacted thelibraries for further information, we did not

continue with the additional 200 mailings. Finally, mailings were -sent. to

Santa Clara County government employees at thi request of the Santa Clara
County LibrarywhicIr made DIALOG searches available free of charge to

4- 146 r

D-7
QAunty officials.
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DIALOG INTERACTIVE
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by R.° K. Summit
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Reprinted from Encyclopedia of Library and
Information Science'
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161, DIALOG SYSTEM

DIALOG INTERACTIVE; INFORMATION
RETRIEVAL SYSTEM °

4*14 DIALOG is the name given to an interactive, computer-baffd information re-

,

trieval language developed at the ktickheed Palo Alto Researh Laboratory. The
DIALOG system Consists of a series of computer programs which have been 'de-
signed to make full use of direct access meinory,deviceiThn which data located
anywhere on the device can be accessed in approximately the same amount of
time) and-video display units to provide the user a rapid and powerful means of
identifying records within a file which satisfy a particular.; information need. By
providing the user full display.access to the indexingSwcabltlary, iind the ability to
modify search expressions, DIALOG becomes a daia processing extension offttlie
human operator who directs and controls the process according to his own personal
needs. Figure 1 shows a DIALOG communications termi'nal which enables the us er
to communicate with the computer. The user issue.s commands to thecomputer by
way of the keyboard, and he receives results on the display4it- and/or on the
teletype as appropriate. DIALOG allows the user with .a well-defined search -topic t9
proceed directly to desired records: the user who cannot so explicitly define .his
requirement is provided tools for browsing through the file. It is.thtis possible to
investigate successive aenues4A interest as they arise or are suggested by \inter-

s,

mediate retrieval results. t
The language prpcedures are easily learned, and the system has ieen used

/

,lisas,;27,727

.1
\

\t

\ -

-a

sr xi

1 1 )f
7

FIGURE 1. DIALOG communicattonyteiminal.
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'DIALOG SYSTEM
. ,

2
successfully by educators, working scientists, engineers, and librarians. To under-
stand how such-an information -retrieval system operates, one should be aware of

historical solutions to the problem of infon9ation retrieval and should have a
general grasp of the techniques employed within a computer to accomplish on-line
retrieval of information.

The central problem in information.retrieval is to identify and obtain those docu-
ments from a collection that contain desired inforthation. The magnitdde of the
problem becomes apparent when it is realized that many current technical collec-
tions require several miles of shelf space forstorage. The user attempting to identify
all documents that might discuss welding defects in 'aluminum or the use of molyb-
denum disulfide as a. solid lubricant in spacecraft, for example, faces an almost
insurmountable information retrieval problem.

The historical solution to this.problem has been to create an index to the informa-
tion collection. Indexes can take many forms. Back-of-the-book indexes assist' the
reader in finding which pages of a book discuss a particular, topic. Library card-
catalogs are indexes that enable the likary user to find information through several
access points: subject, author, corporate source. report number, and other collective
characteristics. Although useful, manual indexes are limited in several ways. The
more specific the indexing, the larger the index becomes.. and the harder it is to find
particular topics of Triterest in the index. consequently, manual indexes usually con-
tain only relatively general subject headirigs which apply to large numbers of docu-
ments. As a result, after finding a general topic of interest, the user still must scan .
a sometimes burdensome amount of material to identity specific items of interest.'

.Another limitition inherent in manual indexes is the inability to combine or co-
ordinate index elements -i-nificomprehensive 'groups. If one wishes to find what
Stanford Uniyersity has produced on the subject of teaching mathematics in the
elementary grades, for example, the user has no way of combining the source entry
point, Stanford University. with the subject entry pornts of mathematics and ele-
mentarS, education. Furthermore, there may be several source entries for Stanford
University. +`

puter-based information retrieval systems can largely overcom e many of the
limitations of manual systems if properly designed. In most 'cases comptiter-based

-retrieval systems not only allow the user to combine several retrieval parameters,'
bur -they also provide relatively rapicLresults. There are two major categories, of
computer retrieval systems, each of which'approaches the retrieval problem in a
somewhat different manner: serial search sys'tems and difect access systems.

Serial searcirsystems wereithe first to appear and were widely used during the
early 1960s. With,this eapproach, the collection or data' base to be searched is _
normally contained-. on magnetic tape in serial fashion. ,Faeh record represents a
document and contains the informaticin elements found on a library catalog card
(e.g., title, author, source. subject Seadings). To perform, q seajclt a user fills out a
form in which he describes as' nearly as possible hits interest. This search request is
then coded by a person familjar with the collection and entered into the computer
(usually along with several other search requests). The computer is controlled by a

r

LMSC-D560986
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163 r DIALOG SYSTEM
.

relative simple search rogram That causes it to read each successive record from
magnetic 'tape. to Comp re the contents of the record wish the clemcnts specified in
the search request, and then to copy the record .out to a second magnetic tape if
there has been a match, of to proceed to the next record. If the collection is large.
it can take several hours for the computer to process the scar,ch requests. further-
more, if the request has been too specific, the requester is likely to get few if any

results; if the specification has been too' broad, _the requestor can ,get several
hundred citations printed out which he then must examine: Becaysc the request
had to -be .processed through an intermediary, there may have been further degra-
dation in the quality of the results.

In direct access .systems, indexes much like back-of-the-bo'ok indexes are con-
structed from the collection. For each inew term or descriptor, the.locations of all
records in,the collection containing that descriptor are listed on a direct access de-
vice. This ilkdex is commonly known as an inverted tile. Whereas the hook index

, indicates theIocations of pages containing particular information, the inverted file
indicates location. f-records containing par4icular information. ThC main collection
is also located on ii direct access device. This file is commonly called the linear file.
It is thus possible for the computer to look .up a particular indkx term ip the in-
verted file, to read off the list of locations or'addresses for the, citation recoOs that
contain the' index, term, and then to access directly the linear file for each location
to copy the* appropriate recordeither to a display. as in the case .(3f an on-line
system. or to a printer, if this has been specified.

Whereas gtrial, search systems can be efficientlyoperated only in a 'Batch Mode.
(i.e., each inquiry -spbcifies the complete search'process to be performed), direct
access systems can be'designtd to be operated either a hatch or interactive mode
(i.e., wherein the user can control and. redirect The search process during execution).
Typically, serial search systcms are simpler and less costly to design but are more
costly to operate than direct access systems. Direct access systems which provjde

.for user interaction can typically produce 'higher quality results (i.e., a higher pro-
portion of relevant results with fewer items missed). , -

Interactive systems can be further distinguished according to the rate and amount

' of information 'transferred during the search process. Systems designed for visual
display terminals usnalli4Operate a,t relatively high speeds (120-240 characters per
second) find transfer.a larger amotint of information but cost more to operate than
teletype terminals, which operate at relatively slow speeds (10-15 charaoters per

ond).
It was decided from the outset that.DIALOG was to provide. maximum interic-,

tion betWeen the user and the file. Ash result, and even though 'relatively 'uneconomic
at the'time (1966), DIALOG'was designed to include a terminal consisting of both a

'high-speed cathode ray tube display and an associated, hard copy device (see Figure
1). From the user's point of view DIALOG consists of several plain EngliA com-
mands, such as DISPLAY, PRINT, and SELECT, which allev, hint to perform
information retrieval functions. Comrfililds'ai-c defined on the 'special characters
above the,numcric keys en the input keyboard so that a convenient command label

E-5 ,
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PIGURE,2 DIALOG input, keyboard with a command label strip.
1

strip Can bel-tattached to the keyboard to identify the commands (see Figure 2).
The commands are so designed that no prespecified sequence must be followed;
i.e., the user is free to.select.any command he considers appropriate for the next
step bf the search. Consequently, the user completely controls the search proceis.
At any point he can branch off the main path of: his search to exploi.e associated
ideas suggested during the course of the search: The con,nand kerorientation re-
sults in a very simple clerical procedure: depress command key:, key in operand
data, press TRANS key to transfer the entire message to the computer. Corfections
are made by backspacing and typing over incorrect characters. Following entry of
each command, the system itsponds Wjth.information /fiat assists the user in
deciding the nextastep to take.

The final implication of the command orientation-is -ghat the search process is
broken up into a_se_quence of small steps, each of which is very simple, and each
of which results in feedback from the system. In this manner each step is completed

,correctly before proceeding, thus eliminating the need to reenter the entire search
specification incase of an error, as must be done in batchfype systems.

In the context of these fundamental considerations, DIALOG design character-.
istics, will be discussed with regard to six fundamental steps which are more or less
followed in any'retrieval process:

(1) identify and -select index terms which 'Characteriie the search interest.
(2) Coordinate individual terms into concept groups.
(3) Sample find evaluate intermediate search results.
(4) Modify (1) and/or (2) and redo (3).
f5) Output rssults.
(6) Review aetual documents.

v
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Ma Chine implementation of eachstep I be compared with the historical solution
in using the card catalog.

In busing a card catalog, the searcher selects a generic noun or .nouri phrase
related to his search interest and scans through the alphabetically drranged catalog
entries looking for a mate or a cross reference. If it is a large catalog, finding an
acceptable entry can be time consuming. Most libraries do not provide a published
catalog guide or index that would enable the searcher to identify subject headings of
interest before approaching the card catalog.

In DIALOG, two commands, EXPAND and SELECT, are provided to alsiIt
the user in identifying anselecting desired index terms. One form of EXPAND
provides a display of the alphabetically near Index terins to the term entered,to-
gether with an indication of the number of citations indexed by displayed terms, and
also the number of cross. reference or related terms associated with each displayed
term. Figure 3 shows the display resulting from the command EXPAND "INAR-
ACTION." Each displayed term is numbered for easy reference. Another form of
the EXPAND comniand allows the user to display the related terms in the ?dine

-format as that just described (see Figure 4). The user is thus provided a window to
the index and thesaurus to assist him in identifying useful index terms with which to
characterize his search- interest. -

The SELECT command enables the user to construct a list of desired index terms
for future reference. SELECT entries result in the definition of file subsets (referred
to simply assets) which are tagged with "set numbers" and are printed out on the

g terminal hard copy device.
The command, SELECT "COMPUTERS. "-for example, would result in the

following output at the terminal.: -

Set No. in Description of ,set
No set, , (+=or.*=And, --=not)

1. 558 COMMUTERS .
.

., , 9

Once selected, a term (or more exac tly, the file subset associated with the term)

may be referenced by its 'set number. Gitalions associated with any set can be dis-
played, printed, selectively saved, or combined with other sets. If a selected term
cabriot be found, an error message is printed out for the user who then can auto-

,. matically display the alphabetically near terms by 'depressing the EXPAND key.
Each term is thus validated at time of entry, and the frequency of,..term use is re-
corded for later reference. .: . ,

The cardtcatalog co -static collection of precoordinated subjeCt headings
(at least in the short run)! one other than the searcher had to decide a priori the ,

appropriate categories to be provided for retrieval If categories are too broad, the
searcher must manually examine a large .nuinber, of citations to satisfy a specific

.:.,

3 / ,t, 1
. -tKeyed entries by user are shown in quotation musks to distintinsh them from command ....,%

S

6

entries.

3
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REF DESCRIPTOR TP CIT RT
E01 IT -INTER INSTITUTIONAL

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 1

E02 IT=INTER ITEM CORRELATIOfsl
COEFFICIENTS s- 1

E03 IT = INTER NATION
SIMULATION 2

E04 IT= INTER-AMERICA N TESTS
OF GENERAL ABILITY 1..

E05 IP= INTER-UNIVERSITY
PROJECT ONE 3

E06 IT= INTERACTION 282 9

E07 IT= INTERACTION ANALYSIS 2 1

E08 IT= INTERACTION ANALYSIS
SCALE

E09 IT= INTERACTION OF
MATTER AND ENERGY. 1

El o Fr= INTERACTION PROCESS 1 °

FIGURE 3. Dtsplav of alphabetically new terms to "11ITERACilON."

subject interest' If categoriesiq narrow, the number of catalog entries becomes
unwierdly to use In the traditional catalog, there is no way of combining categories
at search time to, provide brdader or more specific categories.

In designing DIALOG; it was desired not only to provide the user a.means of
reviewing the citations within a particular category, but also to allow hini to define
dynamically his own Ca tegories'byelogically combining the results of several in-
dividual categories. thiSfunction was provided in the COMBINE command. With
COMBINE the searcher can combine any number of citation sets in any logical
manner. Corttinuing the above,example, assume the user is interested in the interac-
tive use of computers in information retrieval. lie might go through the following
steps:

Terminal output

Command entered
Set No. in
No. set

Description of set
=or.*=and, =not)

SELECT "COMPUTERS" 1 558 COMPUTERS,
SELECT "INFORMATION RETRIEVAL`i) 2 441 INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
COMBINE "1 *2': 3 72 1*2

SELECT "INTEkAcTION" 4 282 INTERACTION
SELECT "MAN MACHINE SYSTEMS': 5 - 93 MAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS

4.

COMBINE "3*(4 +5)" 6 17 1*2*(4 5)

In Ire above illustration, the user combined concepts of "COMPUTERS" and
"INFORMATION RETRIEVAL" into a single category containing 72 items. He

E-8
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/DIALOG. SYSTEM

EXPAND IT=INTERACTION
REF- DESCRIPTOR
R0I IT=INTERACTIO
R02 IT= INSTRUCTIONAL

TP CIT
282

INTERACTION 1 2

R03 IT= RELATIONSHIP 3 80
R04 IT=AUDIENCE '

PARTICIPATION 4 14
R05 IT=INTERACTION PROCESS

ANALYSIS 4 332
R06 IT=INTERGROUP RELATIONS 4 172
R07 IT=INTERMODE

DIFFERENCES 4 22
R08 IT=INTERPERSONAL

COMPETENCE 4 188
R09 I1 =MAN MACHINE'SYSIEMS 4 93
RIO .IT=STATISTICAL ANI/OSIS 4 768

RT
9

1

30

12

8-.

5

21.
12
24

-
FIGURE 4. Display of related te:Fnispf "INTERACTION."

, -,,;.. " :) ,

decided that he could bed-more specific, and 4) he combined this result with a new
concept made up of categories "INTERACTION" or "MAN MACHINE SYS-
TEMS" wkich were obtained from the display.shown as Figure 4, his example can
be develdped as the cumulation of aseries of very simple. steps. ;.:. ' .

Scanning the titles of entries under a particular subjeEt category in the traditional
card catalog allows the user to select specific citations of intitrkst. Frequently. hOw-
ever, other subject entry points for a particular item are not included on the catalog
card, which denies the user the informatibn he needs to explore other related areas
of interest which might be suggested by the citation.

The DISPLAY command in DIALOG was designed to allow the user to review
intermediate results. Of several formats available; that most frequently used pro-
vides a display of the entire citation including all assigried.descriptors and a descrip-
tive abstract ifavailable (see Figure $). Supplying the full citation not only enables
the user to evaluate the relevancy of his search to that point, but it also shows Kim
alternative descriptots he can explore or can include (using the COMBINE com-
mand) withother previously developed categOcS.. Figure 6 'Shows the associated
abs ract that may also be displayed.

en the card catalog User finds relevant .citatio90downe4copies dn their callhen

for use in obtaining the associated Ocurntints. If 11.--i4jshes to devcloP a
bibliography for future use or publication, he is relegated to cotriing inanual/y the

,entire citation of'eachselected entry. . 7
Two output commands are provided the DIALOG user which are identical except

for the target device.. PRINT outputs indicated sets of citations to the high -speed
printer at the computer: TYPE similarly outpuls topic low-speed terminal printer.
Normally the user will output Accession numbs to the local printer for use in
obtaining hard copy, and he Will use_the high-speed printer at the computer for the
output of extensive bibliographies.

,

1--
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DIALOG SYSTEM

ED06443 L ).M007609
AN INTERACTIVE INFORM'ATION^RETRIEVAL SYSTEM;
CASE STUDIES ON THE USE OF DIALOG TO SEARCH
THE ERIC DOCUMENT FILE.

TIMBIE, MICHELE; COOMBS, DON H.
STANFORD-UNIV., CALIF. ERIC CLEARINGHOUSE
ON EDUCATIONAL MEDIA. AND'TECHN4OGY
RMQ66000
DEC 69
90P.
EDRS PRICE MF-$0.50 HC -S4.60

/COMPUTERS/ *EVALUATION/ 'INFORMATION RETRIF.

VALI 'INFORMATION SYSTEMS /INFORMATION THEOR

'Y/ INPUTOUTPUT DEVICES/INQUIRY TRAINING/ IN

TERACTION/RESEARCH/ *SEARCH STRATEGIVS/

f FIGURE 5 Display of full citation

LMSCD560986
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At presenismost library collections are not available in machide`-readable forfn.

Provision has been made in DIALOG for each citation to be associated with a
second record. This record can be an abstract or it can .be the entire text of a

document.
"Of more 'practical therrtsent is tnterface to automptic-microfilm

equipment. DIALOG has bedn used with several of these devices, any of which can

contain full document text. 1,

In practice, DIALOG provides the user an easy-to-use command langtiage that

extends rather than replaces tie concept of the traditional caul catalog. DIALOG
extends this concept by providing a means of combining subject /categories and by

providing the clerical facility for storing, cumulating, and printing desired citations

in a uariety of formals.
The initial °application of DIALOG occurred early in 1967 when a DIALOG

terminal was installed at the NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Cali-
fornia. The systeewas used to conduct on-line searches of the NASA document
citation collection which at that time numbered some 300.000 records. This data

base was stored in a mass storage device at the Lockheed Palo Alto Reseaich
Laboratory, and communication was conducted over a telephone line. During this
first application, DIALOG was used principally by engineers and scientists directly.

During the second phase of the NASA application the terminal was relocated to
NASA Headquarters in Washington, D.C. for` I2 months, By this time the file,4tad

grown to 450,000 citations, the largest bibliographic colleCtion of document

' tions seard'able in an on-linc. interactive mode. DIALOG was used principally by

librarians dt ring this second phase. Usage differences between the first and second.;
phases were analyzed in a final report submitted' to NASA (/).

A., Lockheed has 'recently completed a contract with NASA to develop and install 4,

version of DIALOG known as NASA/RECON (Remote COnsole). NASA /RECON

. is currently in daily operation on a NASA computer servicing twenty-three terminals

.)

-
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DIALOG SYSTEM

F1)0144.5 1

"IFIE EIRS I IN rt-RAciivr CON-1 INI I COMPUTERIZED 0

___USE OF RH !mks BY I Hi- US (11-FICI OF ED-
I1( A 1 ION 1 Rt POR I ED IN nit EORNI 01 EVAI -
UA HON or Hi DiAulo sys I NI ( ON DUI' I ED AT
1HE I'RI( ( 1,F:'ARINGHOUSE FOR EDUCATIONAL
NIFI)IA' AND ,TECHNOliOGY. DESCRIPTIONS 01 ANNE
PURPOSES OF "I Hi: SrUDY OF 1HE DIALOG SYSTEM
(DEVELOPED BY LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE
CO.), AND OF THE PROCEDURFSINVOLVED IN CON-
DUCTING A SEARCH OF THE ERIC FILF USING DIA-
LOG ARE FOLLOWED BY INFORMATION ON THE NINE
PEOPLE, FROM VARIOUS AREAS OE EDUCATION. WHO
WERE ASKED TO HELP EVALUATE THE SYSTEM THE
MAJOR PORTJON OF THE REPORT. CONSIS1ING OF
NINE CASE STUDIES, IS BASED ON THE REACTIONS
OF THESE EVALUATORS (GATHERED IN DEBRIEFING
INTERVIEWS) TO ONE OR NIORI'DIA1,00 SEARCHES
WHICH, THEY 1FIEMSELVES CONDU( rED. IN AUDI-
TION, 19 EVALUATIONS (BASED ON QUESTIONNAIRES
FROM OT.HER SYS1111 USERS) ARE PRESENTED.

.TH1-SF, AI ONG WI I H 11-IF NINE ORIGINAL EVALUA-
,____DONS, SI RI:SS THE' SPEED AND "HORIZON-WIDEN-

ING" EFFECT OF THE SYSTEM. A FINAL SECTION EX-
AMINES THE VARIETY OF tISFS FOR THE SYSTEM AT
THE CI G(N-IiINC;HOUSE THE PREDIALOG QUESTIONS.
THE DEBRIEFING ourr,INF, AND RECORDS OF THE,
EVALUATORS' SEARCHE?ARF APPENDED

ISP/MT) a

FIGURE 6..Eminiple of tlAplavable abstract. .

located in NASA facilities across the country,. Lockheed installed and maintains

another version of this system( in Europe -for the. European Space Research Or-
ganization (ESRO). ESRO support. tcminals in several European countries from

a'central computer facility in Germ ny (2).
During the past 2 years Locked has supplied remote terminal- retrieval services

to three Office of Education f cilities with the Education Research Information
Center (ERIC) files (i), and four AtOmic Energy Commission facilities with Nuclear

, Science Abstracts.
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Appendix P

THE PROBLEM OF RESOUR.CE SHARING
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THE PROBLEM OF 'RESOURCE SHARING

While the concept of a central search' facility is appealing from the point of view of
.

obtaining a "critical mass" of searches and using skilled searchers, it is impprtant
to indicate the important problem of resource sharing. We therefore present below -
the remarks of David C.° Weber, 'Director-of the Stinford Universi, Libraries, and

a member of the Cooperative Information Network (CIN) Board of Directais, as given
...._

in News Notes °of California 'Libraries, Val. 70, No. 1-4, 1975.-
,

In some ways the.CI Board of Directors has found the m ost
-

.frustratiftwaspect to.be the lethargy.of profdssional staff atthe
circulation or reference desks our libraiied;whether; the be
large or small. The .public do not always seena to be the group

which needs to be cimvinced of resource iting; thellibrarian
and senior`- clerical or technical staff who Conduct our front desk

operations seem the;;Weak link. Someof thein are of course

superb. Neverlhelegs it ha.s been apPalliiig how much evidence

accumulatesthat'when a request id made Or information, 'the
I

answer is often "this is all we haven or "you wouldhave to try

same othdr library" or "we do not have the current information
but these three items from our collections may provide you with

some help." True lid that the staff is often very hard pressed.
All of us feel short of staff, and We are spread over very long
hours. However, if ire are to'use shared resources the seivice
staff must take that'extra step to tell the patron "put in 24 hours

I can have it from a special library in this area, "may I obtain

it in photocopy from the Leo Library ih,Louisiana" or "if you ban

give us a week, we can borrow that particular edition frozitne
of these three -libraries and it will be here-next Thursdly between

4 and 5%tclock."
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Resource sharing requires an aggressive attitude, andlit
involves a laferal thinking process. A good deal-of effort
by the CIN staff has gone into spreading the message to ser-

vice librarians of what resources there are right around the
corner, how thp CIN network can be made to help them meet
'the needs 9f their patron's.- Circulation and reference librar-

.

ians may be very good in a tradit9nal pr9cess but on the
whole they do not do well when n-ceasured/against the demands

of operating in a fully effectide sharing network. Here seems
to be an area where library schools need to teabh.a different
operational attitude than may have been previously adequate. .

Continuing education prograis for staff development of thoSe

who interface with thesetooperatives seem an urgent need.
,
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COMMENTS OF OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE MEMBERS
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a
We invited members of the Oversight Committde to comment on the DIALIB project .

, e

and/or other topics that they felt were pertinent to online retrieval in the public
library. We felt that as critics and reviewers of the study for the past 3 years, they
were in a unique position to provide additional insight and evalu'atiOns.

G.1 VIRGINIA ROSS 6ELLgR, GELLIR AND ROSS; LIBRARY CONSULTANTS,
REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA

This is an interesting and significant project w,ich has provided an opportunity for
public libraries to experlitent With computer- assisted reference service. -As is the
case with many demonAration projects, the service was regarded as something-

separaW and distinct from,the regular activities of the library. In this case, the-.,

tendency for such thinking was increased because use of the service required a newr-

technique for acgessinginformation. Because of this attitude toward the project, the

,
I believe the study could have provided more useful-informationd,there had been
provision during the last 2 years for-library supported searchesso that the refereive

.potentials, requirements, contingent problems_ of online-data base Searching ap-
pearpear ricto have been.consi ered in the framework of the library's overall gOals and

,

objectives. I believe'it is significant thk only two of the librarian partidiparitg make
any mention of relationship to goals and objectives in their comments relative to

DIALIB. Reference personnel usualLy seem to have regarded it ag something aside
'from their normal reference service and most of the participants seem to regard, on -'
line data base searches as a new function rather than as another means of_Derforming.
a reference search.

libr'arians-could have more fully explore?tire reference potential of computer-assisted/'

G -1
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reference searthes in their particular settings. Once the patron fee was established,
vs the librarians lost the ability to make scretionary use of'DIALOG,when they consid-

ered this the best means of answering question.' Conversay,, they might have to

make a nonproductive search if the patron was insistent in his desire for Such a Search,.

Provision for discretionary use would have added a useful 'dimension to the project.
4

Although there was provision for free "demonstratiofi!kime, this was intended for use
in.learniridnew data bases and for providing demonstratitlits and was not available for '

s

concluding Patron searches.. ,
,

,
-

.t

As an observer of the project I have been disappointed and coficemed that the public

library AdraiNstrators aid not appear to have a clearly thought-out rationale for the

imposition of user fees for DIALOG searches. Without sueh a rationale I believe there
,

is a definite possibility that a local government, in search for ways to reduce taxes,

may pursUe the user fee concept in a manner ultfmately harmful to the general public's

. access to more traditional. aspects of public library services and resources. Moreover,
failure to recognize the,increased level of service made possible by computer- assisted
reference service, and to evaluate cost in relation to benefits, co uld very Well resulfrt

in curtailment of the public library's ability to.moye ahead with new dprelopments in

resource availability. The easy acceptance of the user feefor these services makes
it appear as though the library administrators had already made a predetermination ,

that the technique ofronline data, base searching and the re sources, thus-available were

.: really not appropriate to the public library. In my opinion, this,.is a,narrow and very

short-'sighted view.
N I

/.. I am also disappointed that the project did nb1st fully take advantage of the opportunity
o

to explore the use of online data base search ida.asetwork franwwOrk. In 'iew of in-
,

creasing eFiphasis on library networking and contimied limited 'availabilily of public

library funds, it appears likely that public library access to data bases such as
DIALOG will be furnished by a few° libraries on behalf of network members; thus the

patron wasess will be indirOt or deferreA. Teftainal installations in the project were
well suited for explorkionof this aspect: San'JOs, Cupertino, and Redwood City had

AI
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heavy "walk-in" traffic; the San Mateo Coufity installation had little "walk-in" traffic.
but served as headquarters fo n network of Branch libraries and alsO was ficessiblel
to the seven member libraries o2 the cooperative Peninsula Library System. Although
the study takes n'Ote,of some of ,the problemsinherent A "indirect"" access, believe
much more attention should have been devoted to this aspect. The data' seem to ind3-
cate that the service was not used in a truly network manner, as a service to
independent members of acooperative system. For example, of the Iotal "indirect"
re.questarePorted for San Mateo County, only six ON.65 came from Sygtem member

. .
libraries. Although Redwood City Public Library patrons weve eligible to use San
Mateo County Library for data base searches, no such use is reported. Redwood City
had a very high usage du-ring their participation in the project; it would seem logical
to haw-redirected this patronage when the Redwood Ci$y terminal was removed atyear
prio1r to the end of the project, particularly so since the Redwood City staff was familiar
with the data bases and the search strategy. An investigation of why this was not done

,would have been instructive.
a

The difficulties of obtaining effective utilizatibn by staff in outlets remote from the

terminal is noted, but it would be useful if the study had devoted more attention, to .

efforts.and techniques to encourage such staff to,make effective utilization and viable
referrals to the terminal access point.

-
The need for training and continuing education to maintain professional competence

in the changing technology and state of the art of the library field is clearly demon- '
stated by this project. Librarians should 6mulate other.professions 'such as law,
medicine, and public administration;

and work to secure such update training,as an
JSaccepted part of their professional status.

O

In-summary: it is unfortunate that the "fee for service" aspect has confurd the issue
by diverting attention from the more basic aspect, which is the valneLO?bomputer-
assisted reference services for public libraries. Ths,pasic questift is whether this

.

is a tool which public libraries Should-add to their other bibliographic tools lor*R.cce-s-s-
,

ing resources. 3 believe this study gives a positive answer to that question and
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provides constructive guide lines to other librariesleeking to use this means to
enlarge their service and resources'.

G.2 DOUGLAS FERGUSON, HEAD, DATA SERVICES, STANFORD UNIVERSITY
-LIBRARIES ,

it

The DIALIP Project Was a field study and not in any sense a designed social experi-

ment. Several choices were made tomove the project
*forWard within the context of

working libraries. Many alternatives were not explored, but alternative ways of
making online reference service work were revealed. For me this is the main value
of this project. It illuminated problems in introducing.an innovative service into pub-
licallKfunded organizations.. It revealed various policy.decisions and operational
choices. It showed the critical importanCe of individual niotivations and attitudes in

the change procegs. r

_ The project suggests alternatives in funding, in operation, and in marketing computer-
_

supported reference service. These alternatives apply not just.to public libraries bitt
to libraries in'public andprivate educational institutions and possibly to other types of

information service organizations. The following observations should be considered
to have the usual wisdom of 20/20 hindsight and the humility of the bystander diScussing

the liglit ss of otheipeoi)lest burdens.

Funding Alternatives

The record does not show that the project participanteactivelg considerea fkmding

alternatives such as price-free service or fully usr- supported finding. Ppice-fee
service would have been in the public library,tradition. Perhapg fiecause of the

original project proposal and structuring, price-free service was not considered a
..-
viable alternative. It is my personal and professional belief that computer-supported
reference service can be offered on a price-free basis in public and' academic libraries

.. .% .

and that this is not only a viable but a desirdble alternative WHEN THE LIBRARY SEES

IT AS SUCH.

iTt
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The same constraints and choices apply to traditional reference service as apply. to
computer-supported reference service. When the similarities rather than the differ=
ences are emphasized, a price-free service structure can be made to work. The
false dilemma that plagued the thinking of many of us, and .T emphasize that this in-..

luded myself, was not free versus fee service but total versus balanced access to
service. No library offers unlimited access to its resources or facilities. Every
library choses what'sources, how much staff time and talent and what access condi 7:

tone it will offer to the public - and so does virtually every other public service
organization. If we select w.hich printJa indeXesiwe cap. afford, why can't we select
which data bases we can afford? If we select staff and bookson the basis of the sub-,
ject emphasis that meets the central needs of our clientele,. why can't we select data
bases and train staff on the basis of our grimary subject commitments? If queues
form at reference de-Sk'S and on phone lines and people are served on a deferred basis.
("all.operators are busy, your call will be taken in the order received_ ") why can't
online searches be handled on a lirtt-come and then deferied basis?

I we-chose not
to attempt to answer certain types of questions (e.g., legal, medical, puzzles).why
can't wide those types of questions fOr which we cannot do online searches?

The list of analogous' questions can go on to each aspect of how information service is
offered. But isn't this'a negative approach, always stressing. or what we will
NOT do? Perhaps, but it seems to me that what result R EE these choices is g type'
of service that balance's, available resources across a spectrum of library services.
By carefully monitoring the results of these choices, such as service backlogs or un-
answered equests, .we have the basis for reallocating people and money resources
and budget requests.

The professional literature is recording a disPussion in Which the problemS of fees
and the rationale for price -freeice-free service is well represented and I will not add to it.
I emphasize, at a minimum, the common-sense practicality of price-free service but
not its iron necessity. 'Furthierrhore it seems to me there are pragm atic benefits of
price-free service, in terms of extending access, removing unproductive accounting

3
t

f
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activities, and building a broad base of professional experience and clientele support.
The project report suggests decision areas that could lead to structuring a price-free
service around selected data bases, using selected staff, under conditions that permit
the operation of a balanced reference service. .Librarians and library managers do
have scope for choice in funding computer-supported reference service. Price-free
service has not been tried and found wanting-, as-Shaw said about Christianity, it has
been found difficult,and sot tried.

V
-'- 7,

Improved Operations

The project did not explore but it did suggest the way in which online sources could
be used to assist with the major types of information requests faced by a public (or

academic) library reference service-. Data bases can be appropriately used to answer
fact or brief response questions (e.g., estimates of the volume of pocket calculator
sales in11.980), to answer short topical questions (egg., a few recent articles on appro-
priate technology), is well as to answer questiOns requiring extended subject searches.
It may have been a missed opportunity when the 'libraries did41liknot plan to try limited
use of data base 4earches with daily on-demand reference requests. Even though data

base sources were not systematically used with differing information tasks, they are
clearly applicable especially as the data base repertoire expands. Furthermore, as
online sources become more common in daily reference activities it will-become im-
portant to develop and test guidelines for the appropriate use of printed and com-

puterized sources in responding to infoimation requests. The guidelines would help
to determine when computerized sources alone might most effectively produce a result,
when printed sources alone Might produce the desired result, and when both.computer-.
izedind print sources are likely to provide an appropriate response. The advent of an-

.

online reference c llection may hasten therefinementof guides`to query negotiation
.and sourceselect at are beginning to appear.

-

I aril. speculating that online sources will be an accepted,and common part of most

library reference activity within the next 10 years. If this h6pens, librarians can
.
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become a significant force in improving data bases and access methods by applying
critical standards 'to these information sources just as they would to other kinds of
information sources. Equally as importa'nt will be the necessity to develop practical
ways of determinirigithe quality or goodness of the results we produce from data bases.
Systematic sampling for'analysis, peer, group search autopies, and settings to which
problem searches can be brdught, are examplesc'of the kinds of professional and
organizational incentives that are needed toproduce a peer-based approach to service
quality and professional accountability.

Markets and Marketing i
The project is rather limited in the extent to which it reveals the market structure
for online reference 'service. 'The mark# structure for various goods and services
of public librarieS has not been explored in any depth. It may be asking too much for
computer-supported reference service to pioneer' in market analysis. A study of
nonusers of computerized literature searches would contriblite to answering several
questions: (1) Are fees a deterrent to use, tcovhom are they asleterrent, and what
conditions would bring about active use? (2) Ig the nonuse based on lack ofneed, lack
of awareness of the service or problems in gaining access to the service? and (') Are
nonusers predominantly part of groups to which thelibraryland the cOmmtinity gives a

service priority, such as ethnic; or disadvantaged groups? Nonuser. information
alohg with informatioh on service users' ould help structure pricing, service design,
and promotion decisions.

Most marketing promotional approaches were tried in the project at least once and
they ranged from direct mail to public relations approaches to the medi to direct
sales approaches in the form of live demonstrations. The problem of servic over-'
load, whether feared or actual, dominated the situation, 'so promotional ap oaches
that go beyond the present library market were not tried. The problematic character
of promotional activities extends beyond libraries to most tax supported service
organizations. If an organization sUcce sfully promotes its services, it Mere

, Y
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demand. Increased demand, in organizations without pricing mechanisms, does not
result in more resources t/(keep up with demand. Hence service degrades and more
people are brought in byyromotion only to be disappointed by what they get or "don't
get. Furthermore, there is no tradition of promotional budgeting in most city agencies

and d public employees may rightly be responding to a belief in the public and in elected

officials that public agenciesshould spend money on their substantive services not on
, .

advertising. Public promotignal money must be initially tied to a,high priority sea"-,
vice, must be focused on specific target groups, and must be low in cost. Building

,

a promotional budgeting base and in-house promotional resources takes years and they
_must always sbe rejustifie'd and kept lean. This is not all bad since most advertising

researches say they don't know what works and doesn't work with any degree of assur-
ance. Meanwhile a great deal of money can be spent. To paraphrase Baron

_

Rothchilds, there are three ways to spend a great deal of money, gambling, fine wine,

and advertising. The first two.are the pleasantest, but. the last is by far the most
certain.

If marketing is basically four clusters of decisions - pricing decisions, mmotion
decisionS, delivery decisions and design decisions - the last is the mosj problematic
for tax supported Organizations. Designing goods, Services, or products to meet
clientele requirements is easy to say 'but it implies a great deal more flexibility and .

resources than most public agencies have. The public image of what public agencies

should provide Controls the content and format of public services, and libraries are
no exception. In part this aecounts for why the participants in this project, along with
almost all libraries, present the service basically in terms of a computer-produced
bibliography. Again, as data bases become more like Ford's aid less like Maseii)s,-

imaginative service designs will be produced. They will be sets of analytic techniques,
interpersonal' skills, and computer processing available for unique and recurring in-
ferm'ation tasks of the library's various client groups. The DIALIB Project has con-
tributed to conceptualizing and creating the conditions for this kind of public library,
information service.

2
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G.3 FORREST F. CARHART, JR. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NEW YORK METRO-
POLITAN REFERENCE' AND RESEARCH LIBRARYAGE NCY (METRO)

i
This was an important project, and was successful in providing most of the sought for
answers to the following questions:

' Is computer searching of value to publie library patrons?
What is the impact of computer searching on the library and the library
patron?

What conditions are required for successful use of computer searching?
Are,there special financial or marketing considerations?

The astute librarian reading-this report will, consider the experiences here neither
the norm for libraries nor atypical. The size'of library, population served, member-
ship in consortia; etc., necessarily impdse qualifiers on policies, practices, reac-
tions of patrons and staff, kand,any conclusions which gtay be extrapolated. It isobvious,
I think,' that much of at wa& learned could be transferred with discretion to

It.woufd be fair to say tliat change' which may come about from-the utiliza-
tion of abniputer searching will be evolutionary rather than revolutionary. A receptive
staff Will benefit from this augmentation oftheir skills.

The public library's role as a,,iinkiQ agent would seep now .to be self-evident. When
our questions were posed 4 years before the end of the project term, the answers were
not clear. 'In fdct, this program pwvided part of the proof that. public libraries are a
logical placein which to locate terminalfor liter.ature searching.. Terminals are now

'commonplace in libraries which have a demonstrated need for them.
to

There is no fundamental difference between doing a nianual,search and a computer
search. The prIrraples of searching are the same. The ':difference; most-often cited
is not related to the technology but relates tothe services customarily provided by a
library. The role of the individual Iibraryoin information transfer (reference work is
affected by such factors as whether it is a small suburban or large urban library;

a
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Whether the area served is located near research and high technology communities;

whether the library serves mainly the recreational reading needs of a retirement corn-
.

munity; the extent to which the public library participates in cooperative programs with

nearby libraries and utilizes such referral and support opportunities; etc.
16

The above factors (and others) lead to a question of degree to what extent is the

library accustomed to performing in-depth literature searches for its patrons? The
library which is Unaccustomed to in-depth searching may find computer-assisted

searchihe an overwhelming procedure in the beginning. Howbver, it is my opinion-

that most librarians have fallen into bad habits when doing reference work. The

computer-assisted search forces the librarian to do a thorough reference interview
before the search begins, rather than raising questions as the search proceeds. In
fact, computer-assisted searching is good training and discipline for manual search-
ing because of thR reqdired precision of the reference interviews.

-

Most indexes printed on paper and their counterpart `computer indexes are used in the

same way. In fact, many originated as printed indexes, and use the same list of subject
headings (thesauri). As is the,case with printed indexes, each field of knowledge has
its own Subject headings and literature searchers are accustomed to using different sets
of terms in printed indexes. The same can be said of computerized indexes. .

The study showed that cooperative use of a terminal is possible and provideS Vbar
to ,good service. At the same time,, it was shown that not every library needs a com-

puter .terminal for literature searching just as not every library needs a hardpaper
copy of Chemical Abstracts. Libraries have always been.interdependent in these

.niatters (hard paper) and they can be interdependent in terminal Osage. A parallel ex-
,

periment in New York has shown that no library having a terminal will be overrun by

patrons of another library. A library making heavy'use of another's terminal will
soon find such a situation so inconvenient that it will obtain its own facility. The
Shared use of a terminal provides an Opportunity for alibrary to gain experience and

data to support budget requests for a separate

1
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In this study, it was not possible to compare Costs between mantial and computer
searches. This could only have been done if the libraries had previously routinely
conducted in-depth manual sea ching. Since this was not the case, the advent of the
terminal proVided an entire new .dimension to the service of these libraries. This
fact is so basic that it pervaded all activity in the,study period.,and colored many of
the comments collected by the evaluation team.,
The pattern of this study provided a progression from "free" searches,to "fully" paid
searches. In retrospect, this would not have been necessary for publiC acceptance and
if the 3 'years had been entirely a "fully" paid period, we might have been able to eval-
uate other variables. It is my peeling that the gradual buildup to "full" charge was for
the library staffs' fears which proved to be unfounded. It is likely tharit would have
been less trying to the libralf staffs if the reduced charge periods had never been in-
stituted. I, certainly would not recommend such a practice again.

We learned so e things about the impact,of computer-assisted searches, in relation to ,

the pation litit missed a golden opportunity to learn more. As predictedk. a computer
search saves uch time. !Tile most dramatic demonstration of this was the heavy use
by st ents. They could see the efficiency of using the terminal and its attendant costs
versu the money they could earn in the time at-manual search would have consumed.

It was significant that some patrons returned for additional searches. That more did
not is not significant. Except in industrial laboratory investigations (special libraries)
and similar situations, it is most unusual to have a general patron return for addi-

v

r
tional in-depth searc g.

. A

-

Unfortunately, the evatuators did not investigate the reasons for repotted dissatisfac-
tions.. For examp e we do not know whethet the patrons were-unhappy because no
Citations were found and whether any citations should have been expected. We do not
know whether thequestions were sharply defined or too narrowly stated. We do not-I
know whether appropriate data bases were searched. In general, we can say that

,
7
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dissatisfactions reported by the evaluators are also reported from manual searchers
in hard-paper indexy. More often unhappiness is in frustration or disappointment
based on unfounded-hope. In some cases, particularly those relating to doctoral candi-
dates, the repliA received may have been a response to a poorly worded question.
Such a student may very well turn up no. citations in his searching but at the same time

this can be a happy result he has found a topic upon which he can build his doctoral

research.
4

Ili
The imp= which may be expected in libraries will vary according to the nature ofjs
the libr 0ry arid the community it serves. If we think 2f computer-assisted searches
as a natural augmentation of our already highly developed sense of service and fine-

. tuned capabilities, most of the "impacts" are entirely predictable such as: the possible
necessity to rearrange staff schedules to allow pre-search interviews with the patron;
scheduling of time for more intensive training for the utilization of new reference

41%.

tools; necessity\for training all staff for'an attitude of support, not simply a g-rudging,

acceptance; as well as similar tdministrative-problems most of which we should have

,faced long ago in ourinanual search days.

One item which s been labeled a problem has in recent months been raised into a

:-2ghly:, emotional cause ce-lebre.---: an unfortunate occurrence. This has to do with whether
. . .

a library should or may charge the. patron a direct fee for this or any service.' I think
7

't
, . . .

e stui:ly responds to his question although the evaluators failed to probe sufficiently

write convincingly on the topic:2o
f --'

/7 It is unfortunate that some well-meaning persons have raised shrboleths in-the guise of/
philosophical issues. There is:notyuch doubt that all library administrators would
li ke to offer all services without direct charge to the immediate user. But when a

)
serv-i is needed {demanded) and normal sources of funds are not

.
available,

a
there is

no of er recourse. To charge is ,iot to.dezty service because we do offer the same. '

11

service, albeit a slower procedure. The patron makes his choice cheap and slow to.-* '

fast and for a fee. We've done this for years. ive have sold j.nk r pens, ball

A

1'
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point pens;,writing paper and, more dramatidally,' have provided phbtocopying ser=
vices for a fee. At the same tine, paper'and pencil have been available to facilitate
manual copying. .Choice cheap and slow or fast and for af42. ,

Not only es charging not deny access, it enhances access to those who do need it:
It is mainly for in-depth, searching, not for simple reference questibns. As with

photocopying, libraries have found, and this study demonstrated, that controls must
be imposed to prevent 'unbridled and irresponsible utilization of; taxdollars'for in-
'appropriate use of services, -e.g., photocopying.

Indeed, it is not a simple question of charge or no charge. The very act of installing
a terminal and the training of staff to use it is a subsidy.' Despite the fact that the
issues are really hard business issues, librarians are hot p rohibited from providing
(on discretion) certain needed "free" services.

ways and in ain infinite number of degrees (urn()

suaded that terminals are more necessary thaf,

Subsidy can be increased in many -,

total) when fund providers 'are per-

for instance, garbage collection.
/0

Costs are present, "whether they are associated with manual or machine searching.
A point to remember in this context is that over a period oflitae we hawk often demon-
strated,2strated ihat services previously thought t be expensive wer e reduced in price as

' volume increased. As a result, libraries ave found that they'coidd forego the direct
charge. for the service. From this study we cannot predict with certainty that history
may be reheated here, Fut I think that subsidies will increase just as they have in Jhe
case-of coin-Operated photocopying.

"Staff attitude.w.as mentioned as an impact on the library: We found that the attitude
of the library director was reflected in his staff, i:e., whetheil the terminal was an
extra chore or provided enhanced service opportunities. We have made mistakes re-.

lating to staff acceptance of microfilm as a normal medium for storagPand trans-
niission olinfor Ination. Public acceptance of microfilm is reflected from librarians'
attitudes tii4,'weire sorry, this is all we hare, it's inconvenient and we don't like it,

3 .

t,
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but you'll have to get along." Psychological and technical preparation is something\
that cannot be overlooked if any program is to be successful. ;User comments may

possibly reflect negativcitaff attitudes.

Persons reading.the report of the study should examine carefully the opinions reported
from both librarians and users. Readers of the report should ask themselves what
might have been the reason for the reactions'whether positive or negative. Unfortu-
nately, the report alhe stujly could have been more useful if C..hd evaluators had had

some library experience or co-opted such experience in order to Probe for signifi-

cances behinds the data and statements which they collected.
r

The study did demonstrate that the machine augmentation enhanced the ability of the

librarians to perform in-depth reference worIc more efficiently. The, study found that

these tools are good extensions of printed indexes aneabstracts. But 7 it was also
Itsdemonstrated that the service, i.e., terminals for searching, should be acquired

selectively and cooperatively in the same manner that librarians now select and ac-

quire printed versions of inc4xes.

t - - 0.
The study demonstratedthe potential, but did not have 'the opportunity to truly demon-

strate, the real possibilitie'S of g computeztassisted searches in a geographically
.

i 0 .

dispersed area of library service.. In parallel studies (METRO) it has been shown 'that

a central terminal installed on behalf of; and used by many'libraries, is feasible and .

useful. Only a lack of understanding of the service potential and a lack of imaginative

use of such service will hold back the extension of sertride. The public libraiy is a

linking agent as are alrlibraries. 4 4
. . . .

I

r.
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A detailed study of the time required to perform various elements of an online search
. 0 .

was made by Cooper and DeWith, as reported in Ref. 4 and in theZvaluation Annex
4

volume of this final report. This appendix stUnmarizes the cost data.

H. 1 SEARCH ELEMENTS

The search elements used by Cooper and DeWath were:

lteference interview: time that the user spent negotiating the request with a
library staff member.

Originating Tibrary preparation: ,time in originating library to record,
-Ne .

research, and record the request.
DIALOG library preparation,: time spent on the request at the library per-.
forming the DIALOG search with no patron present and before performing
Ikhe online search:=*.

Online search time the actual DIALOsearc.
DIALOG library folIowup: time speitt at the DIALOG library after the online
search.with no patron present.

Originating library follow,up: same as above, but at originating library.
Followup.with patron: at either the originating or the DIALOG library, the
time spent withpatron cplaining the results of the search.

H.2 TIME AND COST OF SEARCH- ELEMENTS

The time required for each of these elements is shown in Fig. H-1 for the free and
pay periods. Because not 511he elements are performed for every search, a

I
ti
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TIME . COST
(MIN) ($),

-FREE FEE. FREE FEE

10

18

10

23

FOLLOWUP TIME FOR DIALOG LIBRARY 12

FOLLOWUP TIME FOR ORIGINATING LIBRARY 11

FOLLOWUP WITH PATRON 8

TOTALS.

*
*0.82 .((PAY),,

:

16. 1.12 1.72

15 1.96 1:66

18 ''Af-\\,:,,;1.06 1.93

,11.60

8.83 10.87

2.43 .1.74

14 1.26 1.53

11 1.08, P.*21

10 0.8l IL15

C

PROBABILITY WE-1HTECT
OF /COST* .

ELEMENT- 7 ($.)

0.72

0.11,

0.54'

1.0

0.67 (FREE)*

1.9

0.74

pjo
6:42

°

Fig. Average eost of Online Search, Showing, Free and Fed Periods

FREE FEE

0.81, 1.24

0.22 4.18

0.5Z, 1.04

17.35 11.60

5.92 8.91

.2.43 1.74

0.3 1.13

0.11 0.12

0.34 0.48

28:68 26.44
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probability of each element is shown. For example, thL originating library seldom
expends time preparing the Search and therefore the probability of that eleMent is
low, 0.1,1, while the pitility of a reference interview is high, 0.72. When the
cost of each search element is multiplied by.the corresponding probability, we obtain

the weighted cost shown in the right-most columns.

The sum of the weighted costs- for the free period is $28.68 per search, and for the
pay period is $26.44 per 'search.. This decrease in cost from the free to tlie,pay
period is due to the decrease in Online search time from 23 to- 16 minutes.

Figure H-2 shows the costs grouped into "librarian salary," "online cost," "print
'2'

cosi," and "totals" for the free and pay periods: It can be seen that the search ser-
vice costs represent about three-quarters of the total costof -a search.
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This appendix presents a list of the meetings herd and indicates the kind ofstcoordinaiOn

required in,z, project such as this. A list: of papers presented indicates the disiemi,na-':
..,

tion of knowledge-concerning the project. -'

I.1i C0014DINATION MEETINGS
.:

May 17, 1974.. Description, of Study to dIN'irreetingi 'PalAito; Cal.' .- 4, . . _.,. .. . .- . -
June 17, 1974. Disciission, of agreements witpartipipatitig libr4r31 hea4s. These-

..-.. -

agreements were to be signed by the reqpedtive cities'6dpotinties,,arid:Loajdf0d.
. ., .... ,..c .

July 11, 1974. Applied Communieatiori Research made a presentation'congsining the

7.----data gathering plan at a tra:ini. ng:Session for. the librarians. -- : ' 0. .

...

f

.
...

July°30, 1974. General meeting of participdting libraries ..;iperiscjasiinitial experiences
. ..

with the system, L.,... . ,. .

....
._ .... ... ....

7 S."
n.. . ,.. r

. .81 i% .".
August 2; 19.74. Arrangements for opemng- 6 ere*iii e s," San .Jose. -'.--* -

; . -,::. . ... .1- '. r
August 6, 1974. Publicity Cordhitteef .meeting at wfitCh a teCom*-riaation was ade

to employ.S. publicity Ooo mator; -7-

_Q.

':-, ,-- , : ,. , .. .
.

: .

August 15, 197,4. deneial rieeting of pirtfditiating libraries' to dikuss expercend.e to-,. di

date' and review revtis.ed 64altiatrOn,-plan. -.-. ---.% ..-"z--: .',.:r'" -*.-- . '
. .

--- /,, --,- -., t. rt ..
A ' , ,,..2

1 *- ..- .

August 22, 1914.. Opening Ceremonies 0-1 San JosvPuhfic Library attend lik citY. i-
. .. ,.-, ",,, ....', , -...

dignitaries, City and County librarfaiS,. kidel:NSP--anciI-oclitteed reiii4eiitatiiies:1"..
-- . . .- .....: s.,,-..-. ... ,.

, .
...

,, , ''
August 23, 1674. Oversight: Committee Meetirg tojevleiprOgress to late' '' ---/ -:.i .

.o.
. .. - .::.-, . . _A '- , 0

0 r -.
1 .4t-.

September 12, 1:W4'. The head5"of the. pant librarieeMetat the Sat glateo' \ .:
,

. .

'Educational Research CenteriSMER.d.) Re4wootCcity-bSdiSuss4Solicy'matters in'0.1:01- .-- s'

-',. , _ . ,

ing possible limitatiOns in the.u e of,the::6Stenl,anittle.,problem of fee for semige..1-
...- . . . ... - ..

A Pricing, Pol, WorlOng Group was estibrishe&bSithe-.1lbraries to-deal with the -'
s 0.. '

s
d -4

f....
, ,

latter question. .- . .
f -...;,' I

.

....... . ..... 1.,. .

',... '...'.
I - .. ,--:".. ...,-, ---

. , ci .. -
,- , .- .1, 4 ,' ,

participating.
' % SI.::$ :'-.

'October 10, 1974. Reference Wprarians.irom the 114rarie:smet at, the; :-.-t' .,:....4'

. ,
Redwood City library to disduss pUblicity, ibe ev04itionisiliestionnalfe.;. ant tfi sli4ie -,41

- . , g.. t-. '1 ,' '`'.: 70

their experiences with the 'systemt -4 -, ..,:f .-,` .';,,
; ,*

-.. .d- -' ',. '

' v- - .

166 1,
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October 24, 1974. Ferguson, Helmer, and Firschein met at Stanford to discuss the
marketing' effort status and strategy. In-library publicity was tobe stressed -until
after January 1, a saturation campaign was planned for.one community inJuary -

LMSC-D560986.

(

Febryary, atthsome in-library media presentations were consiered.
/
*
tober 25, 1974. .,C.. Mick and A. Ahlgren (AC met With R. K. Summit and O.

irschein to discuss the user questionnaire and e evaluaticirplan:.
.(

October 27, 1974. Frances Grant conducted an additional training period for reference
brarians df the participating libraries to bring them up to date on some of the'new

databases and to show some athanced'searct techniques.

November 21, 1974. dIN Presentation, Skilling Auditorium, Stanford University '

R. R. Summit; 0. Firschein, F. Grant, Lockheed; N: DeWath, San Mateo County
Library).6,

: January 16, 1975. Meeting of the librarians at Redwood City. The Cooper/DeWath

time study was discussed and Alice Ahlgren of ACR discussed they mechanics' of

questithmaires :>4. t
,- , 1

Febniaty '8, 1975. Meeting of Oversight Committee ReyieW of ACR eval,latrOn material
,,.

4and the fee7for-service policies to be used by thg libraries. f'
7

March 19, 1975. Meeting at San Jose Public Library to review the Cooper/DeWath
" t

. study.
.

4. March 1975. Heads glibraries met and requested a subsidy because of unexpected'
, .)

personnel costs. . , .

,,,,

Aptif,7, .1975 : .Meeting with heads otlibraries, CIN, :and Ldpklieed in which a $10 per

terminal hour subsidy was proposed for 'submission to.NSF.
,

, ,

',June 1975,. Meeting of librarians to d cuss pay period operation.
,4.

, )1 ,
NO*.ember 24, 1975,. Oversight Committee meeting.concerning the need for planning
_..... . . , ,
for the third year of Operation at fun fee, the49,,ed for' follow-on studies of nonusers,

,
and the,co tinued collection of time and costlata. i 0

. \ t 0 0 ) ,

February 1976. Site visit by ACR to out-df participating in study.
, c 1., ,..

June 3, 1975., Oversight Corimittee meeting to review first draft of final report.

:
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:June 1977 October 1977. The Oversight Committee individually reviewed drafts of
the final ACR"report and the Final Reports Cal-hart an Firschein met in June', and

Geller, Firschein, and Mick; Ferguson, Firsehein, a IVfick; and Bourne and

Firschein met in September. "Firschein and Mick ma ma' ny.timeg to review

uation material and to incorporate the comments-and critiques into the ACR report.
.k/

1.2 PRESENTATIONS AND PAPERS
<

A

'Computerized Retrieval Comes to the Public Library," Oscar Firschein, Lockheed
Information Systems; Evelyn Helmer, Publicity Consultant; Sally Drew, Redwood City

reference librarian; and Nancy DeWath, San Mateo bounty reference librarian, Bay,.

Area Chapter of the American society for Informati Science, 12 Dec 1974

1

, "Computerized Retrieval in a Public Library Setting," 0. Firschein and R. 'K. Summit,
COMCON '75, IEEE CoMputer Society, San Franciseo, California , Feb 1975

*

actors Affecting the Adoption Of
, .

Online 'Service by the Public Library, ", Alice E.

Ahlgren, ASIS MiclyearAgnference, Portland, Oiegon, Jun 1975
.1

"Providing and Pricing Computerized Search;in the Public Library," Or Firschein
and Roger Sun n,it, NSF colloquium, "Strategie's for Improving Special Library Effect-

,

liveness," Northwestern University, Jun 1975!

I I
S.

, ,
line Retrieval in aPublic Library Setting," Roger'Summit and Oscar Firsohem,

Sp tial Libraries Association_meeting, Chicagor Jun 1975, ".

.i. 1
i N. .,... b

"The DIALIB Project," 0. Firschein, Institute on Library Service tottie Business
Community, States Univ,ersity of Neik York Albany; N.Y.'; Jun 19q5

. 4 ., 1

,

"Online Search Services in the Public

American Library. Association Mntial
4

1975

.Library: Project DIALIB," Alicet. Ahlgren,
4

Conferencle, San Francisco, California, 3 Jul

'LOCKHEED PJALQ ALTO RESEARCH LABORATORY
LOCKNII0 &SOLIS & &PAC& C0141,ANY, INC.'. ti
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',Providing the Public With'Online Acce

Firschein and Roger Summit, 2nd USA

Aug,195

LMSC-D560986

to Large pibliographic Data Bases,'" Oscar
Japan Computer*tiinfErence, Tokyo, Japan,

!4

t 1975 Engineering Foundation Conference,"The DIALIB Study," Roger Sufn

Henniker, New. Hampshire, 11 Aug

"The Cost of On-Line Bib lio c

ACR-003-7541, Applied Commun

; \*

earching,".M. D. -Ceoper, N. A. DeWath,,.

tion Resear Debember 1975 (published in a

revised form in Journal of library4utorpation,

1 -. ..k

.

1. 9, No. 3, Sep 1'976, pp.. 195 20731,'

"On-Line Reference Retival in of Public Librai3N" R. K.
-

Special Libraries, Feb1976, 'pp. 01 96
'11. c

1

K.

"Effects of Fee for Online Reference Retrieval' in a Public 'ibrary Setting," 0.

Firschein, and R. K. Summit, 67th Annual Special Library, s AssociatioNmeeting,
:

snit and 0. Fixschein,

June 1976, Denver, Colorado.

e

"Providing Fee for S e Onhine SearcheiThrough the Public Library," A. Ahlgren,

61th Anntialepecial Libraries AssociationMeeting, Jun 1976:Denver, Colorad.
,

An Investigation of.the Public Library System as a L

Educational,, Social, and ilvironriaental Data Bases, ".

.

g Agent to Major Scietitific,

Summit and 0. Firschein,

National Science Foundation,-Division of,Science Information Seminar,
.

Traditional Information T-rpsfer Mechanisms," shingto ' D.C. ,

",1976
I.

S. "..s

-4.4" .
"Online Reference Retrieval in tiie ifliblic Lihiaxy: tessons Learned," Q& Firschein

.s
.. . "

. I , ,

and R., K. Summit, American Society for Information Science Annual Conference,
_ . 4.

San FranciSco, California, Oct 4-9, 976

:'Alternatives

Sep 28-29,

.

"Online Use of ERIC 14 a 'Public Library Setting," R. Johnson (San Jos

library) and 0. Firschein, ERIC U
Oct 6, 1976.

_ems

a

A
, c

).LO\KHEED
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c
, .

Confrenc, San, Francisco; -California
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Fee for Service: E ect on Users, ",0. Firschein, National Science Founclation/SpeCial
0

Library Association Symposium, "Future of Special Libraries," S14 Annual Meeting,
New York, N.Y., Jun 1977

4
"OnlineSearch inane Public Library: Results of a Three-Year Stuclyi" 0. ,Firschein
and R. K: Simimit, American Society for Inforination Science Annual Conference,

-Chicaia, Ill., Sep 1977
_ , 7

"Public 'Library UseOf Online Bibliographic Retrieval ery es:` EXperience,in Four
Public Libraries in Northern Califo,rnia," R. K. Sum it ap ()gear Firsceln,
ONLINE Magazine, Oct 1'977

b
a .

,

* "Input-Output Relationships hi On-Line Bibliographic Searching," M. D. Coope
4t

Journal of the American Society for Information Science, Vol. 28, No. 3, Ma 1977, .4
Ipp. 153-160 .

"Fee.for Library Service: 'Effects ofitUsers," 0. rschein, Special ' Library
1 Associatib Colloquium, "The future o'flpecial.Libr'ary Research

se.Sponsored'ponsore by the Division .4 Science Information; 'National Science

New York, N.Y., Jun 1977 0

,

"Online Search' in the Public Library: Results of a
and R. K. Sum,mit, 40th ASIS Annual Meeting America 4iety for InfoimatiOn .

it gress
Foundation,

re -Year Study, D. Firschein ,

.Science, Chicago, Ill., Sep 1977

.1'
"Public Library Useog,nline .Biblio aphic Services: s: Experi

Libraiies in Northern salifornia,'"y.. K. Summit and 0.
. T"''''

_.

977, Vol. 1, No. 4,{ pp. 58-.64
,(

4

I
s .

ce in F ur Public:
Firschei , ONLINE, Oct

.1
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